Consistency Nature
By Dishdawash

	To read is to be hypnotized. To involve yourself in passages is to have your daydreaming manipulated and sculpted. Old memories are distorted beyond all recognition and rehashed as something new, something parallel to the musings of the hypnotist. Sailing through life, you have found these obscured words. The protagonist of the story is you, for you are the perceiver of the spectacle that is his life. No progress to speak of. No before and after. Only the constant transition of the living experience. The never-ending segue that shines most evident in dreams but remains omnipresent in all moments. I dedicate this story to Mr. Consistency Nature, who is the inspiration and topic of this wee escapade. You now fall under my spell and see how he might have seen.    


• Plum Avenue

	First, before all else begins, there is an angry sun. Now these words may be written. 
	Sweat. Sweat dripping from your little rat whiskers. Sweat. Sweat making your white fur glisten. Your little feet sizzle and bubble on the hot ground under the blue sky. This is different warmth, different warmth indeed. Natural light, so long it has been! Every cell in your body takes in the heat, unlike artificial lighting, which has kept you firm in it’s stale, buzzing sight for years and years and years. You know the years I speak of very well, don’t you? Those many years of being assessed by what wondered about in the lit shadows. Well, what concerns you, what is really important, is that you’re out. They give a lifeless sigh, and begin to lifelessly die, your cells. This angry sun on high is quite new. What does it illuminate for you?
	Looking ahead, you see a town rippling and sizzling in the transparent flames slivering like snakes in the wind. You gaze at your hands and what do you see? They ripple and sizzle as well! Your sweat begins to give you blisters. Your sweat, your sweat, your sweat. This town… you know this town! It is the town of your youth, now slowly evaporated by the passage of time. The houses are washed out, more so than they were back when you walked upon these blurry lawns. The birds on the telephone poles have reduced to shadows with pulses. This town is a fading memory. Recall this fading memory, this fading memory of the sizzling town. What was once clear is now but a line of burned out film. What was its name? Well, for now we’ll call it Plum Avenue. 
	The angry sun illuminates more, so much more. Perhaps now, perhaps now you can see where it was you were assessed. You can feel the establishment that kept you. Its breathless winds are tickling your spine. After all, it lay right behind you. You walked out the front door only moments ago. All it shall take is a quick movement and you will see. You will see where you were kept. 
	“My god, it’s beautiful!” 
	This is what you say. A palace! A palace so large, airplanes are seen soaring in and out of the ornamented windows! The angry sun gleams, as it would on refined, moist flesh, upon the mighty walls. To each side of the door, the door you have just emerged from, there stands golden statues of sword wielding frogs, confident and dressed in decorated, military uniforms. These are not the frogs you know. Behind the golden walls you hear a cacophony of architectural exactness! Snare drums banging in unison, fire-crackers blowing people to bits, tigers roaring, yelling, laughing, construction, destruction, and refrigerator humming. These sounds, where do they come from? Within their walls, you did not hear this. You heard next to nothing. Let us recall your assessment. Let us recall…
	It was a single room, a large room. In the right lighting, it could have been lavish and beautiful, but for you, under the light of the fluorescent, gasoline-stained chandeliers, oh how dull! There were many circular tables on the dusty rugs, and all around these tables sat many motionless rats softly squeaking in pain. You were one such rat, under the same conditions as they. To each side of you there was another woeful fellow breathing quietly and pressed hard against you. 
	“Why did we all pain?” 
	Recall, recall, recall… Your memory looks again at the surface of the table. All of these rats, these comrades, had both hands nailed to the table. This is why you all pained. The blood collected in the middle, the middle of these many tables. Gazing at this dark red pool, you saw the dark, dull, despondent reflections of the others around you revealing their faces of mortification, fear, and suspicion. 
	For a moment you stop recalling. Again you feel the heat of the angry sun. Your body is uncomfortable in this layer of sweat and humidity. The gravity around you starts squeezing your insides like they were stress balls. Wh… Where were y-you? Double… you’re seeing double. 
	“Perhaps… perhaps I should let myself melt here on the pavement and trickle down into the fading storm drains of Plum Avenue…” 
	Your saliva… your saliva collects on the white hairs of your chin. The angry sun is in the mood to spin you like a top and laugh lifelessly. Dizzying, so dizzying. In restless motionlessness, your mind spins and begins to blur into transparency because of the fantastic speed. Forever, forever, forever shall this transparency remain if you don’t stop it. You’re not stopping it. Looking down at your hands, you find that they are still soaked in the blood of your assessment. You must recall it further!
	“No… no… I want to feel the hugs of a forgotten time. I want to convulse calmly under soft silk. I want to crawl back to the womb.” 
	You must recall! You must recall your assessment! Your tail begins to smolder. Your tail! Your tail! Take a moment and try to feel it. What? It’s gone? Quick! Run into the shadows cast by that tree just there! Relief!
	As you lie face down in the shade, you steam, spark, and gasp for breath. Your tail… you have no tail. After collecting yourself, the future is seen ahead of you. Not the past, not the present, but the future. Staring at the grass and the little spotted beetles convening and giggling in the soil below, your surroundings travel forward in time as you lay still in a single moment. The beetles convulse about, die, and ferment into the earth. The grass turns brown, shrivels, and blows away. Staining your cheeks in blood, you rub your eyes speedily and aggressively. Blinking copiously, you find yourself back in the present. The rich green of the grass and the living hisses of the exotic beetles exist before you. You know their fate. What’s this? A tear? 
	“My tail! My tail! My kingdom for my tail! Death draws nearer for us all!” 
	Recall the assessment once more, if for no other reason than to forget. It may be worth your while. Recall!
	Ribbit… Ribbit… Behind you little rats, seen only vaguely in the puddle of blood before your eyes, marched many frogs. Back and forth they went, each step in mathematical sync with the ticking of the grandfather clock in the corner. You were ordered not to look away from the puddle of blood, and those who did were swallowed whole. So many little rat tails wiggling from every frog’s mouth! So many frantic squeaks! The only way you knew of this treachery was taking a peak or two. In every rat eye, there burned a hatred for all eyes alike and seen. Intimidating squints were always being exchanged. Catcalls were always being whispered. No natural light! No natural light! Ribbit… Ribbit…
	The fluorescent, gasoline-stained chandeliers hung above you began lowering slowly to the ground as months turned to years. The blood gleamed a bloody gray gleam brighter and brighter still as time moved along! The suspicious glares were being illumed more and more as the clock ticked on! 
	“Soon, soon these chandeliers will be biting at our scalps. Soon, soon these chandeliers will be kissing the floor, breaking, shattering, and sending the assessment room into the uttermost darkness.”
	So much of this, there was. So much that time could hardly measure. Each tick of the grandfather clock, that grandfather clock in the corner, slowed the happenings of all things to the point where every hair blown by every hot breath could be studied. 
	Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock.
	The only change was the chandeliers, slowly coming closer and closer. The growing light and heat gave the feeling of inevitability by moistening the back of your neck with sweat. Your sweat, your sweat, your sweat. Another rat swallowed, another false ruffian gazing at yet another. Ribbit… Ribbit… So said some of the rats after a time. No windows. No windows. Only dust and light, ever suffocating dust and light.
	The grief over your tail dulls all of the colors surrounding you. Blood flows coldly through your veins as the mind shivers. Not much more happened in that room to recall. The scenarios of your assessment have enveloped your cerebrum in a thick, unavoidable tar so to recall really isn’t the largest of feats. How pathetic you are. Recall how you got out now…
	The chandeliers crashed and died upon pushing against the floor, the ever-dominant floor of the assessment room. Many of the rats didn’t see it coming but oh, you did! A few sparks quickly flew and wiggled about, lighting the blotches of black like a flare fired above the night sea. What came next? Darkness. No more ribbits… No more squeaks… nothing. There was still life. You felt your body flowing still. You felt the living warmth of the breaths pushing against each side of you. All remained… but there was nothing. Sitting… sitting… sitting… light… A door creaked quietly open to the side of you with blinding daylight slicing into a large chunk of darkness. Such a change it brought, but none noticed. All the rats illuminated by this new light sat still yet. Motionless and full of fear they remained. 
	The sharp pain in your hands seems to have vanished all the same. The air blown in through this door, creaking it open further, flowed softly through the holes in your palms. The nails had disappeared. For the others, the nails remained. For you, they were gone. The blood still gushed from your palms as if the fire-hose was loose and the pain still sent droplets of rat tears down your rat cheeks. There was this strong weakness in your legs. With your little rat feet pushing painfully against the ground, you tremble, shake, and whimper. How long it has been since you last moved about! Kicking the dust free off the floor, which caused a wee rat sneeze or two around you, the blood began to warm and sizzle in your veins again. The weight of your being was more evenly proportioned and distributed as you began to quicken your pace. Scurry! Scurry to the little rat door! A door! A door! A little rat door!
	You have recalled. You still tremble. You still bleed from the palms. You still squint in the face of this angry sun. You have recalled. 
	Turning your back on the palace of your assessment forever is what you do next. Ridding from sight or sound all of it’s separate parts. You deny your ears the cacophony that lay behind the golden walls and toads that you deny your vision. The many years of gazing upon your blood, of gnawing your little teeth at your cohorts, of watching the pink, convulsing tails quickly renouncing the artificial light and hiding within the frog guts forevermore, are now all but a dream faded by the light of day. You turn your back on the palace of your assessment forever and now you eye, once more, the sizzling hot Plum Avenue. The roofs of the houses begin blending and merging with the deep blue sky. The memory fades more and more. Now you must explore driveways and the mailboxes, the laughter and the screams, the flowers and the tires. The occasional firework show that explodes faintly is seen in the distant, rippling air, almost as if it were a desert mirage. So silent they are. No vehement bursts felt in your rat chest. No festive crackles of playful sparks shooting about the sky. Perhaps they are indeed just a trick of the eye. Hence, they are to be ignored and forgotten. 
	An adjustment of your vision’s focus reveals another mystery that floats about almost invisible before this false extravaganza in the sky. In the air there floats, with much fragility, many thin vertical lines of light. These lines gleam bright, mimicking the light of the angry sun. With every slight breeze brings drastic movements of these lines. They join and separate recklessly in the air. Strings? That is what they are. Strings floating about in the air. The light of the angry sun reflects upon these strings with a fierce conviction. Why are there strings in the air? Looking up, you see that the strings just keep ascending until they disappear smoothly and seamlessly into the deep blue day. What might they be attached to? 
	A twitch of the nose, you give. A smell of particular foulness begins to brew deep in your nose. The hairs knotting and fucking in the depths of your nostrils shrivel and putrefy. It smells like death. What could the source of this stench be? 
	A sound, a sound you had previously ignored, proceeds to intensify and take the foreground in your thoughts. Your face buzzing with the mysterious stink is vibrated further by this growing buzz. Where have you heard this sound before? Flies! It is the buzz of flying flies. It must be a swarm. The buzz is vehement and solid. A modulating wall of building, organic frequencies prickles your ears with worried sweat. What is going on in Plum Avenue?
	With your trembling steps, you begin to make your way down the street. The houses and their shadows grow in size but remain vague visions, as if seen from a distance still. You yourself begin to wear the transparent skin that your mind weaves for you. The skin of a distant time, a fading time. Skin you’d not be able to fit in anymore. Skin bathed in proud sins and dreamlike knowledge. The houses too are painted in this transparent skin. This was the place of your infancy. Plum Avenue was the place. So long ago that was, your infancy. So long ago that the foundation on which the memory has built his house is held together by vague and limited walls. Topsy turvy! You don’t recall this smell, this very pungent smell. 
	The buzzing of the flies grows louder as you begin to see further details emerging on the trees. Hiding behind the thickly green leaves seems to be blackened splotches. Several of these very splotches are ripped off the branches by gravity and splattered across the floor. At the base of this tree you see these blackened splotches, staining the green grass with brown, maggot-infested vomit. Collectives of blurry black streaks bouncing about in the shadows seem to be composing the buzz. These splotches must be the source of the stench and the flies, then. These splotches seem to be the most vivid image here thus far. All around them is aloof and unelaborated while they themselves are precise and detailed. These, these are plums! It is Plum Avenue after all! Buzzzzzzzzzzzzz.
	March forward again now, my little rat. Try to escape the stench! Marching forward with feet sizzling against the pavement, the strings are now what raise your curiosity again. What could the strings mean? You walk towards the spots of the road lingering just below the vertical lines of light dancing about in the deep blue day. In the heat waves, what is that you see? Why, those must be others! Other explorers are what you desired, and other explorers are what you have found. More steps forward brings sharpness to your vision. These explorers… they aren’t moving. These explorers… their feet don’t touch the ground! These explorers… they are dressed as astronauts!
	“Attention all residents of glorious, glorious Plum Avenue! One day, not long from now, you shall all have the golden opportunity of flying to Jupiter and dancing in its magnificent eye! Just hang in there and you’ll be up there!”
	This was heard. Quick movements of the neck, sending your eye’s gaze towards the sky, reveal standing high above you many poles. Intercoms hang off the ends of the tops and secrete worms apathetically. What did this mean? The residents of Plum Avenue float there, not inches off the ground, their still glance pointed up towards the blank sky, all quiet and dead. They are puppets suspended in air. The strings dangle them just over the decaying ground below. There is no other way to distinguish the living from the dead than to glance at their helmets. The living gaze up in search for Jupiter in the blue and the dead gaze down and begin to smell. Staring into their helmets, no face can be seen. Only a distorted, darkened reflection of the sky they look towards. The sky full of nothing. The sky full of longing. 
	“Hello, hello, hello again residents of glorious, glorious, glorious Plum Avenue! One day, not so very long from this very one, you shall all fly around Jupiter and her many moons like kings of the cosmos! Patience is a virtue and remembering that will send you to the heavens!”
	The intercoms click off above your head as you observe the puppets of Plum Avenue some more. The heat of the angry sun above, decorated and filtered by the fireworks, makes their spacesuits heat up like hot-plates. They begin to drown in their own sweat! Their sweat, their sweat, their sweat! A sight for sore eyes this is not! Picking up the pace, you chase away your memories of these desperate souls. The memory of this town, this town of your infancy, fades further by god! The floor sighs. Siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiigh. Now it begins to turn to steam! SSSSSSSS. Run! Run! Oh, but remember! Remember so you may not vanish in turn! You remember there was a Dalmatian in Plum Avenue. You remember all of its spots to the most petite detail and recall that it’s tongue was longer than the longest tongue in Papaya Boulevard. It appears before you! It stands vivid among a disappearing backdrop. You, the little rat of this thought-land, would be wise to hop on it’s refined and shrewd back and sally forth! Holding tightly to it’s ears, you watch Plum Avenue vanish to nihil, leaving only a few homes remaining as you and your Dalmatian soar gracefully in the air.  
	Floating in dormancy of thought, you see a few houses of Plum Avenue remain. you give the houses a good look. Why, this one, this one has never been seen before. This house is new. Is it?  Was there a house completely enveloped in Ivy from the town of your infancy? Floating towards the door and knocking upon it, again you smell the foul plums. All over the roof and on the patio and on the driveway were many crushed plums teaming with maggots and bubbling, steaming hair. Purple mold vomits deep black pockets of blood all about it. How vile! To escape the smell, you and your Dalmatian take the liberty of turning the doorknob and sending yourselves through the doorway. 
	Nothing special. Some pictures on the walls. Dirty dishes in the dripping sink. Dusty trinkets acting as bookends. A pile of laundry. What’s that sound you hear? Stop for a moment. Listen to it. Pursue it! You send your little trembling rat self towards a room seen flickering with blue light from afar. Where is your dalmation? It’s taking a shit on the kitchen floor. Dogs take shits. 
	Your little rat eyes stare in confusion at what is found. Neatly placed upon the floor is an empty astronaut outfit and a large bundle of fine string. The turntable on the shelf spins the vinyl against the needle, emitting nothing but a short loop of solo trombone. Again it loops. Again it loops. Again it loops. Again it loops. Sitting on the couch is a naked man with an inside out face. As smoke pours from his inside out mouth, he grins an inside out grin. 

• Jupiter

	Hll gn, wndrfl rsdnts f Plm Vnue. N dy, y shll all rbit Jpter like th Gds y r. Y mst b ptient nd all f yor wldst dreams wll cm tr!! 
	The intercom outside is muffled by the thick walls. Your little rat nose can take in air without the pungent odor blackening your little rat mind. This house is separate from Plum Avenue. It is above its influence. The vomiting of the maggots, the quiet moaning of the astronauts, and the sizzling of the pavement outside simply add dynamic to the calm buzz of the moderate air conditioner in the house. That and the trombone loop and the Dalmatian collar going ding-a-ling. The inside out man giggles quietly to himself. What is his racket? What does this man giggle about? Analyze. Analyze. Analyze. 
	His gaze is turned inward. Looking at his eyes you see balls of veiny white. This man has a view of but one thing, his mind. His peripheral vision is that which presents to him his peripheral vision. Funny when you word it like that, isn’t it? Ha! 
	All that aside, you notice something. For the first time since before your assessment, you are completely calm and serene. The pain of your body has withered and left the limelight. The curtains close and the crowd goes wild. Rose pedals kiss the stage. Why, something new this way comes! It is a smile. 
	Oh heavens! Crash down and blush my cheeks! 
	It almost feels as though your little rat feet are hovering above the carpet. It almost feels as though your blood cells are emitting the light of the blissful sun! 	Record skip. Hoooooonk. Record skip. Hoooooonk. Record skip. Hoooooonk. Record skip. Hoooooonk. 
	What a beautiful sound! What a beautiful world! KABLAMY!
	What was that?! Looking behind you, you see your loving Dalmatian, now reduced to a bloody stain on the carpet. It’s little Dalmatian torso is now an abstract work of red-leaking gunk with organs spilling and pulsing. The bones of his little Dalmatian legs are exposed with his hair floating about as ash and the liquidated muscle drips down the polished white like sluggish candle wax. His little dalmation neck spirals and the lower jaw is ten feet away! His face is missing and… and… and… 
	And… oh the stars! Why!? My dog is dead! My dog is dead! My dog! My dog! My dog is dead! This bliss, this bliss cannot last. I want to be back in the womb. I want to melt into death. I want the friction to be lifted. My dog! My dog! My kingdom for a dog! Death draws nearer to us all!
	Anything, anything to mitigate the pain. What can do this? What does the inside out man giggle about? You must know! You, the little rat, must know! What’s this? His hand holds tight to something. Is this what he giggles about? You must know! You rip his fist open, revealing his palm and what it grasped. 
	Your little rat heart stops beating. Tears come to your eyes almost instantaneously. A diamond. A Diamond so flawless in proportion. A diamond so polished that it gleams the light of heaven. Feeling it with your rat hands sends shivers down your rat spine. Looking deeper, you see the spectrum of colors parading about in its delicate volume like a centipede caught in the deep blue sea. All else in the room inhales into the shadows. All of the colors and sounds of the room manifest themselves only in what you see ahead of you. Only two things remain now in eternity. You and this diamond. This diamond of everything. 
	Harmony prevails. In complete tranquility, you let your fingers lazily explore the surface of the diamond. It’s incandescence lights your mind like a mighty fire consuming the vast jungles in the darkest of nights. The trombone loop on the record player has faded to silence, as have the giggles of the inside out man. They have reduced to shivers of the diamond. Glistening, reflective magnificence envelops you now. The walls around you grow lambent and exemplary. No blemishes. No shadows. Only the crème de la crème of absolute light. Your feet tremble like a tree of infants caught in blissful hurricane winds as your toes kiss the floors of smooth crystal. All flows like liquid but is impeccably solidified around you. A hundred distorted rat reflections in every direction. 
	Time has manifested itself as this. How could this be? Is it?
	For a moment you leave the euphoria. The fog in your mind clears and you point your gaze away from the diamond. You look straight above you, yet the diamond remains in sight. You look left. You look right. Your spiraling neck glistens with sweat. Sweat. Sweat. Sweat. Why can’t the diamond leave your gaze? Where have the shadows gone? Again you feel as you have always felt. Looking at your hands, you see the blood flowing still from your assessment, which now feels oh so long ago. What sounds did the frogs make again? You feel once more the gravity of loss. Again you recall the tail and Dalmatian that once were and shall never be again. Friction has returned. Why, if this be the case, can you not remove the diamond from your gaze? 
	A little light bulb illuminates above your adorable, furry head and you give a squeak of revelation. You stand now in a room of diamond. You stand within your diamond. It holds you like a jailhouse holds the savage. The centipede spectrum hovers all around you, yet without hypnotizing you like before. Each glance at the walls reveals hundreds of glowing mirror images of you and your domicile in hand. You feel a wetness on your scalp. What might that be? You look up, the centipede licks your head with a smile and all of his little legs point towards what you now hold. Your sweaty neck twitches and you point your gaze down at it. 
	Awe explodes in your head. Within the diamond, which for you out sizes all of the galaxies, you see your little rat self staring at a microscopic diamond!
	What is this feeling? Your face begins to sting with pressure. An impossible pain starts remolding your skull and it’s surrounding flesh. You gag and hyperventilate as your eyes begin receding into their little rat sockets. What is this feeling? Your eyes spin and point the opposite direction. Your rat face is now inside out
	What do you see inside of your rat head? Why, the diamond still prevails over your senses! Your eyes backwards, you still stand with your grieving gravity in the diamond. The centipede of all colors still floats about to and fro. All remains the same. How can this be? Is this what the inside of your skull looks like? The inside of a diamond? You turn around and find something new. Protruding from the interior wall of your little rat diamond behind you are two huge blood red rat eyes. All of their blinks are yours, for they are your eyes. These eyes seem to belong to the diamond, turned inward as well and gazing upon what exists within itself, which are you and the spectrum centipede. This is what resides in the diamond, and this is what resides in your skull. Again you look at the diamond in hand. Within it you see two smaller rat eyes gazing at it’s insides. These two smaller eyes in the smaller diamond look upon the smaller you gazing upon an even smaller diamond. This chain of gazes never ends. There is an infinitely large set of little rat eyes somewhere outward along the chain. There is an infinitely small set of little rat eyes somewhere inward along the chain. Here you are, and here you shall remain. This shall never change. Never ever change. This is your solipsistic domicile and it is only dies with you. It stretches indefinitely in all directions. 
	A door! A door in the corner of the diamond domicile! The solipsistic domicile! 
So, so I can leave?
	This is what you ask. Your little trembling rat feet scuttle towards it. After all, it’s very inviting. The doors look like they’re from the height of baroque fashion, with silver lions of pristine stature leaping forth from waterfalls of gold around the frame of the door of polished wood. You extend your bleeding hand and hold tight to the Venetian doorknob. You turn back towards the solipsistic domicile one last time before you leave it to continue your little rat escapades. Look at those eyes of yours watching over the room of diamond. Packed with blood and stained with fear. A history of paranoia and fatigue watches over the divine room of absolute jewel. A quick turn of the neck sends you back to the door and you turn fast the knob. 
	Outer space. Little pinholes of shimmering light in a great black void. Some glister brighter than others. Bright, blue, and young. Smoldering chaos light years away. A myriad of matter. You take two rat steps forward and find yourself floating. No sound. Not one sound to speak of. No ears. Not one ear to speak to. The sensation is that of being a gas. Your chest spirals, expands, and dissolves ahead of you as your eyes begin to drift in different directions, expanding into new, different forms. Delirium overcomes you as it would in a deep dream. All the while, you are being shot forward at an incalculable speed. Time spins to absurdity in this forward motion. Thousands of hyper novas explode all around you and the debris fabricates itself into hundreds of millions of stars. Planets orbit so quickly in all directions that they blur into halos around the smoldering suns. Trillions of satellites shatter like glass all around. Space has no direction, yet you are ascending.
	Time spins faster still. The erosion of the cosmos personifies the constellations and extraterrestrial theater ensues. You ascend above this play. You rise above the dust revealed by the colossal spotlight. You rise to the heavens. 
	A petite, fluffy cloud. This is heaven. Above it sits an angel toad on her rocking chair. She smiles her groggy toad grin in the reflection of her polished katana. The toad grows teary eyed and stains her heavenly robe. She takes a ripe grape from her pocket and sticks it into her mouth. Ribbit Ribbit. This sound rings a bell. The fog of delirium wanes a wee bit. Your rat manifestation begins rehashing. Where have you heard these ribbits before? Recall. Recall. Recall. The assessment! The lengthy Assessment! The memories all come flooding back into your estranged rat psyche.  Ribbit Ribbit. Again this sends a shiver down your little rat spine. Time slows to a halt.
	You float in the still space. The obstacle ahead has dulled your mind to clarity. You will not transcend the heavens. You shall not go where no rat has gone before. Your God has stopped you from rising above her. Even in the void of space, gravity begins weighing down on you. Again the friction has returned to scrape against your rat cranium like wheels of stone. The woe comes back into focus yet again for you, the little assessed rat. Remember the treacherous chandeliers descending to darkness? Remember the stench of the rotted plums splat across the hellish, vanishing street of your youth? Remember the Dalmation tongue slowly creeping down the bloody wall of the Inside out man’s unorganized home? Remember the tail that has reduced to nothingness? You cross eyes to focus your rat stare on the perspiring, twinkling tip of God’s katana, which now tickles the top of your rat nose. You are nothing but a minuscule rat. You are at the bottom of the food chain. You are to be taken by the tail and smashed against a tree until your lungs resign. You are to bathe in the communal baths of toad stomach acid. Your eyes and tongue are to explode with blood whilst you are constricted by the yawning boa. 
	What is this? A shrewd look at the katana reveals growing patches of rust expanding at a fantastic speed! Would you look at that! Now the katana grows malnourished and it ferments into brown, gaseous shit. Ribbit? Ribbit? A distraught expression trounces God. What could be happening here? What do you see when you look left and right? The planets being increasing the speed of their orbit again. Exhilleration! Will! Lucidity! Transcending! Time has sped for you once more! The look on God’s face when the clouds that kept his feet from falling eroded away in the blink of an eye was that of pure terror. This face of his kept growing more and more horrified to a point impossible to fathom by you, the reader. Picture this face now. His explosive gurgles and yelps of desperation popped like bubbles of lava that ebb with the stars. Before you he melts like fungal ice-cream under the swampy sun! 
	Rejoicing all around! Ascending from the slimy and gooey remains of the once grand demiurge are many slugs wielding fire-crackers, tambourines, and Kentucky bourbon. Your smile turns to whirlpools of steam that consume galaxies in euphoria. Wind smashes against your ears like subwoofer blasts. Rats don’t live like this! Rats are supposed to be the lowest form of life on earth. The mushrooms transcend them. The primordial soup transcends them. How, then, do you rise above the heavens at such a speed? Tears of joy like waterfalls turning to glistening seas floating in high entropy all over the fucking place! Fireworks crackle far below, but above the heavens there is darkness. This, this is where you are being fired like a cannon. Up into great, loud black. The wind flows against your face, the wind caresses your face. Eyebrows needling your pupils, you force your eyes open. 
	There is something ahead in the black. A small spot of concentrated red lay ahead, relaxing in a delicate womb of orange glow. It grows larger ever so slowly as you approach it passing millions of miles with each passing second. Is it a planet? If so, where are the stars and the moons? The comets and the flying saucers? There is a planet that transcends the heavens? Of all living things, the little assessed rat was going to taste its savor? Would there be life there to take you by the hand? The bangs of impossible wind begin to suffocate under building tones. The vibrations resonate your bones and begin pulling you magnetically towards this distant planet. These tones slice you into pieces. You feel as soil feels when the flowers spin free and fly into mountains like flaming helicopters. This planet emits heavenly music. Something big was underway. Faster than you can count 1,2,3, these tones begin slicing you in rhythm to your exhilarated heartbeat. Complexity and dynamic spew from your ears and light up the starless sky with music. All the while the planet begins revealing it’s more intimate texture.
	It’s Jupiter. The planet Jupiter and all of its moons. The little assessed rat was the sole astronaut of Plum Avenue. The puppets shall not have their slice of cake. The intercoms spoke of futility to all but you. The wonderful red eye winks and begins dancing to this colorful song. You pick up speed. The great storm of all existence is sucking you in. It is under your will, for now the delirium returns tenfold. It grows closer and closer and closer and closer to completely ensnaring you. Thousands of bolts of spider-web lightening explode in all directions from the clouds of immense lead and space gas vomits rainbow tornados. Seagulls float erratically and in desperation in the hurricanes of concentrated red. Such a wingspan some of them have! Each feather bears a hundred thousand cities!
	The sound! Oh the sound! A sound so elephantine that it crushes your body into glistening dust that gets lost in thousands of different hurricanes of dense orange. Horn and pipe organ blasts come convulsing from all directions but get lost in this towering boom. It’s as if the very center of the eye, the immense black pupil, was sucking you in with the might of seventeen sextillion inhalations of raging bison. 
	Your little bits and pieces mingle with stormy debris tens of millions of miles away from one another. The storm has added you to the stew. The stew that contorts, sings, and purges the most beautiful of disasters. Time has disappeared. No more ticking of the clock. Nothing more precise. No more science. No more consequence. No more properties. No more proportion. Only the dance. The salsa dancing of the cosmos. It exists outside of time. Only in space, for there is no before and there is no after. There is only the now. The seagulls explode in flame as more fly into sight with twinkles and smog reflecting from their wings. 
	Chairs assemble themselves ahead of all of you. Paintings from the height of Roman fashion splash upon canvases in seconds flat. Horses turn to glass and fill with bubblegum. Railroad spikes secrete blood and tar-stained tongues emerge from gaseous tear-ducts and lick them clean. 
	Oh me oh my! I explode from restless earth! Ay Ay Ay! Areeeeba! Ayyyyyyy! 
	Oh how the tones fly! Like insects they are! The smashing of pots and pans all over the red eye of Jupiter! A symphony of bloody bliss! Oh how the astral crickets love! Look! Look through the poisonous dust raining magma! Monkeys and kitty cats firing machine guns into the blackness above and smashing junkyard spoons against their chests. 
	Breathe! Breathe damn you! Breathe! Yes! That’s it! That’s the spirit! Breathe! In! Out! In! Out! In! Out! 
	The buzzing of behemoth bees! The snare drum smashing emerging from graveyards! Quintillions of balloons of every possible variety ascend into the darkness, creating a sky of dangling string and countless candy collectives. The sound explodes every inch of your billions of brain speckles. 
	Blood! Blood! Blood! Blood! Blood! 
	You are a rat again. The only light is that of a candle, lit on the table you sit before now. The shadows cast from the trophies and antique rifles that decorate the dark room dance to the flicker of this flame. Stained faintly against the shadows is a man glancing at you. The candlelight reflecting vividly in his marble eyes entrances you. His suit is smoldering with deep red patches and sparks emerging. Each exhalation is accompanied by a small plume of sinister smoke. He speaks.
	I am afraid it cannot be done. You can only speak in squeaks. The red eye of Jupiter does not squeak. You must now direct yourself to the door just there. Don’t you dilly dally either! I know how you rats can be. Rodents drown in my evening stew. Ribbit. Ribbit.
	You do as you are told. You do not dilly dally. You may not. 
	You open the door. You look outside. You are in a park. The sky! You’ve never seen the likes of this before! How can this be? There is not one angry sun, but two. Each of their blinks are your own, for they are your eyes. What has happened here? How about this? How can this be? The blue sky has been painted on, as if it were the interior wall of your room of diamond. Yet there is no diamond in sight. There are only trees, Patches of dewed grass, shadows, picnicking lovers, dogs at play, marijuana smoke. What has been painted on the blue sky? Words. Words crudely written with red paint for ardent juxtaposition. You rub your tired little rat eyes with your tired little rat ha… Wait, these are not the hands of a little rat. These are the hands of man. You quickly analyze the rest of your body and find that you are now a man. 
	What has happened here?
	This is too much for you. You must turn back and hide in the shadows of the candlelit room. Turning around, however, reveals not a doorway but more grassy hills and kite fliers. Desperate tears begin leaking from your little man eyes. Look up again. Read the writings on the sky.
	Welcome back, Robert Waverly, to your solipsistic domicile. 

• The Park

	What were you to do now, Robert? You’re in the park. All seems tranquil within it. Where are you to wander? What is to come next? Was it all a dream? Why can’t you remember anything before Plum Avenue? You’d be damned if you have any memories of being Robert Waverly before at all! Who was this? You’re wearing a brown t-shirt that’s just the right size and grass stained jeans. On your feet are brown sandals. Very comfortable brown sandals. Hands! Human hands! What an odd thing to see yourself wearing! Soft, tender skin with minor hairs sprouting like dandelions. Fingernails packed with dirt with knuckles bruised yet peaceful. A hangnail coming from the side of your thumb like a tiny little geyser emerging from pockets of pink sulfur. You open and close your fists in experimentation. You wiggle your toes about. You give a little giggle. 
	You let your hands analyze your face. Tugging at your hair, discovering the layout of your ears and nose. Moving your jaw about and licking your lips. What a strange thing it is. To have been a rat once and a man now! The human body is most peculiar to you. No whiskers to speak of! What of your sounds? For as long as you can remember, squeaks were spoken. But now you can murmur and slur. You can shout and you can whisper. You exercise this newfound dynamic, drawing much attention to you from other park attendees. The dog walkers pick up the pace and the mothers hold their children’s hands tighter. Birds fly from the shivering branches. You are man. Man can shout. You shout for you are man. Catching your breath, you analyze yourself further. You give your belly a slap or two and then you migrate lower. Your hands dig deep in your pants and you grasp your testes. You wiggle your fingers in your pubic hairs curiously and move your hand about the lower crease of your buttocks. Letting your hands breathe in the open air again, you give a hop or two to complete the observation of this new manifestation. Each jump is accompanied by delicate dings! What could that be? You hop again. You hear it again. Analyze. Analyze. Analyze.
	Pockets! You reach into the pockets of your jeans, for there is something weighing them ever so slightly down. Your fingers find something cold and smooth. They are circular. They are coins!
	Gold ones at that, now glistening in your human palm. The light of the two angry suns make sweat moisten your flesh, making it gleam! This gleam, however, could never triumph over the blinding light reflecting off of these coins. Squinting your eyes at the twinkling circles of gold, you see that imprinted in each is a tree, most enraged. Such a frightfully livid gurn it has! Shivers down your human spine ensue. Your spine. Your spine. Your spine. Gasp! Something has just touched your shoulder! What could that be? You look to the shoulder and then to the ground. A single leaf sits lazily and organically laminated in the complex shadows that vibrate against the grass. You stand below a tree!
	Startled, you back up and stare it in the face. It stands there in deep accord with the interconnectedness of all things. It is alive enough only to grow and mingle with those who live with it. All live with it. The solipsistic domicile is larger than the infinite. Yet, the hypnosis of the coins, the glistening coins under the two angry suns, has shrunk it to the size of the human skull. 
	This tree lives more than one may think. This tree wants me dead. This tree lives and thinks against me. The shadows they cast consume some of my sunlight! It’s my sunlight! Mine! Back away from me, you worthless piece of shit!
	You back away from it angry and afraid. The sun shines on your back for a few moments more but the cold of shade pressurizes you again. It is the shade of another tree! A mighty oak it is! More enraged than the last. It encompasses your vision. Rodents and birds make it restless with their sounds and scuttling. You scream! The trees are all around! This is what you realize. Growing every few feet on all the hills and grassy utopias of the park. All are fit to be tied and foaming from the mouth. You become panicked as a domestic dog in a free-falling car and search for sanctuary. Anywhere! Anywhere to hide you away! Nearby, all that you can see capable of taking you under it’s wing was a graffiti-soaked dumpster. Post haste! Good golly! You have never sprinted within the flesh of man. Such a new feeling. It’s like dissolving metallic balls balancing recklessly yet stealthily on many columns of pulsating bones. You feel like a freak of nature convulsing in forward motion. The profound and painful rhythm all over! The wrists smashing hard on drums of deep chest booms. The saliva within your mouth turning to a humid, gooey adhesive and itching your tonsils with soft blood. The clogged throat. Invisible wasps arrive and sting your scalp with hair sparking with flame. 
	The traschcan! It finally grows close in your vision. You have about had it with your sweat. Your sweat. Your sweat. You lift yourself off your feet and prepare to cannonball with glee into the drum of fly infested garbage. You hit hard within it, sending a loud bang into the air like a sonic boom. What is this, though? You have landed on what feels like flesh. Living flesh. Hands! Hands take hold of the soul of your shoe and send you flying back onto the park grass. No! What is this? You fall hard with a thud. Thud! Your head quickly grows heavy and your neck strains at this weight. Small stripes of blood scribble down your forehead. Look at it drip from your eyelids like leaking faucets. The two angry suns wince above thee. 
	Never! Never! Never! 
	This is what you hear. 
	Looking back behind you, the two angry suns shine upon a bourgeoisie man standing erect in the trashcan throwing banana peels and bloody towels at you erratically. The trashcan is now out of the question, for another man has claimed his hiding spot from the sinister nature. The heat of the two angry suns boils your blood! The blue sky ripples and is tattooed by flaming sunrays. So much crusting around your dried eyes! So much crackling sand crunching about in the droughty mouth. Sanctuary! Sanctuary! My kingdom for sanctuary! Death draws nearer for us all!
	Where have all the park dwellers gone? Where are the kite fliers? Where are the dog walkers? Where are the mothers? The fathers? The children? The birds? It must have been the trees! The trees have gobbled them up like assessment toads! The trees are vile! The trees are scum! Hold tight to the coins, now. For they know all. They, with their glistening, their reflecting of the two angry suns. You must hide this instant! What’s this? A fence rippling in the heat waves? You beg to the heavens you had once transcended for it to be true. It could not be a mirage! This sight ahead of you must not simply be a trick of the eye. You will not doubt this, because your hope has deluded you. You rip at the air ahead of you in sloppy, sweaty desperation. Oh! Your sweat! Your sweat! Your mother loving sweat! Your tongue of tan tectonic plates dries whiter and whiter with every foul smelling exhalation. The blood running down your face dries, hardens, and heats like bubbling tar. The fence draws closer in your vision! You’ll be happy to discover that it is indeed real. 
	Latch upon the rings! BZZZZZZZZZZZZ! They are electrified! Ascend them anyway! You must! You must! 	Sanctuary! Sanctuary! 
	The persistent shock with each grasp of hand rattles your teeth into shards of fine glass powder in your mouth. The gums leak blood. 
	Sanctuary! Sanctuary! 
	One of your nostrils melts and trickles down your cheek as your scalp shines blue with deep heated flame, blending with the blue sky above! Finally, you reach the top, which is decorated in barbed wire, slicing your fingers off one by one. You haul yourself over, ripping the skin from the lower part of your arms giving the illusion that you have wings of tan and you gaze at what lay upon the other side.
	Children. Telephones. Traffic jams. Helicopters. Windmills. Charlatans. Cows. A mathematical wonder world lay straight ahead! A place where they in human flesh can flourish and prosper! A place in reach! You discover, though, that this is not the case. Placing one foot upon the barbed wire, turning the sandals into piles of bloodsoaked yarn on the floor, you notice a drop between the fence and the utopia. Oh no! Oh no! A drop indeed! Fifty treacherous feet below you is a vehement, roaring river twenty feet across. Each crash of muddy white foam creates a monstrous abstract carnivore jaw sounding their war cries that shake your pained man feet numb. In these rapids floats quickly much debris! Mansions! Tanks of molasses! Desperately splashing elephants! There had to be another way! There had to be another way to the utopia! 	Sanctuary! Sanctuary! 
	You fly from the fence, almost as a pain reflex, back down to the park grass, where you lay in immense distress. Steaming, buzzing, contorting, shriveling, shattering. Come now. Get up.
	There has to be somewhere. There has to be somewhere away from the trees. Surely there is somewhere. Somewhere that has yet to be stolen away from you. Surely you can compete with the trees until you find one. Soon you can find a place of tranquility to wait out your wounds. Just put all of your strengths into that one goal. That one ambition. That one desire. Surely there is somewhere. Apples are seen growing from the branches of these sinister trees. They too, hence, are sinister. They fall from the branches and sedate their senses in the grass, but under the light of the two angry suns, they explode with slugs that shower upon you. Oh the woe! The woe under the suns! The coins! The coins know this woe to be just. 
	Many of your bones exposed, many of your fingers and toes illusive in the steamed grass, you trudge on. You stem the tide. Your eyes kept firmly locked on the fence and it’s aesthetic backdrop, looking for an opening. A bridge. A catapult. Anything. The light, the light of the two angry suns begins melting the flesh off of your ribcage. Your guts plop onto the ground and begin fermenting in boiling ooze with coughing vomit belches. 
	Sanctuary! Sanctuary! 
	Nothing in sight. Just trees and bubbles of flem emerging from plague ridden ant-hills. Further, further, and further still this stretches as more of you decays and none of you renews. Movement. Pulses. Slipping on the grass dewed by glistening fresh red. You just keep moving and moving and moving. Forward motion. Forward motion. Forward motion. More and more forward motion. More and more sinister trees. The coins all clashing together in your pockets like dirge symbols. More and more forward motion. More and more forward motion. Nothing in sight. The fence just keeps going on and on. The sprawling universe that lay behind still glows a heavenly light. The roar of the rapids remains. You look down and you can see your lungs breathing like weary old pouches of moosh. Your bones proceed to crack! 
	Sanctuary! Sanctuary!
	And sanctuary is what is found! Ahead there stands like a monolithic beacon of what can be had and shall be, a public latrine. It’s walls remain dull and without glint from the two angry suns. It stands stationary and monotonous. You have hope that the insides are riddled with shadows and dark corners. Did the trees really think their quarrel with man would last in their favor? Leaves and apples still fall from branches all around and the calm winds make the leaves tickle one another, emitting a grating catcalling grimace giggle. More than half of your body now lays riddled upon the ground here and there in the park, but at long last you approach a restroom. Finally, you may rest. Much of your kingdom has been given, so sanctuary you have been granted! Above your scalp still stands mighty the two angry suns, yet their rays are filtered by small collectives of slow moving clouds. 
	The sign says “men”. You are man. You enter. Your body immediately grows numb for a moment in the dank shadows of the lou. A sole fluorescent bulb strobes and quivers and spits forth buzz crackles. A dead moth spins cold and lethargic in a sloppy, ruined spider web.  The air is still and cold in here. For the first time ever, artificial light brings not tension, but relief. The memory of the assessment chandeliers descending like fishing hooks in deep black abyss has been rehashed, for this gasoline fueled light now illuminates the triumphant demise of the treachery behind these walls of shit and cum stained stone. Ribbit. Ribbit. This is what you murmur. 
	A mirror! A mirror against the wall, hovering above a sink. A sink! Perhaps one that can give forth soothing, cold water. It drips little cold drops after all! Quick! Turn the faucet! Relief! 
	Pouring down the rusty silver drain is deep red water salsa dancing and spiraling with smoldering, stinky slices of flesh and bone. The cold water brings an aqua envelope of sleep bliss around the senses of your hands and arms, now punctured and gashed. You stick your head under the faucet and take a drink! Feel the blood trickle off of your face. Your face! With the dusty mirror hovering above you may finally see your face! You may finally see all that remains of it, at least. Who was this Robert fellow?
	A strenuous blow sends the dust floating about like little meteors. The two angry suns ahead of you, you see what the trees outside had done to you! They have ruined you! Rotting cheese skeleton overgrown with leaking mold and clothing. Your face is distorted like puke distorts meals. Your black gums leaking puss. Your nose but a smear of rain-soaked shit. Your scalp flapped over revealing part of your fractured skull. The two angry suns stare at that with unease, for within that skull hides the solipsistic domicile. A place of stone with evil lurking in the shadows outside. A place where the two suns are angry! You must get out of this prison. You must bask in the utopia outside! 	The solipsistic domicile is not infinite! It can be escaped! All one needs to be is crafty! That’s it! Crafty! If mankind is one thing, it’s crafty! Think! Think!
	Above the faucet, above the mirror is a single small window. You tremble and quaver as you hoist your feet onto the sink. You look through. There it all is! The two angry suns. The deep blue sky. The utopia. The roaring fence. The nefarious trees! The malign grass! The villainous nature! You and your fingers, four in total, reach in and grab the coins again. The two angry suns glistens in them, as they speak the absolute truth. You begin being crafty.
	Oh, the things this may procure! If I found a way to advance on the utopia, I may use these for the payphones! The coffee! The applications! I may walk along as one of them! As one of the humans! I may prosper from the pay dirt from which their rainbows of crops there grow! I may reap what I sow as my prerogative! I may look to the stars on a bed of fine linen, my human head upon the marigold feather pillow! All I need is a means of getting there! Surely this park has an exit. The park dwellers did not sprout from the despicable trees! All I need is a way! There, all of my malady and all of my strains shall disperse! There, all of my lost fingers and toes shall be reciprocated, only for the charge of a glistening coin or two. There, the light of your two angry suns shall make the flowers rejoice and parade down the way with maracas!
	You find the darkest corner, next to the fungal toilet in this stone commode, and snuggle with your sighing wounds. Deep, slow breaths. Snickering to yourself with the dreams of this upcoming prosperity in the utopia. The roaring fence makes your waterfall guts all antsy and disquieted, as does the chastising tittering of the odious plant life, yet you abide in your daydreaming. Time ticks on and your restless, manic state begins to ease. Your head levels and your eyes blink more and more shut. The utopia still haunts your thoughts, but it floats primordial now. Your wounds are free of fact and grow to vague fiction. Your brainwaves turn from square to sine. The shivering in the heat turns to resonating in the lukewarm. The laughter evaporates from your hearing whilst the stone walls soften. The spectrum becomes impossibly complex shades of black. Vivid? Vivid? Vivid? Vivid?
	A lapse of lucidity this way comes. Sounding horns not melancholy yet distraught emerge from just beyond the stall walls, scarred with carvings of hearts, initials, and propaganda. Faint blue bioluminescence spills into the room from the window. All gives off the vibe of purgatory’s twilight within this restroom. So delicate, as though all is seen through soft silk. It’s like the greatest of all sunrises, remaining just before the ball of yellow can be seen. The blue so delicate that all scabs melt like mountains into seas of soft, milky skin. You look at your hands and find yourself perfected. Your body has grown intact again. Sensation is but teal fog filling the restroom. The fluorescent light goes silent and grows a fading turquoise incandescence. Where has all the friction gone? My stars! The texture of my being! I’ve become ice! A man of glowing ice! Smooth like a mirror and densely white as the slicing of light in the coffin darkness. You take to your feet, yet gas you remain. 
	The passage of time delivers you from the men’s room. The trees sigh with tongues emerging and grinning eyes drooping lazily but in harmony. The air around them has turned to ice. You quickly scurry over and massage the branches. Oh, the absolute zero has been reached. All is absolutely frozen, yet you caress the branches and the leaves still. Floating like underwater worms from the bird’s nests are shiny little rat tails. They float about like tadpoles in the lambent polar liquid that is the sky. The solipsistic domicile expands past the infinite once more.
	Balls of ether are seen emerging like heavenly spacecrafts from the liquid jewelry volcanoes, no larger than the anthills. It glitters as beautiful fluid. Fireflies and winged angler fish bugs scurry from the shadows and rejoice, for they have dreamed of this beautiful fluid. It glows blue. A blue so deep that all memories surrender to momentary dormancy. Oh how beautiful the fluid was! All minds dream whilst floating about in it’s waters. The waters without temperature. The waters without form. The insects dream of beautiful fluid. Now they rejoice. Each exhalation of yours sends another wave crashing miles above your head. White wiggles in the blue limbo light. 
	Slap! 
	You! You are not safeguarded! You are still exposed! Oh my superior! Come, young lad, come and I shall find a means of safeguarding you! Lad? Lad?! Come now, Lad. Speak!
	The two angry suns fade in again. What are you doing here? You are back! Where were you? What had just occurred?!
	Come lad! We mustn’t linger here any longer. Your life depends on it, lad. Can you speak, lad?
	Say something to the man for goodness sake. You are man now! 
	I… I must recall… s-something. Something was… what was it? Why have the suns… where is that laughter coming from?
	It’s so close. It was serene. You felt good. The landscape was chilly. It was what you desired. Why did everything feel so closed? The solipsistic domicile seems to have shrunk to the size of your skull once more. Was that it? Had I escaped? Had I…
	Lad, I’m afraid I don’t understand. You are very delirious. I know this feeling. You just have to trust me on this one, lad!
	Who was this man? You must know. The two angry suns focus for a moment. A moment of clarity. He is a man. A man wearing a radioactive suit and a gas mask. No humanity remains. He holds you tightly and painfully by the hand. The pain! Oh stars! The pain! The pain of nature! Now you cease entirely to recall your bliss. It fades. It dies.
	The man rushes you out of the latrine. The wicked trees begin their wicked tyranny Once more, but this man holds you close under his wing. The coins chant in anguish within your tattered pockets. They speak the truth of nature. 
	Lad! Don’t be afraid! We’re almost there! You’re almost to safety! Hang in there, lad! Don’t be afraid! You’ll see yet! We’ll make it!
	You can feel the friction of nature demolishing your insides with pressure. You vomit blood and floppy fish all over the ground but the man holds tight and sally’s forth still. The laughter of the trees grows cacophonous and you are thrown into demented disarray. 
	Help! H-Help me! The suns! The suns!
	The sounds of the snickering manifest as woodpeckers in pissed off flight. They’ve jackhammer intentions! They find your floppy scalp and without much ado they peck hard and mighty upon your stained skull! Each impact sends pieces of the sky crashing to the ground. The woodpecker’s wood pecker impales through the blue sky. Meteors! Like the latrine dust only larger! 
	Help! H-Help me! The suns! The suns!
	 We’re almost there, lad. We’re almost there!
	Like breadcrumbs in a rat maze, you paint a line of blood behind you, retracing your journey from the latrine. Looking back, your sanctuary shrinks and shrinks and shrinks some more in your vision. PECK PECK PECK PECK PECK! The sky is falling! The sky is falling! The man rips the woodpecker from your head and stomps his foot down above his skull, destroying the wood pecker domicile forevermore. For it, the sky has fallen.
	Suddenly, more hands come and grab you. There is much desperate flailing of limbs from you as the angry suns adjust. Amongst the blurs of movement, there are seen more men with likewise attire all over their person. Still with the suits. Still with the gasmasks. They take your legs and ensnare you with soft yet industrial texture. A moment of blackness overcomes your head, as does this selfsame texture. They are dressing you as they dress themselves. They stick heavy-duty gloves on your malformed hands. Your body suffocates in claustrophobic space and your vision has been filtered by the gasmask they had just thrown on you. You see in the reflection of the man’s gas mask. You see into it. It is you, and you look as he looks. 
	The pain, the pain starts to dissipate. It still remains, yet it leaves the foreground. You realize that the suit is a sanctuary! 
	Lad! How do you feel now? Are you with us?
	You squint up at the two angry suns. Their gaze is easier to embrace. You squint over at the trees, which are unanimously more benign. 
	I… I have my senses back. What is going on here?
	Why, Lad. You’re in the park now! You can’t be in the park without safeguarding! You wouldn’t have had a chance! Not in hell! With these suits, you can explore the park without too much worry. You’re lucky to have found that latrine when you did. My fellow lads and I all have our own respected one, lad. Come. Let me show you around.
	First, before all else, there are two filtered suns. Now these words may persist.
	You and your fellow lads ascend a hill of grass. So much leisure in moving now! All of this thanks to your portable sanctuary! Your pain still remains, yet there is leisure. Enough of it anyway. At the top of this hill is a large fenced area. It is a baseball field filled with people in motion. 
	Mankind in motion! My stars! What lively creatures we are! Look at their liveliness! So very alive!
	Lad, this is where the dead go when the park gobbles them up. These are the dead. Lad, poor lad, this is your fate. 
	You look closer through your gas mask gaze filter. Those in motion move in complete silence. No footsteps heard. No sneezing. No muttering. No sound. Your cochlea floats in the vast vacuum of outer space. These people in motion… look at their motion. They move lethargically about, childishly portraying airplanes. Their arms stretched to the fullest span possible to portray wings. Their expressions dead. Blood flowed like magma streams from flesh looking freshly lacerated. So the dead do move! All who occupy the park… they may all see the terrain of their inevitable eternity. So much lament shadows over this park. The fathomless awareness of one’s mortality here. The fear of these horrible trees. The utopia just out of reach. 
	Lad, we have it rough. The park is not the bee’s knees. Hold fast to your latrine, for it embraces you. Hold tight to the change you find lying about, for it speaks with an honest cackle! We safeguarded ones have a special secret. We have a means of coping with this hoodwinking place. It sends you on a journey through time and space for the least money out of your pocket! We will install a dispenser of it in your respected latrine. I’ll even throw in a gun for you to protect it and yourself with. Protection from the wipper-snappers. Would you like a sample of this secret, lad? We call it, plunderphonics!
	You nod. Oh, how intrigued and excited you are! Your fellow lad reaches into an ice chest and moves his hand about. Because your senses have returned in full, you inquire. 
	I… I hope you don’t mind the inquiry, but by any chance is there an exit to the park?
	Well, lad, there is one. One and only one. It is some ways from here. Far behind the baseball field. It is a bridge to the utopia. It is guarded though. Guarded by a fat man.
	The lad behind you getting the plunderphonics shouts racial slurs into the restless ice chest. 
	This fat man, lad, shall not let you through unless you can beat him at cards. Nobody has managed yet. So it’s best to simply remove it from your memory. Simply embrace the park, lad. Simplicity! Simplicity!
	The lad behind you getting the plunderphonics takes a small human being from the ice chest. He happens to be a hippy rabbi. 
	Lad, hold tight to your plunderphonic dispenser. They shall give you the plunderphonic people. They shall supply not only nutrition, but culture! Plus, lad, they’re cheap and you won’t go hungry this way. It’s either you eat these or… or the apples that grow upon the evil trees. The coins speak the truth, after all. 
	Puzzled, you look back at the lad who holds now the hippy rabbi. It shouts little hippy rabbi screams in sincere horror as the lad bites his head off and chews vehemently. He looks at you and grins a bloody grin. There is a crash behind you. More debris, more sky, has fallen. The woodpeckers hole in the sky remains. The blood still leaks from your head. The two angry suns grow brighter. 

• Plunderphonic People

	I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! AAAAAAAAAAAAUUUUU! I WILL FIGHT! I WILL FIGHT! I WILL FIGHT! AAAAAAAAAAUUUU! I’ll have the dynamite! I’ll have all of the powers of hell at my command! I’ll level the skyscrapers! I’ll have mankind wiped from the map! I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! Your religions shall be done away with! Your loved ones shall perish alone! You are not long for this world, for I have the dynamite! I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! AAAAAAAAAAAAUUUU!
	Slap! 
	What is that sound? You hear something outside your latrine! Ruffling! Footsteps! You remove the pistol from your suit pocket and leave the cozy corner with the fungal toilet. You were hoping it was nothing more than a creation of your human imagination, yet on it crackles! The night still paints itself across the sky, this is what you see, peaking through the window. What you do not see, peaking through the window, is the source of this sound. This only worries you more, for the wipper-snappers are guileful like that. Most aloof they remained during your time thus far in the park. Just the other day your fellow lads spoke and mused about anecdotes of gunning down some wipper-snappers over the fine meal of plunderphonic fascists. 
	The lad who saved you has filled a whole plethora of the motherfuckers full of lead and sent them back to momma. Perhaps this was your time to have an escapade to proclaim as well, but this was not what you were chewing over. Your mind is centralized. Gun in deformed hand, trembling.
	The sounds change! What was once simple crepitating now grows more complex and metallic! The sound of a coin going into a machine! This will not do! 
	Without hesitation, you turn the corner and now stand out of the latrine. Ah-ha! It was a wipper-snapper sticking a glistening coin into your plunderphonic person dispenser. With impulse, you point your gun. With impulse, the wipper-snapper points his. 
	Bang! Bang!
	When the plume of smoke disappears, you see that he has fallen and you stand strong. Blood begins trickling towards your feet. The blood pouring from his chest is hardly seen, for his radioactive suit is red while yours is beige. Written on the suit is “Wipper-Snapper”. You have done it! You have killed a wipper-snapper! He fell so silent and died so benign! No screams of pain to haunt the senses! No diatribes or famous last words. Just a rag dolled pile of safeguarding. Gas mask still on, no death is seen. You know where death lay, but it is not seen. Victory for the lads!
	You turn back and face your plunderphonic person dispenser. It is as beautiful as ever! It stands as a giant vertical rectangular prism. Flashing lights and buttons. Bubbly square waves in perfect sequence blasting out like etch-e-sketch rainbows. The light show bonanza says a coin has been entered, the coin of the wipper-snapper. You shall buy yourself a plunderphonic person! It’s on the dead man! He owes you that much for wasting your bullet, after all. 	Who do you feel like today? There are so many choices! Too many to count! How about… a libertine! Yes, that’ll do just fine! Nothing like a good libertine! You turn the key, crank the knob, pull the lever, type the sequence, flick the blue switch, flick the green switch, flick the yellow switch, spin the wheel, & spill your blood. 
	I say, I say no sir! Dare I say, sir! I pray you! Find it in your heart to spare m.. Wait no! Cut the tom Foolery sergeant! S.O.S! Houston, we have a problem! Where’s your sense of humor?
	You bite down hard. The blood spills from your mouth as the hands of the debauchee grow mutilated in your chomping. Another plunderphonic person down the tubes. So many more to choose from. You swallow, sigh, and return to your latrine. The whipper snapper plays airplane lethargically in park purgatory. 
	The fluorescent buzz fills your sanctuary with serene monotony. Nothing to grab your attention but the mirror, which you glance at shortly. Look at you! Your gas mask veils your mutilated face. To the fleeting gazes, you look like a man with skin intact. These fleeting gazes don’t know any better. Perhaps the plunderphonic people will reciprocate some of your health. Perhaps… One can only hope really. In the eyeholes of your gasmask you see your reflection again. This line of beige, safeguarded you’s points to infinity. There is a universe of beige, safeguarded you that exists in great darkness, for the black consumes this line quite quick. You turn your back on the mirror and return to your bedtime stall.
	Sitting your safeguarded rear in the corner, right next to the fungal toilet, You collect your wits again. An exhalation brings lucidity of your decrease in motion. Your body tingles in brief confusion but immediately thereafter relief. A bodily sigh ensues. The human mind, constantly introspecting, begins to run here and there. Always remaining, like a ton of bricks illusive in lightweight fog, is the knowingness. The complete clarity that comes and is bludgeoned to obscurity. The clarity of knowing. Not thinking, but knowing. Knowing that you took a life. One less domicile for the woodpeckers to peak into, you guess. 
	Lethargy grows. Thoughts lose their value. Friction is lifted. The sounds waves from the roaring fence and the malevolent nature soften and smooth. Your cochlea releases the stress it has been holding. It had receded into it’s shell like a snail from the gunshots, but now it can sigh, and begin to lifelessly die. Your train of thought no longer derails and decays in the tangent woods enveloping the window view. This and that. That and this. It all moves on one track. The tangent woods are passengers all the same. You don’t think of this just then though, for your mind is slowing into steam. The river from which these woods and coal-powered engines emerge disintegrates. Chugga Chugga Choo Choo
	Occasional sounds of gunfire and ardent shattering screams that exist far away in the park occasionally send your brain back into the solid stall, but the melting and evaporated quickly begin again. Quicker than can be known and quicker still! 
	 Two men sitting under a mighty tree in the vast tundra. Whispers serenade the night sky. A man and his wee elephant come walking along, socks scraping against the frozen tumbleweed. Each step makes the moon wiggle so slightly in their gaze. They hold a jar. What are the contents of this jar? Concentrate on the road. Walking along with feet in mud, spinning out of scenery. This was not right. Concentrate on something else. What was it? Concentrate on the tundra. That was scenery too! A shine of reflective light! A jar! What was within it? I love jars. Love is the sweetest thing. Remember her? Remember where she came from? Remember, in Plum Avenue. Plum Avenue? Was that what you wished to know? What were you concentrating on? A mighty man can concentrate on the slightest things. He knows what his mind must see. The mighty man turns to lemonade. 
	Concentration. Scenery. The tundra is scenery. Don’t bother focusing on me though. Don’t look down. No! Don’t fall! He cannot be saved gentlemen. 
	These words hover over Plum Avenue. Where was that again? There was a dog there. Yes a dog. What is the remembering for? A dalmation! That’s what it was! Remember not! Conceal yourself in me, you. Bark. It went bark in your driveway. Dogs bark within many occasions! Occasionally within. Within. Within the memory you stop remembering. Remember what? The scenery? The tundra is scenery! Concentrate on something new. You’ll find it. 
	Footsteps! Who goes there? The man! He has a wee elephant. He has a jar! What is in the jar? Why, it’s tadpoles. They spin like asteroids, restless and like ravaged animals. Teeth emerge and between the gaps are many trapped men. You shiver at the sight. Shiver. Who shares your shivers? Who goes there? Footsteps! Of who? Where? Remember… remember remember the victory!
	I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! I will fuck!
	Suddenly, all of these visions vomit tarantulas. Everywhere, tarantulas. So many your mind comprehends impossible images. Images of the macabre. A theatrical show of demented snapshots hyperbolized into outer space. All around were the tarantulas, stealing your sensation. 
	You awake next to the fungal toilet. Your stomach suddenly feels plagued with illness. Wh…what is this feeling? It’s so ghastly! So aggressively ghastly! The pain envelopes you like a tidal wave. Your fist burns especially with throbbing discomfort. What has happened here? What has disturbed your sleep!
	Screams of terror off in the distance. A tragedy far and aloof behind the evil trees. What was the quarrel all about. The scream sends shivers down your little man spine. You punch yourself in the stomach again.
	Wh… What the hell is this? Oh stars! Help! Help! My kingdom for help! Death draws nearer for us all! 
	The fascist does not sit well with the libertine floating about in your gizzards. You throw yourself here, there, and all places in between. Hurling yourself against walls, failing to back flip, throwing yourself at the sink and mirror. The impact sends shards of glass all over the place. The cracked sink cries tears of subtle red. 
	Help! Help! My kingdom for help! Death draws nearer for us all!
	Your hand begins reaching for the pistol laying lifeless just there ahead of you. The latrine floor around it glittering with glass under two angry suns. Suns so much larger than they. You try to resist this, yet your hand persists with it’s reaching and your tenderized gut has made you meek as a lamb. 
	Help! Help! My kingdom for help! Death draws nearer for us all!
	Wait, you know what this is. You’re just hungry, that’s all. All of this agony is because you need food now. Right now, actually. Go get yourself a plunderphonic person, why don’t you?
	Well don’t mind if I do! 
	Your mind grows excited by this decision. The gun fades to complete hell inferno blackness in the blink of a bison’s eye as you quickly let your pupils shrink at the awe inspiring sight of the dispenser. The coins in your pockets, that speak the whole truth and glisten under the two angry suns, are now in your grasp. Before you make your decision though, you quickly turn over and see the dead wipper-snapper. His blood has collected so much on the ground that your maroon reflection in it ripples. His gas mask still without life. The brick still in your mind, you look back at the plunderphonic person dispenser.
	Who shall mitigate the pain today? Who shall digest in my emaciated stomach? What will make things right? How about… a clergyman!
	And when he had taken the book, the four beasts and four and twenty elders fell down before the Lamb, having every one of them harps, and golden vials full of… N-No! No! No please! Not me!
	You gobble the clergyman up into little pieces of crud in your little man mouth and swallow. Relief! You quickly slip the gasmask back on. 
	Oh, what a mess your latrine is! The mirror and sink are done for. You attracted blood onto the floor from the wipper snapper outside. Oh how loud the roaring fence is! At this point there is no way you could possibly escape! Yet, for now, the pain has been mitigated. Only now, you’re too wide awake from all the topsy turvy motion to return to that world. Wherever it was. You climb up again on the now uneasy and shivering sink of rusty blood. The window reveals the park to you again. There it is. The utopia about to kiss the rising dawn. 
	Perhaps, perhaps I should go and find the exit to the park. I’m willing to push all of my chips forward and challenge the fat man that guards it. I can picture him now. A simpleton! Freckled and frizzled. Shirt dirty and not tucked in. Gusset busted revealing thigh sweat. What a minuscule creature. I can triumph over him like I was taking a little man piss. 
	This is what you think. This is what you must think. This is what you shall refuse questioning. This is what you shall never doubt. You cannot doubt. It is beyond you. Man hopes. Man is deluded. Man is mad! During the day, when you are visiting your lads, you shall ask them where you can find the minuscule little lardass. It is simply a matter of you being patient.
	More gunfire and screams outside. More uneasiness. More hunger. More punches. The clergyman, the libertine, and the fascist are at each other’s throats within you. You can hear their war cries. Your cochlea bursts into white hot flame.
	 No! No! No! Help! Help! My kingdom for help! Death draws nearer for us all!
	You throw yourself through the wall of your stall. Your back lands on the fungal toilet. Fungal water bursts from the shattered pipes like geysers of some magnificent proportion. In the corner you call your bed, you strangle yourself under the fungal latrine rain. You turn blue as blueberries. 
	Help! Help! My kingdom for help! Death draws nearer for us all!
	The two angry suns ascend over the park, casting countless shadows seen and unseen. The cacophony of terror within your latrine attracts the attention of the early bird lads, who pre wake the park roosters. Outside, beyond the broken stalls and the filthy bog liquid biting at your convulsing ankles, scurry many lads in their beige safeguarding. They have answered your call! In a line they march in scatterbrained but very much wishing to save you from yourself! The coins that speak the truth and glisten under many angry suns jingles a grand homage to heroism in their beige pockets. 
	Lad! Lad! Oh no! He’s got plunderphonic blues, lads! You know what to do!
	You are hoisted up by them unanimously and carried like a skeleton leaking confetti out of your flooding latrine. You turn back, still in complete mania, and see your latrine growing to pinhole size slowly in your reckless vision. The spiteful giggling of the trees around you are subtle but noticeable. Where do you suppose they are taking you?
	A spot of flat, monotonous grass. All blades different, but all roughly the same. They crash like waves under your weight as you are splashed down. Your mind bespattered about so in the afflicting senses. Pieces of sky still falling, crashing down and wobbling the park like suspended sheet metal stained in apricot smells. The maggots are birthed from mud’s bosom below the waves. They greet fast your back with licks of bittersweet love. The shadow of the trees shattering as if they were loud spider webs of bone. The light of the two angry suns burns through the sky like cigarettes through silk!
	Then, the unthinkable. Your gasmask is forcibly removed by the lads. Sizzle! Sizzle! No! Not again! Not again can you smell your own burning flesh! Not again! The laughter grows wounding around you. Not again! Not again can you see the woodpeckers smashing through the domicile. Blood trickles down your exposed cheek and glistens like the coins that speak the whole truth. Robert Waverly, what hell have you been plagued with? You begin panting the desperate order of your lads returning the mask, but your tonsils have turned to sand and eroded to the very tip of your tongue. The water marches sadly home. 
	Try and be grateful, lad! Try and be fucking grateful! We all have the plunderphonic blues, but at least you haven’t died. At least you have food in your belly. Try and be grateful! You are in the machine’s debt! Let’s eat, lad!
	They hand you back the gasmask. Before you stick it on, you vomit fingers, nosehairs, and undergarments. With it on your face, the life has left you again. No domicile looks at you and sees life. You are target practice for the whipper snappers once again. You still have the plunderphonic blues. The fascist gives the clergyman a noogie in your colon while the libertine philanders with your pancreas. Sickness enshrouds you, yet the two angry suns have weakened. The screams of laughter have receded to wee giggles. Wee elephant! Recall! Recall! Recall!
	You dreamt. You have had dreams here in the park. Remember the man and the wee elephant? There was a jar. Complex tadpole tomfoolery occurred within it. There were more dreams. One of insurmountable beauty. A lambent dream. One of texture, not substance. There was steam in the latrine. You were that steam! You floated about… Insects dream of beautiful fluid! The divinity of this memory sends a tear to your spine. 
	A sharp, shrewd weight erupts in your pelvis. Your chest burns the flame of gargantuan forest fires. You pain again. The plunderphonic blues pack quite a punch. 
	Come, lad! We shall have a plunderphonic feast over at my latrine! I’m buying! Come one and all, my beloved lads!
	The lads begin sallying forth towards the sanctuary of the lad who saved you the other day. Without hesitation, you follow. All around you are the guffawing trees of torture. They are eerily at ease but you know that any false movements will send them off on a tirade of torment! You must have your wits about you in the park. Stop hitting yourself. Stop hitting yourself.
	Just as your latrine shrunk in your vision, the savior lad’s latrine expands. Similar in form. Similar in surroundings. Trees, fallen fruit, a view of the utopia, and the ever so strong glow of the plunderphonic person dispenser. The lads grow rowdy, and you begin to fully grasp the extent of their plunderphonic blues. How did you miss all of the lads punching themselves copiously in the gut?
	Here we are, lads! My humble latrine! You’ll have to pardon the odor. 
	The savior lad smiles behind his gasmask, but you sure as hell don’t know about that! His hand retreats into his pocket and out come the coins, which speak the absolute truth. He turns the key, cranks the knob, pulls the lever, types the sequence, flicks the blue switch, flicks the green switch, flicks the yellow switch, spins the wheel, & spills his blood. Out come the plunderphonic people. Shouting and convening. The lads quickly have their fill of alchemists, executioners, astronauts, farmers, and fishmongers. You? You have yourself a police chief. 
	You have the right to remain… blaugh!
	You chomp away. Chomp. Chomp. The badge and gun get caught between your deformed human teeth. Immediately! Immediately your sickness worsens. You have the blues tenfold! It grows supernatural, the plunderphonic blues. Your insides rage war. The clergyman begging your intestines for forgiveness. The fascist working his way to your mind. The libertine playing leapfrog in your anal cavity. The chief shooting at the walls of your liver. Soon, soon you shall be nothing but plunderphonic people. They shall wear your skin. Robert Waverly shall be no more. All of you behind your flesh shall be eaten away in the inconsistency building within. The end is near for the assessed rat. The assessed rat of Plum Avenue. Oh the woe!
	Look around you. Look at your lads. They throw themselves this way and that. Rolling violently down the hills, hurling their person upon the rocks, digging into the earth with their heads. All the while, they giggle and share musings. They recall times of forced masochism with false, worried glee. The plunderphonic person dispenser spills the buildings of waves some more. Bleep. Blop. Bloopy. Bop.
	But, there was nothing else to eat. Without the dispenser, you would surely die. It makes the suns rise. It makes the moon wiggle. It is what keeps the domicile lit. Without it, you’d be left with nothing but the apples that grow from the murderous trees. You would rather die than partake in such heinous deeds. The fascist within bites your cerebellum. You scream the loudest man scream you’ve ever man screamed. 
	The birds fly in terror from out of the trees. The lads go haywire! You have lit a fire under their safeguarded asses. You’ve exhilarated them. They turn loony. One of the lads begins shouting orders at the grass. He ate the alchemist. One of the lads begins slamming his fists against one of the outer latrine walls. He ate the executioner. One of the lads begins flapping his hands and chirping like a bird. He ate the astronaut. One of the lads begins pissing on the decaying corpse of a late wipper snapper. He ate the farmer. Your savior lad mongers fish. He ate the fishmonger. 
	Fish! Fresh fish! 
	And you, what do you do? You climb to the top of the latrine, throw your hands about like a buffoon, and shout to the heavens. 
 	I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! AAAAAAAAAAAAUUUUU! I WILL FIGHT! I WILL FIGHT! I WILL FIGHT! AAAAAAAAAAUUUU! I’ll have the dynamite! I’ll have all of the powers of hell at my command! I’ll level the skyscrapers! I’ll have mankind wiped from the map! I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! Your religions shall be done away with! Your loved ones shall perish alone! I will kill you! You will die! You are not long for this world, for I have the dynamite! I will fight! I will fight! I will fight!
	Bang!
	A gunshot silences all of the lads. A plume of smoke slowly dulls to death. The square waves of perfection spark, glitch, and die as well. Mini flares explode forth like fireworks from the plunderphonic person dispenser. It has been destroyed. The savior lad falls to his knees and screams. It is all over for him. The lad who ate the executioner holds tight to his pistol, which still burns red smoldering heat. In a moments notice, the back of the executioner’s gasmasks explodes and brains with wings fly to the heavens, beyond the holes of your solipsistic domicile. The executioner falls. The lad is dead. The other lads run in fear. Your latrine grows in your vision. It bounces about so!
	Running along side you is the farmer. In the frenzy of the moment he had forgotten to run towards his latrine. Perhaps yours was closer. Behind, gunshots blared in the air. 
	Bang! Bang!
	The latrine now embraces the both of you. The fungal water exploding from the fungal toilet fills the room to your safeguarded knees. The roar of the fence grows far too great to stand any longer. You quickly grab the astronaut lad by the shoulder and force his strict attention on you. 
	Lad, listen to me. I have to get out of here. I can’t take it here anymore. I know there is an exit. I must go there. I am willing to face the fat man. I am willing to triumph over him. Willing and able. I will fight, you understand? I will fight! Now, tell me where he is! Surely you must know, lad!
	 The astronaut lad looks at you with lifeless gasmask gaze. 
	Lad, you do not understand. The fat man is impossible. He shall triumph over you. He’ll gobble you up in seconds flat. Nobody has ever gotten past him. Nobody ever will. You are stuck here forever, lad. Is it just me, or are we really hungry?
	This news destroys you. All colors lose distinction. All is one. All is petrified in one lethargic log. The news shakes you so much that you cease to bother going on. No more recalling. No more analyzing. No more dreams. You want to stop this story. The fingers that write these words grow weary and apathetic. 
	M… maybe I should melt again. Maybe I should let the two angry suns do away with me. Maybe I should crawl back to the womb. Maybe this should all end. 
	The head grows heavy. The scene begins fading. 
	This is all such burdensome ado. Where is this taking me? What will come when this all crumbles and falls? Why should I continue moving through it with knowledge. Why can’t I be like the rocks again. Moving up and down in complete harmony whereas I am so abstract I rip myself to shreds. What I want I cannot have. All beats of the heart sound these desires, yet nature has conspired against me. 
	No! No! There must again be bliss. You dream of beautiful fluid just as the insects do. You must have this fluid. No! No!
	Tell me, lad. Tell me now! Where is the fat man! Where is he? I will fight!
	B-But lad! You don’t stand a chance! You’ll be fat man food! 
	I will fight! I will fight! I will fight!
	B-But lad! Please don’t go! I can’t fight my plunderphonic blues without you lads. I can’t take it anymore either. I need the pain to go away! 
	I will fight! I will fight! I will fight!
	B-But… B-But… lad!
	I will fight! AAAAAAAAAAUUUUU!
	Fine! You go towards the west, past the park purgatory, past the playground, past the fountain of youth. You’ll see the bridge and the fat man beyond that point. 
	AAAAAAAAAAAAAAUUUU!
	Without so much as a goodbye, you sprint out of your flooding latrine with pants now grounds for magnificent fungal waterfalls. You run! You and your safeguarding run like the wind! The coins sounding the patriotic hymns that send assessed rats to die at war! The trees but blurs of the background! You are now a centralized thinker, like a trout. You’ve one goal. The fat man.
	AAAAAAAAAAAAAAUUUU!
	You move right along. No sickness can overcome your step. Nothing can afflict you. Your forward motion shall persist, end of story. You feel unquestionably in control of your will. No dilly dallying for this lad! On and on and on and on and on and on and on and on and on you march. The light of the two angry suns begins to set. The distant screams of the night are heard but not heeded of. Forward motion. Forward motion. The hymn spews like angels from carnivorous plant pods. Organic white grass teeth contorted by their heavenly forward motion. Forward motion. Forward motion. 
	AAAAAAAAAAAAAUUUU!
	Latrines grow and leap from your vision. All sounds play in perfect metronome accord to your outbursting exhalations and bass drum heart thumps. What a thing it is! To be a running human being! On you march. The park purgatory grows in your vision. The fence and those dead behind it begin growing vivid. There it is! There it is! They play airplane! This is it! You’re well on your way! They play with complete sluggishness! This is it! This is it! This is mother fucking it!
	AAAAAAAAAAAAAAUUUU!
	You don’t stop to look at it. What was there to see? You are a centralized thinker now, as if you were a bee. On and on and on and on and on and on and on and on you march. More things grow and leap away in your vision. You keep right on going. Picnic tables covered in smooshed cakes and unopened presents. Just beyond them is a playground. No children. No laughter. Just cobwebs and tumbleweed. Thi is it! You’re well on your way! The spiders and coyotes of the night about run up the slides in vigor and portray pirates at sea! The two angry suns set. This is it! This is it! This is mother fucking it!
	AAAAAAAAAAAAAAUUUU!
	You don’t stop to look at it. What was there to see? You are a centralized thinker now, as if you were a bee. On and on and on and on and on and on and on and on you march. 
More things grow and leap away in your vision. You keep right on going. There is a glow growing ahead. A glow growing! A growing glow! Could it be? Why, it’s the fountain of youth! There it glows. Glistening with the promise of utmost eternity. Many have drawn from it, yet no water appears drawn. This is it! This is it! This is mother fucking it!
	AAAAAAAAAAAAAAUUUU!
	You don’t stop to look at it. What was there to see? You are a centralized thinker now, as if you were a trout. On and on and on and on and on and on and on and on you march. More things grow and leap away in your vision. You keep right on going. There! Just there! There it is! This is it! This is it! My stars… this is truly it. 
	AAAA…
	You are stopped in your tracks. The fat man was quite large indeed. Behind him was a bridge that stood proud and astute over the horrible rapids. So safe. So secure. Just in front of it though stands the fat man. The fascist nibbling at your brain runs and hides in your throat. You will no longer be doing any fighting.
	The antics of the other plunderphonic people	grows apparent again within your safeguarded body. The pain hits you hard. There has never been seen, in all of your travels, anything more shattering and excruciating. Out of the fat man’s mouth dangles two desperate safeguarded legs. The safeguarding is red so it must be a wipper snapper. The legs appear desperate, like the squirming of a rat’s tail. The fat man sucks them in like spaghetti and turns towards you. Ribbit. Ribbit.
	My stars! It’s the assessment! Nothing has changed! Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. 
	You run away. You won’t fight. You won’t fight. You won’t fight. Again the fountain of youth grows in your vision. It’s incandescent glow draws your sick attention. You stop for a moment. After all, it is a ghastly thing to be a running human. The fountain confuses you. Just ahead of you is the key to immortality, yet no desire comes over you. The park is not a place to spend infinity. The plunderphonic blues must one day end. The glow of the fountain does not draw you. You do not moisten your lips with it’s distilled divinity. You do not taste it’s savor. 
	The pain, the plunderphonic pain. Oh how it makes you sweat! Your sweat. Your sweat. Your sweat. Oh how it makes you sweat! It’s hunger! That’s what it is! You crave a good plunderphonic person. That’s all you need! Just one plunderphonic person! The coins in your pocket are weighing you down. These coins that speak the absolute truth about nature’s nature are weighing you down. You begin to run back towards your latrine as the coin jingles drum, as if you’re being tried by a juror of Congo kings. 
	Now comes the playground. This you do not give a moment’s notice. This is no time for hoopla. Time for hoopla this is not.  On and on and on and on and on and on and on and on you pain. The pocket drumming grows like an operatic crescendo along with the distant roaring fence. The distant screams of the night grow more abundant! So much suffering behind the trees! So much suffering brough upon by the trees. The hunger in your belly grows so great that your knees crash the grass waves yet again. You need food now. You may not last the night.
	Looking up, there assorted fruits everywhere. All of the trees spew forth multicolor washes of plump juice, nectar, moosh, and flavor. The trees hold tight to them and grin their shit eating grins. You’d give anything to be able to snatch those fruits from their branches, but alas, the coins speak the absolute truth. You must return to your latrine at once! The sky is falling!
	On and on and on and on and on and on and on and on you pain. Running is the worst of things. The very, very worst of things. Next, growing larger on your vision like mold from bread, is the park purgatory. You stop and stare at this spectacle. Through the fence, you see the dead playing airplane. Look at them go. Their emotions are that of complete inertia, but just look at them go! They seem to be in harmony, flying through time without the speeding or the slowing. Flying through space without the friction and the relief. No tangents in the park purgatory. The train moves forth on the tracks. No chugga chugga choo chooing. No sounds. Only unenthused harmony. Would that be the word of things? Unenthused harmony? The horrible pain of the park would be lifted. Maybe it wouldn’t be the worst of things do die and leave forever the park. There’d be no desire for the utopia any longer. That damned utopia. Why must it call your name so fervently? The coins in your pocket continue their percussion. Your blood flows in frenzy and fear. Well, for now what you need is a plunderphonic person.
	You turn your gaze from the park purgatory and walk towards your latrine yet again. The screams and gunfire of the park grow louder rapidly. On and on and on and on and on and on and on… what’s this? The gunshots are eerily close. Your latrine! You can see it now ahead of you. The sound of the fungal toilet geyser within grows in your hearing like mold now on your cochlea! A hiss! A growing hiss! Glass shattering! You pick up speed.
	Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!
	Smoke arises from your latrine! Your sanctuary! Your domicile! You pick up speed with desperate tears coming out of your safeguarded eyes! You just can’t go fast enough! What could possibly be happening now? When does it end? The crescendo of roaring friction grows and grows and grows. 	Screams! Screams from your latrine! This can’t be! The square waves! The square waves of the dispenser! Your hunger, omnipresent, begins growing exhilarated! This problem, whatever it may be, shall not stop you from getting a plunderphonic person. The pocket beat is much too strong for that. You pull your pistol from your safeguarding pocket and hold it tight and cocked. Something is being painted along the side of your latrine! It appears to be a single vertical line of ooze pouring down from where your window is. As you run closer with your panting and crying and begging, you realize that it is fungal toilet water. Your latrine has flooded to the ceiling! 
	Now you are moments away from seeing what all of the commotion is. The bangs continue, as do the screams. Smoke from the gunshots rise from behind the latrine. The square waves of your plunderphonic person dispenser continue singing their heavenly song, but then, another bang. You paralyze in fear and awe as the square waves explode immediately in the air. The song turns to glitching pops and metallic sparks. Quick, non-living screeches like a toddler facing the horned cricket of the night. Then, the square waves cease. Without hesitation, you turn the corner. You pray to the two angry suns concealed by the night sky that what you thought might have just happened didn’t happen. It did happen. It did happen. 
	The astronaut lad lies dead in a pool of blood only feet away from the wipper snapper. His safeguarding is stained almost head to toe in globules of deep red, distorting beyond reading the word “Lad” written across the chest. Your plunderphonic person dispenser sizzles, emitting no light. It has been destroyed. In front of it, on his knees in pure horrible stupefaction, is the savior lad. The lad who saved you just the other day. His gun on the floor by his side, empty of bullets. Steaming shells settled all about the bloody ground. Within the smoking dispenser can be heard the repenting of sins, the crying grief, and then the dying coughs, all in a moment flat. The savior lad turns to you and recoils in fear at the sight of you gun. 
	Lad! Oh, lad! I’m so sorry! I… shit. I tried to shoot the lock off of the dispenser… so… so I can take your plunderphonic people… Oh, lad. Please. Please don’t. I’m so sorry. I… I just lost my head. Lad! Don’t! Please! 
	Bang!
	There is a splash. The smoke clears. The savior lad has fallen back into a puddle of blood. The word “lad” on his safeguarding is shrouded by blood descending as if from an upside down flame. 
	But… lad!
	The savior lad now plays airplane with lethargy in park purgatory. 
	The crescendo has built. It ended with a bang, not a whimper. His gasmask expresses the same lifelessness as before, but what you see is a contorted face of terror. A little assessed rat with eyes that carry tight to the fear and anguish of this terrible, terrible park. You ended a life. Not the life of a wipper snapper. The life of a lad. The lad who saved you. He saved you and now your gun is another bullet lighter. You turn your back on the flooding latrine in grief. 
	Sanctuary! Sanctuary! My kingdom for sanctuary! Death draws nearer for us all! 
	You sit yourself down on a patch of grass. The roaring fence still roars. The utopia remains just out of reach. Your hunger ticks time on and grows larger and larger. You are so weak. So very very weak. It almost feels as though parts of your body are beginning to ebb into death. You feel it slowly enveloping you. The virus of demise wraps like tendril around your bones. Your hand… your hand begins blending in with the grass, as does the rest of your safeguarded self. The park is eating you. It grows hungry too. You feel like a plunderphonic person all yourself. Soon, soon you shall be in the park purgatory. Soon, soon you shall never know again your sweat your sweat your sweat.

Tango Peacock

	Dawn. Ascending again are the two suns, smoldering balls of concentrated flame illuminating the park with the light of day once more. They creep along the blue sky like a patient, tempered finger delicately scraping a marble against a texture. A Texture so opaque with but little white speckles of gaseous zoo animal expansion and silence. That and the occasional humming bird hole!  Above the utopia, the two suns rise and rise. Shadows emerge! The skyscrapers cast the mightiest of these, enveloping the rapids, darkening the roaring fence, and now nibbling at your safeguarded feet. Tweet tweet go the birds. In due time these shadows shall fully conceal you in shade. It’ll be like a coffin of black grass that shall spread throughout the entire park come nighttime. Your dying human body begins merging with this darkness, and soon you shall merge with the night. Your beige toes darken. 
	Death… such a thing. All exists in eerie clarity when it begins taking you by the hand. Each breath you take is dry as cracking desert terrain. You think of the beautiful fountain of youth. The water sparkling like the skin of a psychedelic sea lion. Your throat moans in lament at the thought of it. Oh it is so very far away. You would draw from it if it were nearer. Not because eternity shall be lucid, but because you very much want to soothe the grief-stricken trachea. Your stomach quivers at the terrible emptiness within it. Quiver quiver quiver. Robert Waverly, you are locked in a body of pain. Oh how grounded to the soil of the cosmos you are now. Mortality reveals itself to itself. All sounds are overpowered by the emissions of your nervous system. The roaring of the fence stretches into but a modulating tone. Your mind lets not ]focus let go of your vision, the vision of your solipsistic domicile. There is absolute concentration only. 
	Up descends. Down ascends. All finds itself settling like falling leaves or emerging like moss in the very center of things. Normally your trains of thought derail. Now the line is impossibly and invisibly thin and straight. Look! Look how your safeguarded self blends more and more to the grass your safeguarded self lays upon. 
	This safeguarding is not you. It’s an oversized shell. You feel as the jumping bean. The life inside struggles to escape, but it proves futile. You are too weary for that sort of nonsense now. You feel your naked body. Your flesh. Your hair. Your sweat. Your guts. Your bones. Your muscles. Your heartbeat. Your desires. It shivers. It shivers. The suns travel across the damaged sky some more. The shadows grow like the widening jaws of a horrified queen. Your tomb darkens more of your near-transparent being. 
	Being. To be. To be. You are. This shall remain. Wait just one moment… this shall remain.
	The suns are not angry, for there is no anger. The frolicking children that exist in an unexplained and aloof part of your memory are not happy, for there is no happiness. They are tangents within straight, forward motion. Never leaving. Never ever leaving. Forward shall this motion go. From the alpha to the omega. From eternally before what is to eternally thereafter. You are in accord. You are affirmed. You always have been and you always shall be. Yet your little, safeguarded human mind expanded its horizons, exploring contradictions and paradoxes, which mix like test tube bubble fluid and explode the laboratory, sending debris upon the innocent townspeople. Like a geyser spewing from the sulfur seas, you are an abstraction. The suns travel across the damaged sky some more. The shadows grow like a tongue worriedly approaching a foreign supper. Your tomb darkens more of your near-transparent being.
	Being. Black is white. Night is day. Destruction is fabrication. Truth is false. I am in this forward motion with the fruit that has fallen all around. Wait just one moment… The coins. The coins speak not the absolute truth. There is no absolute truth. 
	A sound splashes outward like an ecstatic hopping dolphin from your nervous system sounds. A sound most new. An exhilarating sound that for just a split second quenched your thirst. A cat? It must have been. Only… no. It was not a cat. There was a hint of a meow… but… but the sound was projected with such conviction. A Bird? If so, a bird most new. You stop your pondering and look to your left, where the sound emerged. Nothing in sight but park and more park. 
	Wait! Yes! The coins! They do not speak the truth! The trees! They are not evil! They are not vile! They are not villainous! They are not odious! They are not atrocious! They do not laugh. They do not spite. They do not judge. They do not fight. Their fruit bears no treachery. 
	Around you is enough to feed you forever. Forever.
	Splash!
	Again! The bird again! You look quick, very quick, to your left. Rustling! Something lurks about under the suns, which creep along. Your hands! They are opaque! You no longer fade. You still pain. You still hunger. You still thirst. You still pain, yet you no longer fade. Something has caught your attention, Robert Waverly. Something wonderful!
	You keep staring. Staring. Staring at the harmonious trees. Where does that rustling come from? Look carefully. You must know. You must know. You must know. You must know. You must know. You must know. You must! You must know! You must! You must know! You must! You must! You must! The tone of your nervous system stands stunned and petrified in silence. You musn’t know that. You must know the sight of this bird.
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	A blur hurriedly drops from the second nearest tree. Leaves descend shortly afterward. A peacock. Your jaw drops to the ground with a thud. This peacock is a stunning peacock indeed.  
	She impulsively walks about. No restrictions filter her soaring eyes. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	She pecks at the fallen fruit. She entombs her little peacock tongue in the nectar. She spits out with bravado the wee seeds that float about in the juices. Maybe, just maybe, trees will ascend where they have landed one day. This peacock seems unharmed by the fruit. Oh how delicious it looks! 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	The peacock sees you. Without much ado, it reveals it’s feathers. Kaleidoscopic. Immense. Explosive. Patterns of red and orange. Blue and purple. Green and yellow. Pink and gold. You stand with a surge of adrenaline. The sickness wanes immediately. You arise and step forth from your shadowy grave. First, the safeguarding is to come off. You cast off the gasmask without a moment of hesitation. You wiggle free from your cocoon of beige in a jiffy. Look! It’s your deformed flesh! The bleeding has stopped. Now you are a myriad of scabs and scars. Your limbs look like charred redwoods. The peacock, she approaches you. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	Say! Would you look at that! You had forgotten that below your beige is dressed bodily fluid stained Robert Waverly attire. Brown t-shirt, jeans, brown sandals. Bah! It’s nothing but more safeguarding! Without delay, you kick off the sandals, throw your shirt off in one quick motion, stretch your hands down toward the earth quickly and aggressively, sending your pants and undergarments to sit like shed cobra skin at your feet. You lift one leg, then the other. Oh how mutilated you are! Yet you stand letting the breeze encompass every last inch of you. What exactly was that safeguarding guarding you from? The suns travel across the flawless sky some more.
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	Your fingers! You see the veins pressed hard and damaged against the other side of your flesh. Like a grand maestro you wiggle your remaining fingers about, watching the knucklebone imprints up against your skin’s inner wall. The forward motion makes you twitch like this? Like this? 
	The fence hums like a euphoric volcano trying to hold back its lava as it would a giggle fit in the grand acoustic library. The utopia stands stationary and outside of your peripheral pickup zone, whispering to itself that which you could give a flying fuck less about. In this body, this damaged body, you may know of your resonation. The airplane mimickers of park purgatory know not of the splendors that can be. You are forever, but for now you are within the finite space of emotion and knowingness! 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	Ah! There is still the matter of assuaging your hunger. With not a second of dawdling, you march your nude human self towards the first nearest tree. From a branch, hanging down low like a neglected cigarette slowly reduced to a tilting cylinder of stinky ash, you wrench an apple free and hold it prisoner in your grasp. No questions. No dilly dallying. You take a monstrous bite. Juice! Feel it moisten your lips to a fine bloody red. Dripping down and collecting in your little human peach fuzz descending like stalactites on your little human chin. Your mouth rejoices. Your body rejoices. The suns above, now not so angry, rejoice. They rejoice in their slow yet sure travels from one horizon to the other. You swallow the delicacy. Almost involuntarily, tears come trickling from your eyes, as does snot from your noise. The stimulus of the apple proves quite explosive. More bites are taken. The blood in your body picks up the pace affably. Most affably. 
	Oh stars! I live! I still live! Life still moves through and about me. I still feel the grass tangling between my toes. The breeze conspires with my sweat to cool me. Flying bloodsuckers seek solace in sucking on my rich, rich blood. I am alive because you went against the coins. The coins…
	You walk back towards your pants. Within the pockets lie the coins. Those blasted, killer coins. You feel their smooth solidity sitting dormant and cold at the bottom among the depressed lint. Your fist clenches. You clutch tight to your remaining coins. The sun greets the wounds on your fingers once again. The stress of clutching these coins fills your hand with blood. Your first opens. A maddened tree of gold stares at you with browbeat expression. The suns glisten not on this expression. The suns have freed themselves of friction. Your palm is now exposed again, positioned as if high-fiving the blue sky. The killer coins fly high above the humming fence, kissing the twelfth story of a utopian skyscraper in your sight, they lose to gravity and plummet to the rapids, never to be seen by you, Robert Waverly, ever again. You have liberated yourself. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	The peacock! You turn around and see she stares at thee! Stopped in her tracks, feathers magnificently divulged, she approaches with a loosey-goosey step. Left and then right and then left again. She grows in your vision. With her growing in size comes a growing in glow. Her lavish, supernatural beauty slowly sends the park into a radiant, twilit luminescence. You recognize this atmosphere. This aura. This environment. Where? That escapes you just now. 
	The peacock has reached you. As she waltzes straight past you, her feathers brush ticklish and soothing along your leg, almost as if heedless of your presence. Looking down, however, you find she did not brush past your leg. Rather, she walked right through it!
	Wh…what is happeni…
	You turn to a slowly shape-shifting collective of lambent cloud fluff. The fingers you still have left have now split and merged with the toes of yours that still remain. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay! 
	You turn your fluffy cloud manifestation towards the peacock. She stands impatient and expectant. With her long neck she uses her mouth to point in the direction just behind her. She trots along in that direction moments later. The divinity of this creature does not falter. Her beauty has centralized your delirious, gaseous mind. You intend to follow her, but a sigh of blissful inertia sweeps you off feet plumes. You look to the sky and see the suns. The twilight has grown to the topmost concentration. The suns appear filtered by an ocean between you and it. An ocean of distilled liquid fuzz. The small, scattered clouds around them look now like ice cubes of blue liquid melting across the jello jiggling horizon. 
	You analyze the park more. Out of the hazy trees descend dozens of waterfalls of gooey, magma glass fluid. As this creeps along the surface of the earth, the consistency of the floor changes. What was once grass now appears as piles of knotted spider silk stained and dripping with moonlight glaze. Rocketing periodically from this crepuscular disarray are many fireflies of nebulous sapphire and mini ghost ships of azure wonderment. They fly about this way and that, swimming in the deep blue sea above your gaseous self like tadpoles in aquamarine semen. 
	Atop of these goings-on was a greater submerged spectacle still! Gigantic whales of deepest imaginable ruby floating by, emitting their beautiful calls. This occurs straight above thee, in thee gaseous manifestation. Zeppelin sized puffer fish of the deepest imaginable marigold floating about, emitting beautiful bubbles from their beautiful mouths. This occurs straight above thee, in thee gaseous manifestation. Submarines of the deepest imaginable jade floating about, emitting beautiful torpedoes of ghostly white. They fly shrewdly through the deep blue sea above thee, in thee gaseous manifestation. They fly shrewdly towards the utopia. Every last building is exploded, yet little sound ensues. Only the trillions of teal bubbles spewing forth from the disintegrated windows can be heard from where you now float in rapturous harmony. It shall not be imperial over your thoughts any longer, for it is no more. The debris that was once the grand goal of Robert Waverly now slowly floats to the surface of the sea above thee, in thee gaseous manifestation. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	The cry of the peacock! She now calls from some faraway place. Her voice percolates through the wall of your vision, the wall of your solipsistic domicile. Your heart of steam throbs in elation. You recall again the beauty of the peacock. The supernatural beauty. The absolute beauty. You float in the direction of her distant cries. The distant cries of the beautiful peacock. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	You drift towards the cries of the peacock. Your being seeps, spills, streams, swirls, and surges between the leaves, branches, apples, and bugs of the trees, the trees of this limitless reverie. The leaves bend downward under the weight of fresh droplets of reflective Waverly dew. In the dim eventide atmosphere, a growing spot of spectral radiance shines through like a beacon behind thin, moist drapery. It stands adjacent to the park purgatory. Oozing closer, you notice that there is sound emerging from the baseball field that is park’s limbo. The laughter and cheering of children. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	The beacon! The growing spot of spectral radiance! It is but the peacock! The beautiful peacock! It stands in wait for you to drift alongside it so you may peer into the baseball field together. The steam that is you settles all around her. Within the park purgatory, not one airplane is seen flying with impassivity. Not one at all. Only kids with helmets, bats, mitts, and grass stains all over. The youth stand with their blissful, naïve, untutored psyches ready to be involved. Parents cheer them on from the rafters. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	The peacock turns to stare at you with curious eyes. She wants to know what it is she is looking at, and she knows, not thinks, knows, that you can give her some insight on the matter.
	Wait a minute… I do remember this! My stars! How long it has been! Gosh, I must have been… well it couldn’t be any older than 7 or 8. I can’t quite place the name of our team. It was some sort of bird. If I’m not mistaken it was some sort of bird of prey. You know, to help our self esteems flourish! Haha. Well uhh, let’s see… ah yes! I was number 5. See me? I’m that little speck in the outfield. Oh yeah! I recall very vividly our team color being bright orange. 
	Oh, the outfield. I always liked that position. None of the kids ever ended up hitting a ball for their life so that was a time of leisure. On this particular occasion however, this real muscular brute adolescent came up to home plate. I had never seen him before and I could already tell his bat was ready to swing hard and with much vigor and rigor. See him? Yeah he’s that hefty kid. Number eleven. The opposing color that day was a very bright, candy green. A little minty, it was. At least that’s how I remember it. Here! Watch here! The pitcher swings! First throw, the bat hits hard! You can see the little speck that is me over there waking the hell up! The ball soared through the air with ferocity! Look! Ha! Oh gosh I remember why this was so engraved in my memory. It was cloudy out, so the white ball vanished from my sight. All I knew is that it was coming right towards me because everybody was shouting my name! 
	In frenzy, I did what any child would do. Look at me over there! Ha! Running back and forth in desperate fear! The cheering has turned into absurdly distraught orders from my teammates. The hefty kid and his jiggling body ran graciously from one base to another as the minty kids cheered him on! Wait! Wait! Ha! Watch! 
	In my running, I ran straight under the place where the ball would end up falling. I didn’t realize this at the time, so I look up and a blur comes and hits me right in the chest, knocking the wind out of me. I fall to the ground and burst out crying as kids have a tendency of doing. Look at me over there! Boy do kids exaggerate things! It couldn’t have hurt for more than thirty seconds, but I bantered on about it for a good half hour. My stars! It’s all coming back!
	You turn your gaseous gaze towards that of the peacock’s. She looks at you and smiles a little peacock smile. To reciprocate for the little anecdote you have just shared, the peacock reveals again her wondrous feathers. The spectrum reflects in your fog eyes, moist with fog tears of fog awe. Her divinity transcends sight. Disembodied cascades of all colors erupt from you and leave a puddle of rainbow rippling on the park grounds. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	Like an oriental fan, the peacock’s feathers recede and flatten from full view. No moment wasted. The peacock begins walking away from you. You follow. You, the little orange speck, follow the peacock through the shadowy park of stupor. That which lies ahead grows in your vision with each instant of gaseous progress not like mold, but like flowers pushing through peripheral soil. They bloom and are beclouded by your eyes of misty anarchy. Textures spill and bleed through the wall of your solipsistic domicile ahead. They grow and massage your palms with such fleeting goose bump shivers of absolute joy. You stem not the tide. You now indulge in the current, which flows with and against you with nothing but personified spectacle. 
	The playground is what grows next in your vision. Deserted and empty it is not. The gaseous hairs of your gaseous cochlea change the vibrations of festive childish chin-wagging, Simon Says, & high helium giggles into electricity and sends them off to your gaseous mind. The peacock stops dead in her tracks and stares forward. A child’s birthday party lies ahead of her now. Your birthday party lies ahead of her now. Again, with curiosity, the peacock turns to you.
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	I… I can’t believe this! Here it is! My seventh birthday at the park. Those gifts just there, how marvelous they were! Let us see now. Where might I be? Oh! Back there. I’m over on the play structures. I used to spend all of my waking hours there, I did! It surprises me that there were kids who didn’t! How can one resist such splendor? As you can see, I very much favored that slide. I like the funnel slides. It would always attract lots of static electricity but that just made it all the more exhilarating. I love the way the shadows of trees looked. It was like a moving painting within it. Oh and the acoustics were marvelous! My friends and me would all sit inside of it and bang on the walls. You can feel that wondrous buzzy boom in your chest! Oh it was so great! I had to have my birthday party near it so I could spread the cheer it brought me. 
	This... this was among the best of times. There is no one shining moment of this day. There is no one thing that burned this into my memory. There was just bliss. The bliss of a kid, his friends, and his imagination. Make-believe, fleeting childish arguments, festivities, & sweet tooth satisfaction. Oh, oh what a day that was. What a day indeed. Simplicity, isn’t it the bee’s knees?
	The peacock turns to you once more. Again she reveals her feathers with a little peacock smile emanating. The retort of your story is pure stimuli. You have communicated your past. One has listened to it. One has responded. You intake this response. The solipsistic domicile whispers to itself. On the peacock walks. You follow quick like ducklings follow their mother. Ducklings of euphoric steam.	   
 	On you trek. Where is the peacock taking you now? Oh the excitement is vast! So vast that you could obscure mountains with it. Your gaseous self dews the sighing grass beneath thee. The ants splash and swim in freedom and leisure in these clear little droplets that weigh down the tip tops of the green grass blades. On and on and on you float. The sap travels along the bark like slug slime and form pools at the bases of trees. The hazy blue suns above continue floating about like salmon eggs in free float through the sea. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	The peacock now stands staring at the fountain of youth. The water trickles restless, whose reflection dances and sparkles upon your faces like star-stained flags. It glows so strong. So strong it glows. Impossible really, it’s glow. The water trickles restless. Something moves about within it. You float closer to it and look at it straight on. The star-stained flag grows more vivid on your face. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	Why, it’s me. It’s me there in the fountain of youth. I don’t remember this… My stars… It’s me…
	A newborn is cradled within the fountain of youth. You as an infant. The skin you wore as you wandered Plum Avenue. Earlier still. A little baby rat. An adorable little baby rat. You do not remember this. Plum avenue has dissolved, so your memories within it have in turn. There you are though. A rat not yet assessed. A rat not yet nurtured. The brain waves not yet abstracted and elaborated. Your little rat bones are still in tune to their own resonation. No hypotheses, no insecurities, no sense of boundary, no forest fires, no fire hydrants, no bruised asphalt, no helicopter shadows, no angry suns. Your solipsistic domicile is a blanket of flesh, absorbing the fountain of youth with equilibrium.
	When, when were you pulled from this fountain? When were you placed among the mortals? When did this water let you go? When did you dry? Why did you dry? For what purpose were you yanked from these waters? Why were you assessed? What were you being assessed for? Why were you given things to lose? Why were you lifted to be dropped? Why did all of these things come to pass? You want to see. You want to watch your infant self until the powers that be rip him from the waters and dry you dry. You must know what these powers are and why they are. You now have the opportunity. You may see what delivered you from immortality. What dried you? Soon, you shall know. You stare. You stare. You stare. You stare. But then, you turn to the peacock. 
	You shared no anecdote with her. There was no story to tell, really. Despite this, despite your contemplative silence, your introversion, she still reveals her feathers and smiles. The stars and the heavens… how beautiful the feathers are. How beautiful her smile is. It goes beyond comprehension. Your awe is inspired. Your awe has been engaged. Her beauty sends your gaseous self receding into a collective mass. You now stand as man again, yet your mind still lives as gas. Gas that flows with every molecule of oxygen in this park. 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	The feathers retreat and the peacock marches away from you. You follow. Looking down at your feet, you see your steps landing solid on the earth, you feel this as well, however it is entirely new. You… you told the peacock no story, but yet her smile remained and her spectrum still spewed into your mind. Following close behind her trotting self, you finally see the nature of this quest. Though in your traveling with the peacock there were many twists and turns, it was a straight line. A broad segue from one frame of mind to another. The peacock has lead you past the frame of scenario, escorted you from the simplistic essence from which these scenarios emerged, and sent you walking beyond the absolute core of all of these things. The walk of the peacock is delivering you from conclusion. With each step, all sounds draw closer to their source. The waves begin receding back into the ocean from whence they came. The walk of the peacock is returning you to harmony. 
	Though your feet touch the ground, you are being catapulted through the air. The world moving by you at a fantastic speed in all directions is astonishing. The sensations of your body are but part of this grand spectacle. In the air, like heavy winds, you capture feeling as you do sight and sound and smell and taste. The grand spectacle is your maker and your product. You catapult through it at one constant rate. One astonishing rate. Again, again you feel as you did hurtling towards Jupiter. The air hitting hard upon your face like crashing waves on crustacean rocks. All of this in the park. The place that gives forth the illusion of artificial nature. Nature within the control of man. The trees that grow from our say so. The birds that ask for permission to tweet. This is not the truth, for there is no truth. Where oh where was the peacock to take you next? What comes after the core of your life? What was to be the conclusion of the walk of the peacock.
	The fat man ahead! The peacock trots without being phased but you stop cold in your track. The peacock hears wind of this and turns around.
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	The fat man sits in front of the bridge, the exit to the park, and reads a thick book in leisure. What if he gobbles you up? The worry overcomes you with gravity. With friction. With sickness. Any moment now, as you and the peacock draw closer, the fat man grows fatter in your sight. Fatter and mightier! This will not do. You cannot do this. You won’t fight. You won’t fight. You won’t f… The fat man sees you. The fat man sees you.
	Why hello! Fancy seeing you here! 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	This? It’s Moby Dick. I had to see what all of the uproar was about. I can’t say I’m impressed. 
	Your eyes widen. Was that really just the exchange? The fat man smiles and returns to his reading. He doesn’t even acknowledge you as the peacock steps around him and makes her way across the bridge, out of the park. You stare in reverence and then quickly begin to go after her. You tr to slip past the fat man’s radar, but he lifts his nose from the book once more. He gives a little smile.
	Hello.
	H…Hi.
	You grimace a little awkward smile as he returns to his reading. You walk around him and stand now on the bridge. You are on the bridge! The bridge has been reached. The exit to the park lay just ahead! The peacock grows smaller in your gaze as she walks to the other end. Where does this bridge lead? Why, that isn’t the utopia at all! That was demolished in the depths of the murky ocean! What stands ahead is a vast forest. Vast is what it truly is. The trees are compact and plentiful, making below and among the branches, at least from your view, completely obscure in darkness. These trees are diverse in variety. At the other end of the bridge you catch onto something. These trees go on left and right indefinitely. These trees grow indefinitely tall. You look up and see this to be true. The trees grow up and up and up and up. They transcend the two twilight suns. They transcend everything. The forest ahead is infinite. It is your maker. 
	Oh how eerie it’s breath feels. The forest sighs a foreboding sigh to accompany the roaring rapids below this bridge. You look below and see the rapids in the blue morning glaze haze. Rather than muddy white bursts, it appears as icy electricity in smooth and dynamic flow. Within it is not debris or splashing elephants, but instead there are human hands and arms of electric water caressing one another. Soft, showered fingers rubbing against delicate, tender feet. Such a spectacle within the grand spectacle. Oh but how nervous you are to enter this forest. It looms impossibly before you. The peacock has lead you here. This is beyond the core of your life. This is nature. This is the nature from which the core of your life may explode and flourish. Yet it looks so unforgiving and remorseless. It looks so dark and dank. It looks so treacherous and full of personified, hungry shadows. You stand paralyzed in fear as it stand before you. The peacock turns around.
	Tango! Tango! Tango!
	After having shouted this, she runs with vigor into the forest. You chase after her. 
	The light of the sun vanishes and is replaced by visibility without explanation or source. Textured moss black transpiring from a fantastic darkness. The bark of the branches is glossy with glistering murky wan. The air is still and dead. There is a heaviness to the gravity around. The tree’s aura weighs down on you with their infinite might. Subtle, mingling sounds all around. Not all accompanied with explanation. Acousmatic restlessness in the chaos encompasses you. A crackle! An exhalation just beyond where your sight could see! Something salivates in the darkness. Something wants your insides out. This forest is hungry for your flesh. This forest is thirsty for your blood. This forest is yearning for your demise. Ahead! The light of the peacock rapidly shrinks! Her shouting is a decrescendo. 
	Tango! Tango! Tango!
	You are stopped dead in your tracks. How can she run so freely? How can she just run into the treacherous darkness like that? Is she so above the fear of tripping? What if she falls and disfigures her beautiful peacock self forever? You want to run after her. You want to see where the walk of the peacock will take you next. Alas, though, the treachery is too much. 
	What’s that? A moving itch across your naked human feet! A bug, perhaps… perhaps… perhaps a python! Movement! Movement in the shadows! The darkness is alive. It is watching you. Is this so? Is it all just a trick of the eye? So much movement there is! So foreboding! So foreboding! Hot breaths moisten the back of your neck. You turn around quickly and see only more darkness. This is too much. This is too much for you naked man self. You begin to walk back towards the bridge. You begin to walk back towards the bridge, but what is this? You had only just walked twenty paces into this infinite forest. The park has only just barely lost sight of you. Yet, behind you there is just expanse of darkness. The park is nowhere to be found. It’s as though you’ve found yourself in the very middle of these vast woods. Your little human body starts to shiver!
	Tango! Tango! Tango!
	Around again you turn, now facing the path of the peacock, who has shrunk to a speck in your sight. No! You can’t be left alone in this vast forest. This perilous jungle shall consume you if such occurs. With a deep expansion of the lungs within your deformed self, you sprint in her direction. Your blood stains jagged rocks and with every few steps a foreign moldy texture alienates you. Every step could carry with it some terrible obstacle that’ll send your eating shit upon the vast forest floor. You must trust the path of the peacock. If she can run with such swashbuckling confidence, surely you can as well. If she has yet to trip, perhaps you shall be spared too. Your panting grows louder and louder. Louder and louder. Louder and louder. Louder and louder. The peacock grows smaller and smaller. Smaller and smaller. Smaller and smaller. Smaller and smaller. Her shouting fades to silence and her glowing speck self vanishes into the darkness. 
	Wait! Wait! Wait for me! I’m coming! I can’t see you! Where are you? Wait! Wait! Wait for me! I’m coming! I can’t see you! Where are you? Please! Oh please! Please oh for the love of god wait! I’m coming! Wait! Wait! Wait for me!
	Your feet lose the floor. You tumble into a ditch of mud. The horror overcomes you and you land hard. The solid splash sounds. For a moment you lay utterly lost in complete and utter disorientation. Thick muck envelops you. Sinking. You are sinking! Like a fish out of water you convulse helplessly this way and that. You expected this, and this has come. The mud is ankle deep and you now stand dizzily. The vines of these infinite trees beneath the black soil knot like spiraling tendrils, leaking into your crevasse of sludgy dross and descending like black blood pouring down black walls. Millions of legs symmetrically growing from each side of muck millipedes give the bottom of this silt chasm squirmy bug life. No! You must get out of here! The path of the peacock is only just above! You and your deformed hands attempt to find solid foundation in the gloppy filth walls but their fragility sends large chunks falling like avalanches of grime. You fall back into the puddle and a gunk splash ensues. There is no shouting of the peacock in the air. You are utterly helpless. You, the deformed, naked man, are utterly, utterly helpless.
	Oh how you covet again the latrine of the park! Oh how you hankered for sanctuary! Oh how you wish your body was safeguarded yet again! Oh how you wish you were under fluorescent gaze once more! Oh why were you yanked so from the fountain of youth? Oh why did the passage of time banish you to such a dirty and desolate end? 
	So you were nothing but an insignificant pile of flesh after all. So the alpha and omega have added you to the mix for no other reason than to have some more fermenting gizzards for themselves. So it is all for nothing. Time provided you with longing, and then ripped it from your hands. Time gave you a peacock, but now she rapidly grows further away. She acknowledged your anecdotes, she smiled, and now off she goes. She smiled, she presented you with beauty, she inspired your awe, and now she is gone. Gone to perform more peacock tasks in her peacock life, whilst you erode with the crud. Erode with the crud with friction so cruel. 
	Tango peacock! Tango peacock! My kingdom for tango peacock! Death draws nearer for us all!
	No! No! You must persevere! The peacock shan’t leave you in the lurch. All you must do is continue climbing the walls of muck. Soon you shall be free. It is just a matter of putting every atom that completes you into this one task. You must have the peacock back. You must see her beautiful colors once more. You must see that smile. You must hear her shouts. You must know where her path shall take you. Your body is deformed. It shall be quite a tide to stem, but you must persevere! 
	You lunge at the wall like a tiger lunges at a young gazelle. With your four fingers you claw and scratch and destroy the walls of your muddy cavity in the earth. You try to hoist yourself up via the branches, but they wither and crack under your weight. You fall. You rise. You attempt. You fail. You fall. You rise. You attempt. You fail. You fall. You rise. You attempt. You fail. Each fall sends more damage to your damaged body. The breath is shot out of you like a bullet and you lie limp for a moment. You must persevere! You stand up and immediately fall back down again. Your kidneys grow tender, sending absolute shocks of pain to your crotch. Your upper thighs glow red with the pain as your scrotum burns under the incessant torture of space and time. This pain incapacitates you. Your groggy muck hair grows prickly with hot sweat itchiness and the red of your thighs grows over your whole being. This all cathartically purges from your mouth as half digested plunderphonic people and fruit come spewing from your mouth. You surrender. 
	Tango peacock! Tango peacock! My kingdom for the tango peacock! Death draws nearer for us all. 
	You lie in the scum. You cry for yourself. Mosquitoes reach prosperity and bliss drawing your deformed blood as you lie in the scum. The lament transgresses above all pain your body endures. The lament paints itself all over the walls of this pit of ick. The lament paints itself all over the solipsistic domicile. All things before are now obscured. You cry for yourself, for the present has taken hold. The horrible, horrible present.
	You lie there in the muck. You merge slowly to the yuck. The smut. The soot. You merge slowly to the soot. You greet something again. That something is equilibrium. What a watery word. Equilibrium. So slippery like slug slime! That feeling, you remember it, don’t you? Before the peacock dropped abrupt from the trees, your tomb of shadow crawled up to your sleeves. Oh how you miss those safeguarded sleeves! The hurt, it hurts. Your hurt, it hurts. The friction gnaws his teeth. Chalkboard scrapings! The screeching most spine tingling! This tingle takes over you. Tingle. Tingle. Tingle. Recall this equilibrium over again. 
	Then, the ticking of time delivers something new to the situation. What do you feel? 
	Again the tangents recede. Again all abstraction ebbs. Your aura sweats not from your skin. All of your life now sits within itself, in lucid, infinite, magnificent movement. Blood flowing. Intravenous traffic jams. A hit of the ultimate bass drum. A choir of nerves. The spectrum of emotions that zap and zip around these singing nerves turn to all the shades of absolute white. 
	The good makes love to the terrible. The horrible present plops in a foreign paint can and swishes around until one opaque color emerges like the specter of a flower most obtuse. This foreign can illumed bliss. Bliss and the heavens lick the surface of hell. Sizzles bring tears and giggles. All of this seen from afar, by your human eyes. These human eyes shine with the same exposure as those of millipedes, for you are together in eternity. 
	Wait a minute. Where oh where has this come from? This feeling, it has returned. The seasons, the seasons have rejoined to one span of movement. Movement! The forward motion! The catapult through the sky! To inhale is to exhale yet again. My stars! The peacock! She hasn’t left at all! I may paint her upon every pile of grime. I may burn the blinding colors of her feathers upon the black sky above. The black sky in my solipsistic domicile. It’s shade and saturation is under my puppeteer hand. The gestures are all mine! Tango peacock, Welcome back! 
	 This new mindset drowns you in it’s impossibly absurd waters. Bubbles rise from your dead breaths, yet arising with them are living tears of joy like gasoline from a sunken submarine. A turn of your gaze points to your mud soaked body once more. Why, it is no more! You have merged with the mud! Your feet look as large chunks of fallen bark bathed in murky shadow! Your hands are sticks and leaves acting as canoes for desperate dung beetles! What’s this? There is shaking! Activity is brewing in this vast forest. These brewing bubbles explode! The flood of accelerated erosion begins finding your shit cochlea! 
	The trees begin secreting milk. From every pore between every scrap of park pours slick, smooth milk. It quickly thickens as waterfalls of it’s browning shade come spilling into your crevasse! Look at it leak! It gleams like angler fish gleaming. This gleam dulls as bubbly cream spirals in the increasing winds. Whirlpools of mingling milk and mud! They tango with each other like clouds in one’s coffee! 
	My stars! The tango! Tango! Tango! Tango! This is it! This is the end of the peacock path! This is what I have ebbed into! From my scenario, to my essence, to my core, to chaos. The peacock has saved me! Death finds no place in me! The peacock has made me immortal. Time will turn me to stardust and the tango will still be alive! All of the atoms that complete me exploded dancing from the fierce cores of smoldering suns. The tango between the good and the bad is forever, so life is forever. Tango! Tango! Tango!
	The muck milk turns to beautiful fluid. Shrieking! The insects of the vast forest shriek! Insects dream of beautiful fluid. Beautiful fluid is what has arrived. The insects rejoice and splash around in you, for you are now beautiful fluid. 
	Take this moment now to stop reading the story and do something you very much enjoy for a little while. Now that you are fluid, tango with it. It’s not like you have much of a choice. You shall begin doing so at the very end of this sentence.
	

• Threnody For A Dead Rat

	Slap!
	You awake on a comfy bad. The pleasantry of an itchy spring mattress of silky age sensationalizes on your side on which you lie. The bed sits in the very middle of the very center, the very center of a town in Scandinavia, back in the 1350s. 
	Get a move on, Klaus! The plague has come! Don’t you hear the oncoming squeaks of the rotten mice? They are merged by the tail! They smile, for they’ve absurdity to share! We must partake of this wondrous breast! All hail the rat king!
	Fear washes over you. Bodies and abandoned, toppled coffins lie about on the ground. Maggots parade around in the gizzards the dead livestock sitting stinky in piles in front of the doors to the pubs and bakeries. Little white mice are seen inside the windows singing the songs of battle and clanking their pints together in brotherhood. Some of the houses burn. 
	Klaus, have you not thought with which to think? Come along! We must celebrate! Hurry, before the doctors come to your aid! 
	With this man, dressed in rags of peasantry, are several men and women, dressed in likewise rags. How antsy they look! Their feet wish to move. Before you can ask why this is so, you are taken by the arm and thrown from bed onto the surface of the earth. The friction has returned. Your prior feeling has vaporized. Again the scale of feeling goes out of balance. The tango has stopped. What tango?
	Come! Let us go! Yes! Come, one and all, my friends! My foes! Let us moisten our lips with the plague’s splendorous savor! Hide behind your veils and house-curtains no longer! Emerge from the fruit cellars! Descend from the attics! Leave your loving homes and traditions behind! Remove the possessions and goods from your mind! Come! Post haste!
	These peasants who have awoken you from your muddy crevasse and your oneness pick up their pace and run down a narrow street of this village. All the houses to their left and right have windows that cry suicidal human tears. Dirty feet with dangling socks wave and creak over the gallows’s shadow just near them. Crows contort in agony on the ground with grating squawks on which their feet run. Your feet run down this street as well, for you wish to assess the present situation. 
	Who are these peasants? One speedily walks with analytical intent in his step. You are dressed again! Your fingers have all returned! You are somebody new! What was the name the peasant said? Klaus? Who are these peasants? 	Stained on your brain are little splotches of beautiful fluid from your crevasse. They don’t take center stage but they lurk loudly in the wings. While you don’t know it, the beautiful fluid takes hold of your thinking. It takes effect whilst you assess, in great motion down the plagued street. 
	 The unflinching energy of these peasants is fierce. Their hands are tender and worn from experience. Oh, the peasant’s plight! So genuine you are! Looking only at their hands, however, shall not help with your assessment many iotas. You must see their faces. All you must do is catch up to these sprinting bodies. The desperation that arrives from the urge to catch up to them was mirrored in the screams all around. They are so far ahead! There is so much agony around you! The peasant’s plight is futile, for the plague shall take all of their accomplishments and squash them like rotted tomatoes. You run and run and run and run and run some more. They are so far ahead. So very far ahead. You must assess them though! You are sick of being behind those in their paths. You must walk the path quickly as well. Come now, pick up the pace.
	I… I don’t want to. I want this narrative to end. I want to these tired hands to stop telling my story. I want to vanish from this inconsistent world in which I have been placed against my will. I move as your eyes do when scanning these words, and I dread it so. I want to hide under the covers in perfect health and wellness. I want this health and wellness served to me. I want to be back in the womb, where there is no ado. I want the world to feed me. I want to bask in the fountain of youth. Wherever these peasants run I wish not to go. Wherever these peasants do not run I wish not to go. Why didn’t I stay in the park? Why didn’t I wait to see what drew me from the fountain of youth. What threw me here? Why can’t one remain in the womb? 
	You stop in your tracks. The peasants shrink more and more in your gaze. The grow impossible to assess. Screams and flame surround in this Scandinavian town. The rats sneeze all over the place. You were one such rat. Once, earlier in your lucidity, you only spoke with the squeaks of the rat. You suffered only as rat suffered. You thought little rat thoughts. You bled little rat blood. You sweated little rat sweat. Oh, the stars. Your sweat. Your sweat. Your sweat. Oh, the stars. You look down at your hands and see the sweat of man once more. You see the sweat of man once more under the plagued sun. 
	The clergyman under this smoldering bulb have dropped face first in the churches. The constable’s hands grip hard to vomit-stained proclamation lying lifeless on the courthouse stairs. The prophet has wandered into the neighboring woods and shriveled to nothing among the lambs he watched over with love and tenderness. They wander distraught and without hope, looking for their master. Never succeeding, never surrendering, stepping over his dusty bones.  
	The church bells do not sound. The vines enshroud the abandoned schoolyards. The coachman lies dead on a dead horse. The fragile foundation on which man has built his house has opened it’s mouth wide and exhaled it’s rotten breath. This steam poisons us all. 
	This decay comes not with renewal. I shall not assess the peasants ahead. 
	To your left is an old maid clinging tight to the head of a dead, malnourished child. She screams to the heavens with tears pouring down. 
	My son! My son! My kingdom for my son! Death draws nearer to us all!
	A single tear snail slivers down your cheek. You are done with this plague. You turn back and walk towards the bed again. The pillow widens her mouth with intent to eat your mind. The pillow waits for you like a carnivore waits for weary prey. The pillow grins a worm-infested grin. In moments flat your nose shall brush soft against her tongue. In moments flat your ears shall melt to calmed liquid. In moments flat you shall convince yourself all is well. In moments flat you shall move around restlessly while the screams around you strengthen impossibly. Impossibly strong these screams shall grow. The bed will rock and quiver. You shall shake and shiver. You shall wait for time to tick away all of these problems you now face. 
	Crunch!
	Well, what is this? You have stepped on something, breaking it. With haste you lift your shoe and look down. Your little human heart stops beating. Tears come to your eyes almost instantaneously. The diamond. The diamond that was once so flawless in proportion. The diamond that you have just shattered into a small sparkling powder. Some sparkles shine red. It’s blood. Oh no! The little rat! The spectrum centipede! They were in there! Is it their blood? You brush away the pieces, hoping to find them. There he is. There is the wee rat. Like a babbling brook the blood trickles from all orifices of his little rat face. He lies lifeless in your plagued palms. Oh, the sadness and the loss. Such an innocent little creature he was. He only wished to fulfill his little rat deeds in the little diamond domicile. You cry for the rat. You cry for what was once you. A body long left by you. The lament shatters your solipsistic domicile just as your foot has shattered the diamond. Your foot that wanted nothing but to return to the womb. 
	The bed still sparkles it’s welcoming sparkle ahead of you. It’s sheets still sigh the request of caressing you, of making love to you. To all sides the decadence of man smells more and more afoul. Stampedes of diseased little rats entomb abandoned corpses of the young and frail. The squeaks sound the great dirge, the great dirge of our immune system. It tries to play God, but even this little rat you now hold, who transcended once God and his minuscule heaven, is now nothing but little rodent matter. The sky has fallen for the wee rat, the sole astronaut of Plum Avenue.
	What must be done with his body? You approach the diseased rats with tears in your eyes. One rat turns and greets you with his little rat eyes. He shows his bloody teeth with a little rat snarl squeezing through the rotten gaps. His fur dirty and tangled. He comes to share his virus with you, but his eyes grow puzzled when you offer him your fist. He curiously sniffs your knuckles, tickling them subtly with his whiskers. This little rat is a perplexed little rat, but his instinct prevails. His mouth begins to close on your finger, but you open your fist and reveal the dead, assessed rat. 
	The rat recoils in fear. His face grows woebegone, for one of his comrades, his lads, his wipper snppers, has died. Other forlorn rats slowly cease their pussyfooting and gather around. You gently place the rat on the floor before them. Soon more prowling rats come forward. The squeaks have faded to silence and a crowd has gathered. A few rat sniffles in grief here and there, you share in this grief. The sight is touching, for all rats have halted their hijinks and gathered around. The little dead rat is encircled and lifted by all of his brethren. Perhaps they too were assessed. Perhaps they were the ones who shared the pain of being nailed to the tables. Perhaps they were the ones who dreaded the ribbits of the toads, the gods. 
	They, the rats, walk in one large rat collective, carrying their lost brother to a place of rest. Only one stays behind, for he plays a threnody on a little rat fiddle, serenading the air with profound elegy. You watch this unfold in despondent awe. The rat cluster moves to the sparkling bed. They begin climbing the bed, which for rats is a baffling ordeal. Yet, on they climb. Five finally find their way to the top. What is this? What do they do now? Why, they begin to make themselves into a rope. Tying their tails together, one stands on the foot of the bed wincing in pain as the others are lowered on this rat rope. The lowest on this chain reaches his hands out as far as he can muster as the other rats hand him the corpse. He passes it to the next rat up, then that rat does likewise, then another, then finally the rat on the top is handed the corpse. Humans aren’t the only crafty ones! 
	This rat, sniveling and full of despair, places the corpse of this little dead rat onto the pillow of the sparkling bed. The rat stands and stares at the poor little fellow. Oh, the sadness and the loss. With tears pouring, he kisses the forehead of the little assessed rat. The fiddle moans on with smooth, vivid hymn. With further teamwork, the rat is helped off of the bed. They all separate and continue to spread the plague. 
	So much ado over one little rat. You stare at him now. You stare at him on the sparkling bed you so desperately wanted to call your sanctuary. Now, though, the blood of this little rat stains the fluffy, clean pillow. You shall not disturb his place of rest. 
	Again you think, so much ado over one little rat. Never have you seen such dedication for closure. You look around you. You see the human corpses riddling the streets and attracting flies. Scrawny, skeletal peasants search frantically through the pockets of the dead and take from them loose change. They scurry into the shadows. No fiddle is played for them. Nobody sees to it that they are properly departed from this wicked, cruel world. Oh, humanity. The death of one is the advantage of another. 
	The color of your solipsistic domicile ebbs to nothing. All is shades of grey. Your emotions have leaked from you like sweat. Sweat. Sweat. Sweat. What is this, though? You feel a wetness on your forehead. You look up and…
	My stars!
	More beautiful than ever flies the spectrum centipede. Like the greatest oriental kite ever flown, the little fucker flies to and fro! He has emerged from the ruins of the diamond domicile, for it is not ruined. No matter the state of the domicile, be it flawless solid jewel or fine powder, it shall remain forever. You must have color again. It is out of the question for you to let the centipede leave you. Flying about magnificently, it hurtles forward, in the direction of the running peasants. 
	No! No! I must have you! Wait! Wait for me!
	This will not do. Physically you shall not allow the centipede to escape from you. The stains of beautiful fluid on your brain fully encompass it. Your cerebrum shines with what insects dream of. Within your breast you feel the energy of all shrieking insects who have ever convulsed about on the surface of the earth. The strength and perseverance of every last little bug between the alpha and the omega focus incontrovertibly within you. Your feet pick up speed. You sprint forward. All else around, all the suffering of the plague, has become a vague blur flying past your sight. Your speed grows impossible to comprehend. You, the reader, shall never see such speed in man. Your feet sore and bleed profusely. Every inhalation feels like swallowing speeding bullets. The pain is unreal, but it does not take hold of you. In your beautiful fluid mind the sparkling bed disintegrates. In your beautiful fluid gaze all obstacles vanish into thin air. In your beautiful fluid eyes you hear only acceleration building like operatic crescendo. In your beautiful fluid sensation all pain turns to glowing jellyfish playing ping pong in the deep blue sea! 
	Forward motion! Forward motion! Ever building forward motion! The spectrum centipede grows larger and larger and larger and larger and larger and larger in your gaze. Larger still it grows! So close to it you draw! So close until it consumes your peripheral vision. You grab! You hold! You absorb! Out of every nook and cranny, out of every crack and crevice, out of every door and window, the beautiful fluid begins to flow. Not forming puddles but flowing with you. The scenery all around, the blurs that envelope you, is washed over with all of the colors of the rainbow. A spectacle of complex sight and sound! Such is life! Such is beautiful, beautiful life! 
	Now growing in your gaze are the sprinting peasants once again. Their laughter shatters glass all around. Children scream in pain and fear under the rain of shards. Oh but their laughter is so contagious! Your running self begins giggling as well! The sun above shines with the colors of the spectrum centipede! Oh, bliss! Bliss! Bliss! The beautiful fluid sends you flowing further. The energy of all the octillion bugs that have existed and exist now continues to flourish. You, the man who so very much wished to hide under the covers of soft silk, whose name is apparently Klaus, have caught up to the peasants. 
	The beautiful fluid illuminates more! So very much more! How can this be? In the faces of the running peasants, which you now run alongside, you see something new. Something only the beautiful fluid could reveal. Now you may finally assess the peasants! 
	One, a man, runs with analytical intent. His expressions subtle and his goatee erratic, he is the peasant that forced you from your slumber. His eyes dissect and fathom all matter around, determining precise volume and dimension. His mind in tune yet wandering, his aura shining fact but taking pleasure in fancy, he runs. What does he hope to get to in his running? Why, it isn’t hope at all. He knows. He knows that wherever his feet may take him, wherever the tide sends him drifting, experience shall be drawn just the same there as anywhere. The passage of time is inescapable, so to indulge is of utmost importance. You see all of this painted upon his running body. How do you see this? What have the beautiful fluids done to you?
	My stars!
	Another, also a man, runs with ardent embrace. His run is a wholehearted sprint. His rags are that of military fashion. He snarles an affable snarl as he runs ahead. Look at him go! In his hand he holds a flaming torch, lighting the light with ferocity and extroversion. All space provides a floor for placing his feet. All places are for wandering. He is of the things among this universe. He runs ahead for a memento. A tangible thing he can take from the experiences he runs for so euphoric. A thing to hold tight in his grasp. A thing to share among others, proving that the grand spectacle of life can be drawn from. Gems lie dormant at the bottom of the murky river, they murky themselves. Murky with the beauty of murk. How do you see this? What have the beautiful fluids done to you? 
	My stars!
	Another peasant runs with commitment. This one is a woman. In her heart burns an ember. A symbol for this very ember hangs around her neck and it’s aura trickles down her golden hair and through her white grin like the steam of royal baths. A sense of fun is painted across all of her face, for there is an exciting hope to be had for her. Running ahead, she knows an experience shall come and enshroud her better than any latrine sanctuary could ever hope to tackle. She knows that all imbalances must live in equity somewhere somehow. She must see this and know it to be true. Therefore she runs with exhilaration and hope.  She must sit amongst this balance. She must dance with it. How do you se this? What have the beautiful fluids done to you?
	My stars!
	Finally, another woman peasant runs. Worn by her are rags of spellbinding color. Around her arms and fingers are bracelets and rings teaming with the design of hundreds and hundreds of different states of mind throughout human history. Hanging from her ears are dazzling chandeliers of human triumph and aesthetic. Something unique she holds on her face. Between her feline gestured eyebrows is a middle eye of emerald, leaking liquid rainbow crystal which spews out into the atmosphere and spins like small hurricanes of bliss above the plague-ridden streets. The elements of life drip like red liquid from her scalp. In her gaze, which emits gravity lifting light, lies the awe in retort to the grand spectacle of all things. Life manifests itself in her domicile as explosions all mingling with her. So much sensation brings forth so much emotion that words cannot articulate it. Instead what shines is pure, contagious bliss. Where doe she run? Why, she runs to a place that teems with things living and dead. She runs to this place to receive and reciprocate this jaw-dropping extravaganza of cosmic chain reaction. She comes to share her space and love all things on equilibrium. Dancing with them, emitting the light of the tango peacock.
	My stars! The tango peacock! She has not left after all! Her aura still exists, for there are others who run and shout and smile and emit. There are others who tango! The light of this remembered dance paints itself upon the blurry houses darting by. Oh the rhythm! Feel that rhythm! Bask in the rhythm! Bask in this decay! Basking in atrophy, what a thing! Your diseased feet send you hopping with glee as you continue darting forward with the might and majesty of all bugs, living and dead. For life is a state of death and death is a state of life. All bugs forever shiver with life. All bugs forever decompose with death. The tango remains! The forward motion! Forward! Forward! Forward!
	Yes! Forward my friends! Come one and all! We are just about there now! Yes! Forward my friends!
	Where were you running, my little human? Each step sends you further from your past of woe. Your past of seeking out the womb. Your past of dreading your layer of sweat. Your past of cowering under the light of the dancing sun. The excitement for what lay ahead is gargantuan. In the faces of the peasants is a growing excitement so strong that birds above burst into flames of neon pink and Conga line south for the winter! 
	Yes! Forward my friends! Come one and all! We are just about there now! We are just about to the plague of tomorrow! Come! Come! Yes! Forward my friends! Forward!
	The plague? Why all the excitement about greeting the plague? Were these a bunch of crazy loons, lightheaded by the sulfur whiffs of the plague rat fumes? Why did they run so excited to greet such a desolate and painful demise? What was there to look forward to there? Where was the experience? Where was the memento? Where was the harmony? Where was the dancing? Where was that all in the plague? The so called plague of tomorrow. 
	Cheering! Cheering ahead! Screams! Laughter! Drums! Horns! The roaring of lions! The revving of motorcycles! The firing of pistols! The fireworks!
	Oh… oh my stars! The fireworks! The fireworks of Plum Avenue! They explode again in the air. Yet… yet these are not just a trick of the eye! They are not to be ignored and forgotten! 
	Each explosion of euphoric sparks like wilting roses that sigh in relief at their descent are felt! They are not apparitions! The deep subwoofer booms are felt again in your chest! The burning ember of the harmonious peasant sends smoke of orange from her eyes! The glistening jade eyes widen in the sockets of the analytical peasant to a point impossible to fathom. Try fathoming this now, the reader! The torch burns brightly in the hands of the affable saint! His raspy scream fires from his lungs like rapid-fire machine gun blasts of magma crows! The dancing peasant grows all gooey as mallards come spewing from her joy! Ducks! Ducks everywhere! With a quack quack here! With a quack quack there! Here a quack! There a quack! Everywhere a quack quack! The subwoofer blasts of the fireworks! Oh bliss! You feel as a rat again. You feel as the rat that now lies dead yet again! The great storm grows larger in your vision straight ahead, from which the fireworks spew, but it manifests itself not as the eye of Jupiter, but as something new!
	Your eyes follow the radiant sparks of these festive explosions down to the ground from which they fired forth like patriotic cannon balls. Seen in the large town square of this Scandinavian town, this Scandinavian town shrouded in plague coughs, is a cacophony of activity. Sickened men wearing their skinny bones proudly river dance in lines to bagpipe hysterics! Peasant children soaked in muck and fever dance hand in hand and spin in circles to absurd fiddle playing. Elderly maids click their heels in the air and wave their blouses about. Hundreds drum on all things grabbed. 
	The assessed peasants sprint head on without sense and sense of safety into this chaos.
	How can this be? How is this the plague of tomorrow? Why does the laughter overcome the screams? Why the merriment? How can this be? Oh, bliss! Can this be? Is it? Shall this be what I think this shall be!
	The analytical peasant turns with a grin. 
	Why, silly fellow, this is all happening now. This is what it is. Welcome, my dear friend, to the plague of tomorrow!


• The Plague Of Tomorrow

	
	Heavy stomping on town square ground floor! Music from all instruments ever known! Spin! Crack! Whistle! Shake! Scrape! Bells ascend and pain your cochlea like a zealous space rock hitting a planet of oceans! Oh how good that paint feels! Operatic songs of worry and distress heard all around! Jarring smackings of snares this way and that! Your assessed peasants exercising all of the muscles in their flesh. Flesh, such bloody, sizzly flesh. Bubbles of gleaming sweat arise from their legs, as if volcanic eruptions on some faraway moon. Shakers shiver in shiver shaking grasps! Hair men howl and throw their fingers about. At impossible speed, the vines grow on the houses and pubs all around and entomb them in veins of radiant green! Slow screams in pain in the sewers below. 
	How can this be? How is time both fast and slow at once?
	The banging! The smashing! Clank! Clank! Clank! Clank! Rattle! Rattle! Bang! Bang! Shiver! Shutter! Shower with pots! Shower with pans! Rain down upon these drums, oh falling debris of crashing satellites. 
	How can this be? How are the future and the past at once?
	Slippery sounds hop and with their snail slime trail they make squares of spectrum centipede glass. Licking lips send the slider men down an oily stretch of splashy road! Cheers heard at the rapid waterfall peak! Women gaze in awe! Absurdity! Absurdity! The scary men boogie! The ghostly gals twiddle their thumbs and toes, levitating. People made of trees come rubbing their thighs with tongues spiraling around the radiant vine structures. Yum. Yum. Yum. 
	Tango! Tango! Tango!
	The tango peasant echoes this and many flashbulb businessmen snip, snap, and turn to dust at her beauty. Her dance at the middle of a dune of sand here in Scandinavia sends her spinning like a top of minty green. Hands emerge all around from this minty blur! Fingers pull you down! The echoes spin around you like Saturn hula-hoops.  
	Greetings! We hide down below the mess! We see it like fish see crashing waves. Stare up! Look at that!
	
	You lie on melting ground and stare up at the clouds with these who hide down below the mess. Clouds are seen exaggerating their perplexed and enlightened expressions and spinning their palms like hypno-coins. Before them are blurs of the mess above, seen like swarms of doves and bats blurring themselves into gaseous strands of anxious black rope. So quick they fly but so slow the clouds erode. 
	Isn’t it divine?
	You turn over. This lady whom you speak to is but a pile of iguanas. They scurry into the air with their little flying balloons and ascend to the mess. Your glee sends you up with them like a child’s let go balloon. Watch as you shrink to a pinhole in the distorted thoughts of the reader!
	Oh me oh my! I explode from restless earth! Ay ay ay ay ay ay ay ay ay ay! Arrrrreeeeba! AAAAAAAAAAAYYYYYYY!
	In seconds flat, you enlarge and dominate all things again in the vision of the reader like an explosion of their household. Your head bursts from the waters of the Scandinavian fountain and you return to the plague of smithereens snort nozzle liquid falling! Liquid falling from the skies! Rain if you will! Raining upon electricity hairs of all the crazy peasants! More clanging and banging. Hillbillies rip through the blue sky above, shrink small as hamsters, and kick at you with maddened intent. Furnaces exploding from the ground gobble these men up, creating black holes in the earth’s crust. Nothing is sucked in, but new things emerge.
	Toy pianos and wind chimes spill out like marbles from a helicopter. They send some shivers of the beat down your spine. The beat of the mess to the left of you. It takes you! AAAAAAAAUUUU
	To and fro. From China to Switzerland to the Americas to Atlantis to Plum Avenue to Russia. You are ripped up by gnawing teeth and sewn back together again. All the while, the giggling fairies throw the horns of roses at you. They flee! In come the tuxedo men. Throwing the contents of their shirt pockets this way and that whilst jitterbugging. The debris explodes planets! The stars around rejoice, for they are free of surveillance! They breakdance under the light of ignorance. Only remaining in that moment are you and the tango peasant. She turns to you. You turn to her. You both smile. Unanimously spoken, 
	Let us explode stars with our gaze! 
	The stars explode. They explode into many smaller suns. These suns encircle you two. These suns orbit you two. You are spun counter to they, and all ahead is a blur of yellow and orange. From this golden wall emerges like misperceptions in restless fog many skulls smiling. You share their shivers. Shiver. Shiver. Shiver. Shiver.
	In their black eyes you see a vision. Hands spinning in the air like U.F.O’s triumph! They bump into balloon mines and explode! Explosions! Pop! Pop! All this in their black eyes. Your shivers grow rhythmic. The mess has caught you in it’s web once again. Spiders made of blaring, euphoric trumpets come frolicking towards you. At last! A Catch! Alas though, you sizzle through the blotches of black and drip off of the white silk. Oh the lament! Another melting catch!
	You rain upon the mess, the plague. All have turned into umbrellas. They spin! Spinning is what they do! Spinning! Sparks flair in all directions. They light the darkness. Where has the sun gone? Temporarily hunting with the emus. The sparks light only small splotches of darkness. Revealing the hands which hold the tusks which hit the high hats. Hit! Hit! Hit! Hit! Hit! Hit!
	The emus have their prize kill. The sun returns. So high in the sky it is, lighting the plague of tomorrow. Magma spills from it and finds its way into the craniums of the humans down below. They feel provoked to climb to the sky! Many bookkeepers and astrologists begin climbing a neverending ladder just to the right of you. With hammers they hit nails into the blue sky. Your brain flinches in pain. This pain turns your hands into more and more prisms with the rhythm. Ohh! Ohh! Ohh! Ohh! Ohh! Ohh! Ohh!
	Cylinders spew from spheres. Cones impale the crows high in the sky. The clouds make a ship in a bottle. There is not a moon that doesn’t live in the outer space behind this sailing vessel. All moons exist up there. All of the moons! All of the life! All of the love! All of the hate! All of the ecstasy! All of the agony! All things exist up there, past the ship in a bottle! All things and then some! Ohh! Ohh! Ohh! Ohh! Ohh! Ohh! Ohh!
	The ground is but sand! Sand dunes glimmering with shiny shell shatters. Toenails clogged with grains, the dance of the plague persists. Subwoofer blasts like bubble planets popping are all around still! Mercy! Haha!
	You jump this way and that in the sand. Oh to emit one’s blood flow! Blood flows! Blood flows! Blood flows! Blood flows! Blood flows! Blood flows! Blood flows!
	The torch-wielding peasant jumps in front of you. He summons the wolf with the selfsame subwoofer blasts that echo all around. The wolf turns to little tiny architects who build kingdoms that outsize the cosmos. Ha! Childs play for the torch-wiedling peasant. Lungs engaged. Unanimously spoken.
	Let us melt the kingdoms with our blood!
	Inhalation! Outsizing the cosmos like inflating balloons of humanity is what the two of you do. Blood! Blood is what descends from your face, for the flame of the torch now kisses your forehead. Blood! Blood! Blood! The blood splashes upon the skyscrapers of the gigantic kingdoms. They melt like clay in the sun and turn to huge pools of magma. Like a beach party, the plague of tomorrow persists within the lava. Change! Always with the changing! 	What was just said is no longer so! The lava now turns to sand with crude sandcastles. Jolly schoolboys and schoolgirls kick and spin over these sandcastles. The debris! It changes too! Gah! Change! Change! Change! Change! The debris turns to the feet of the harmonious peasant. The curtains close. The audience cheers. The theater is abandoned. The crickets take over. Look! Look how they play their legs! Electric bursts of loving music. Zap! Zap! Zap! 
	No! No you must leave this place! The flood! The great flood is coming! The flood of tomorrow! Every cricket must flee!
	But it was too late. T he water pours from the lobby doors, down the walkway, over the seats, into the orchestra, and now flooding in the wings, where the janitors are picking up after the now ended plague of tomorrow. This was not to remain the case, for the water jumpstarts it into motion. The Scandinavian backdrop still remains, afterall. How can it stop? The plague is much wittier than that!
	Now we are in liquid! Now we tango with the sharks! Tango! Tango! Tango!
	So says the chicken man. This is what occurs. With banging and clanging all around, with younglings screaming and freak dancing, the plagued peasants tango with the plagued sharks. Chomp! Chomp! Ohh La La!
	A train comes roaring by! Bubbles everywhere from it’s speed! Within are many mirror balloons moving about restlessly, reflecting the glimmering bubble balls and sending more code glitters to one another at the rate of two novels a second. This train heads for a cliff! A cliff! A cliff! Woo Hoo! The airplanes laugh!
	Let us boil the oceans with our grins. 
	You turn around. Who was it who said that? Why, the harmonious peasant sits meditating on a car seat washed away at sea. She smiles. You smile. All boils and turns to steam! The banging and clanging persists! The dead boogey with the living. Limbo! Limbo! Limbo! Bingo! Bingo! Bingo! Mambo! Mambo! Mambo! Tango! Tango! Tango!
	Pots and pans clang away, all whilst a man with fish for hands spins like a ballerina. All of this seen through spiral steam. Tornados! Farmhouses orbit them while they waste away into sticks of wood. The oceans have boiled. This is what you’ve done. Faces bleed into your solipsistic domicile. With a smile they acknowledge you for just one moment, sending them off their course forever. All who see you and all who you see are changing the directions of your lives entirely and forever. Fleeting glimpses of teeth smiling and eyes wide. Words without meaning slip slippery from your tongue. 
	Doz Doz! Doz Doz! Doz Doz! Doz Doz! Doz Doz!
	These words uttered, the universe has a new outcome. The chain reaction is explosive. All dance among the plagued steam. Hermit crab snaps! There are hermit crabs all around! This way! That way! Snap! Snap! Snap! People all around are snapped in two by the snapping of the hermit crabs! Yes, the snapping of the hermit crabs. 
	It’s all a bunch of absurd nonsense! Between the shadows and the sunbathers are plagues all in themselves. That very line that exists between those two planes is an infinite scoped party. The tango sun moves slowly across the sky with a hum. A hum something of that size would likely hum. Listen to this hum now. Listening. Listening. Listening. All around. 
	A harpoon goes through your chest! Your blood rains like apocalypse rain on the people who hide below the mess. They are cleansed of their cleanliness! Look at this long, metal rod protruding from your chest! The faces of the peasants around you grow saddened by this thing that has happened to you. What’s this? A note tied to the harpoon? What does it read? In blood is written…
	Look up!
	You do exactly that! Splat! A livid snake clown has thrown a rhubarb pie right into your face! The cream oozes down your face as you hold your eyes closed, so as not to stain them. In your dark gaze you see many owls hiding in a cave behind a waterfall. Like a projection on the wall of stone, Rumbly white descends and sends steam into their quiet sanctuary. They Hoo Hoo in serenity with their little owl noses buried in their books. Their eyes explode like green paintballs. Well, so much for the serenity. Hoo! Hoo!
	Again your eyes are open. Your fingers covered in the cream that played bad mitten on your nose. Ahead of you remains the plague of tomorrow. The harpoon is no longer in your chest. You are healed. Praise the lord! 
	Clang! Bang! Banter! Banter! Fangs! Fangs! Chomping! Chomping! Cigarette bullets send the sick to their knees. Every sky dwellers obscured by the trees! The cannonballs are spit from the mouths of the floor! They explode with coffins stained with bile and gore! Within these tombs are strawberries aplenty, all of them cry for they’re hollow and empty. The caskets descend on the plague-ridden loons. Their bruised heads ascend like ambitious balloons. Their bodies still flail with plagued toes proudly tapping, their hands red and tender from all of the clapping. The rhythm holds steady, hydrated, and strong, the plague of tomorrow is bound to be long. The distractions and flaws all chat over tea, for the tango peasant stings you with all of her glee. 
	Ay! Ay! Ay!
	Above are killer bees! Below are lover fleas! With eyes of bright jade, you bask in brief shade. The sun shines again! Have some champagne! Be proud of your head! It seeks not a bed! The day, it goes on, with the zing of the dawn! With your death close n’ brewing, you keep with your grooving. Your cochlea singing, nervous system ringing.
	Ay! Ay! Ay! 
	Flying fish! Make a wish! Dream of light! Drop all fright! Oceans blue, I love you! Shooting star, dead you are! Cosmic dust, live you must! Manifest! try your best! What is this? Utter bliss? Oh I live! Oh I live!
	Ay! Ay! Ay!
	Your mind has been tuned entirely to the rhythm of the wonderful plague. All of your thoughts are in accord with this rhythm, this precise yet restless rhythm. Precise and restless as a hand quietly removing a tooth from the sleeping giant’s mouth, this rhythm is! 
	Suddenly, pressure on your back! Something, or somebody, has latched onto your back and now hits your over the head with a cooking pan. His saliva descends in your sight like an unseen forehead faucet drips and drizzles. 	Who might this be? Ow! Ow! Ow! Ow! Ow! Ow!
	It is the analyzing peasant! You look up and see his crazed, animal stare looking down unto you! All analyzing is gone, for he has kicked his body into motion. He attracts your strict attention. Once this is fully achieved, he smiles. Unanimously spoken,
	Let us spin the galaxies with our mind!
	The rhythm persists, yet it fades away from the foreground. The subwoofer blasts wane a wee bit and you stand in the tick of it, the thick of the plague of tomorrow, and are caught in a web of quick thought. The absurdity of the situation no longer washes over you. The finite nature of it grows more apparent. This collective is huge but it is not everything. Your head levels for a moment. The galaxies are spinning at the speed at which they spin for a moment. Spinning space exists outside of this plague of tomorrow. It calls your name. You answer this call. 
	You creep past the convulsing lunatics. You tip toe your way around the fresh, smiling corpses lying here and there. Moths fly here and there in front of you. Rather than doing the tango, you flick them out of your way. The oxygen grows less used. The claustrophobia recedes like infant waves. More steps forward. The crowd is loose for you! The space is more coherent now. Your brain still shivers and twitches to the rhythm, but a bodily calmness sends your skull to the bottom of a lake, incapacitating it in the sand. Your body still stinks of sickness, fatal sickness. Your thoughts are still thrown into the air like confetti. Most importantly, the beautiful fluid still flows strong and with song in heart. The mind still flows as water flows. So slippery you remain. 
	The plague of tomorrow now behind you, you tour this Scandinavian town. The drumming, screaming, siren blaring, carnivorous growling, fades more and more. Your cochlea still wiggles like sizzling summer shadows but fewer vibrations come and wiggle. More steps forward sends the plague of tomorrow to greater silence as a hill grows in your vision. A Grassy hill with a tree, it is! The chaotic cacophony behind is now all but distant whale songs of deep subwoofer sniffles blanketed by the ambiance of humanity and the drone of yourself. More steps taken. More forward motion. Your brain settles. Your inner ear exhales. Hands still tremble still. Bones gasp and groan! 
	Closer and closer and closer to the hill you grow my little Klaus. The blades of grass grow vivid and individualized. The tree emits crackling of leaves awoken by the breeze. The shadows creep quickly over your body. Spots of glittering white on a dulled, blackened flesh. The shade holds an ice cube to her wrists, sending cool shivers all over. You plop your plagued ass down onto the grass, destroying a sting-bugs fine family fortune, and you stare forward. Far behind you is the plague of tomorrow, so very far behind you. Hardly audible, some screams and cymbals are heard. Some gunfire and intercom filtered desperation. All now silhouettes against dark blue sound subtlety.  
	 Ahead is a dirt road. Far behind it are fields of crops and windmills. Crop duster planes defecate upon the distant soil as free willed as sparrows. Look just there! People walk around on this dirt road. They casually and discreetly avoid the plague of tomorrow. They mind their breaths with delirious caution and paranoia. They walk close to their partners, yet they remain miles apart. They twitch with facial lapses of giggling or nagging. Sparks fly out and screws hit the ground. All the while, the galaxies spin thanks to your mind. 
	Look at all of those solipsistic domiciles. They all witness spectacle. Within this spinning galaxy, they all witness spectacle. 
	Yes, Klaus, yes you are correct. The absurdity of what just occurred to you still has the beautiful fluid bubbling. You observe through this liquid filter your own spectacle. Like a worm trapped within a jellyfish you are. Gazing at the light shining through the waters above. Gazing at this light being pushed through the interior walls of this zappy invertebrate the way blood dissolves through white rags. It’s rippling reminds you of the angry sun. 
	For many solipsistic domiciles, the sun is angry. Not mine. Not any longer. This is the end of that childishness. 
	You look at those who sweat under the angry sun on the dirt road. They still break down as a robot would. Sparks still sore from their every pore! A junkyard of humanity. These are the fiasco machines. The one flowing with fluid but who feel their sliding along ice. You still sweat from the plague of tomorrow. Your heart still throbs every which way within you. Your blood still boils. All thoughts just thought still exist recklessly bouncing off the walls of your skull. You are a fiasco machine. Being catapulted through life has inevitably broken you. The friction is just too much for flesh. Envious flesh, safeguarded flesh, longing flesh, enraged flesh, egotistic flesh. This is unanimous. 
	Broken in this consistent inconsistency, you close your eyes to help your body ease into easiness. You close your eyes in hope to put things in balance again. You begin thinking. 
	There are many times where I think. There was a time when I thought. Oh, how it hurt! Hurting like falling iceicles into the eye! The eye is a scary organ. It peers into you and doesn’t let go. The piercing is all around us. Pierce is a name given to man. Mr. Pierce Something-or-other. Something odd is happening. Man oh man, what a plague!
	It was so very painful. Pain all around now. Pain is final. It is all of existence. Oh but what would you look at that sky shine blue? Oh blue with my mood. Deep inhalations held in my icy chest. The humming of my nerves. The fish flop out of it like flexing, wiggling mirrors. With the shining and sparkling! A reflection as bright as the sun! Not the sun! My eyelashes are in my gaze! Balls of blurry cells come from the sunrays! Too bright, too bright. Body bubbling and stinging, oh mercy! Mercy is a delightful thing. To show mercy is to love. To love is to whisper to all of existence. 
	Whispering, how sensual. Intimate breath in intimate space. The dropping pins sound as church bell clangs in this warm, lambent moment. A transparent tango spins the ceiling fan above. Polished fingernails caressing softly my cheek.
	My cheeks ache in this hate. There is too much restlessness. What were my thoughts about? It was coming and going so quickly I just couldn’t tell. A droplet of sweat or two. I’m a fiasco machine! I spark! I’m a pile of garbage being thrown into the trash. Into the abyss before I explode. Explosions! So magnificent! Breathtaking over the late night ocean. The balls of flame give the lit ripples orange tiger fur. 
	Colors are so very vivid! The cramped space of pain, pain that hurts so badly… very badly. This cramped space has many colors. Do I care? I don’t. The clouds! Look how the clouds morph and spin and gasp and smile! My stars! My stars! The stars are above these clouds. Far, far above. The stars that birthed me from their bosom! 
	Bosom! Ohh la la!
	What was I bantering about? Colors! The colors are what grow from my eyes! I am a planet that sees itself! Elephants! Elephants are a favorite of mine. They kick down the bridges of all living cattle! Cattle? Remember the cows you saw on the interstate? Grazing and sleeping and fucking?
	Fucking! By the beard!
	Wait, no. Colors! What is that rotten smell? One of the fiasco machines must be bathed in fish or something. Goodness. What an asshole! Smelling like that, pathetic. B…but yet he is colors too. All is colors. A planet that sees itself. It sustains itself until the passage of time rips it to shreds. Who has eaten the planets? 
	The rot of that smell has brought hunger to my belly. These trees have no fruit. I must have my sweet! Sweet is such a pink word. Pink like the moon in love with the sun. The sun above is hot. I must have sanctuary. Sanctuary and plunderphonic people. 
	Oh but this horrible horrible pain is colors too! All colors on this planet that sees itself. 
	Shoes slip on feet very fast in commercials. The rainbow bends quickly within the frames. They were cheap shoes too. They sparkled with glitter and globules of glue. There were three people talking at one point in this one particular commercial. It was on at 11:37:53, Saturday morning. One spoke of a baby bathed in bubbles in Belgium. Another popped a rose basket made of erotic hot-air balloons. The third spoke of who is liking the shotgun he holds to his temple. Temple. Holy temples are surrounded with chirping life and wonderment! Like the mushroom mud deep in the forest with me, won’t you? Why, of course my friend! The fireflies make love to the night! Tango! Tango!
	Stop yourself right there. Listen to me Klaus, stay in the moment. You are onto something that could change your life. Stop and truly absorb this fact. The plague has done something to you. Something in you shall never be the same again. It is killing you. Stay in the moment before you die. My stars! My stars! My stars! No matter what, if the plague doesn’t do me in, something will one day! One day this shall all end. The solipsistic domicile shall seal shut forever. My stars! There are so many moments between the two oblivions though! Billions of things every second! We gaze at infinity every second! My stars! The beauty of it! Stay in the moment. Bask in your atrophy. Bask in it! Bask in the beauty of it! The pain! The pain is feeling! The pain is color! Life is color! The color of the peacock! 
	Eeeeyaaaaay!
	Oh what a beautiful shout! Oh what a beautiful bird! Eternity shared for a few brief moments in the past. The fabricated past. The past where everything existed in manmade nature. Colors are pretty. The things all around are very lovely to look at. Eye candy. A tongue can wiggle in want of candy.
	I once saw a car afire. Hiding behind the walls of my home, I heard outside the tires exploding one by one. The neighbors gathered around with their cameras and there cell phones. The owners of the vehicle were out of town at the time, so luckily we didn’t have to see a body pried out of the thing with the jaws of life. Life… Life!
	Stop yourself again! My stars! My stars! Don’t you see? It all makes sense now! These tangents you go on! The occasional lapse of negativity! The distraction! The surrender to pain! This inconsistency that is our entire being is all just part of the big show! The grand spectacle is up and down! Nature in forward motion! Insects dream of beautiful fluid. Insects live in equity with the rocks and the badgers and the satellites and the mummies. 
	Mummies! I want my mommy!
	Inconsistency is my consistency nature! If you live with the erratic, it grows exact. The fiasco machine can be a success just yet! One day you will die, Klaus! Go! Go and enjoy! Indulge! Indulge! Pain! Ache! Indulge! Breathe! Consistency nature! Consistency nature! Consistency nature! Consistency nature!
	The colors that appear before my closed eyelids are very beautiful. The sun shines through them emitting heavenly prisoner cinema. I must see this sun again. 
	You open your eyes. Your eyes roll back into their sockets, for they spent some time in the diamond domicile once again. Once again for what it really is. Again though, the diamond does not leave your gaze. You are back within the diamond. It is broken yet also intact. It manifests as the dirt road ahead, teeming still with sparking fiasco machines. You spark as well. You are still a fiasco machine as well. But now, now you have the tango learned. You turn around and see the distant plague of tomorrow. Your ears subtly recall that faint rhythm. Goosebumps of anticipation erode like mountains from flat planet crust upon your plagued flesh. No time to lose! You begin sprinting back.
	Oh the inconsistency approaching! Oh the absurdity growing in size! Here I come! To mingle and smash about you, the plague, like an asteroid in the treacherous belt! Here I come! Here I come! Bum! Bum! Bum! Bum! Bum! Bum!
	Here it comes! It’s almost to you! The plague of tomorrow is returning! Look! Look just there! It’s filled with fiasco machines of many different flavors. Sparks of different consistencies and colors arise from the heap of debacle devices having an epileptic fit. The sparks fly like seagulls caught in the hurricane and oh how erratic it is! The rhythm grows to. Your cochlea begins to liquefy once more! The rhythm is growing so the sparks grow organized and symphonic. The rhythm conducts all slanted things straight. This is the collective delusion. The plague is destroying your mind. The delusions are washing over you like waves of mirages! Let the delusions come! Let’s pretend! Let’s pretend! Let’s pretend! 
	Here it is. Here is the plague of tomorrow once more. Here it is for your pleasure. Here it is for your demise. You have made it. 
  	Many faces recall you there in the plague of tomorrow. Many saw you as you flew up and down. Several witnessed your demented movements here and there and most of all everywhere. A few people screech like the insects in search for the beautiful fluid which now out sizes the seven seas. You stretch your arm above you in the thick of the diseased humanity. To all sides people are ripping their skin off or turning to seahorses. You must rise above this and become the sun that conceives it. Like helicopter blades, the hand above you spins and sends you flying above the mess. 
	Greetings! We hover up above the mess! We are the imaginary fireworks of the deep blue day. Behold! 
	Down below you see the assessed peasants. They clang and bang and tango. Before you can get a word of edgewise in, the clouds come and gobble you up. 
	Greetings. We are the cloud turtles. We are made of clouds. You are too. You are made of clouds. You are as well made of clouds. Clouds are now a part of you. Clouds merge with you. You merge with clouds. Forever. Forever. Forever. Yes, surrender, you are now a cloud. This shall be the case forever. 
	No! You do not allow this to continue. You shall not fall under the cloud’s evil spell. They have ensnared too many lives for you to accompany them on the unsure statistics. You do not allow it! Back above the mess you are. The others above the mess appear to be made of mouths and ladybugs. You are caught in a butterfly net. 
	Ey! Aboodashaba! Svoot svoot! Svact Svact! Hoogamaya! Deethwubayu! Shugawngua fous futility morgue splotch sveeny geevady!
	Birds orbit your head and a bump grows fast from your Scandinavian scalp. You fell back into the plague quite quickly, you did! For a moment you forgot how things worked. A man has caught you! He has live tarantulas nailed to his bloodstained shirt. Bile soaked iguanas come spewing from his mouth. His gags sound of laughter. He has caught you! Now he means to swallow you whole. 
	Nevermind that now! I arise! The point is I now stand! I bleed! I moan! I grumble! I groan! Despite these afflictions, despite my plague, I now stand! Among the loonies and the broken people in this euphoric human junkyard. There is so much going on! So much erosion in the great sight and sound show ahead of me! My stars! It’s infinite! It’s absurd! It’s predicable & sporadic! Consistency nature! Consistency nature! Consistency nature! 
	The clarity is so vivid around you. All motion is entirely interpreted. Your eyes and ears and hands find the assessed peasants, who all dance happily towards the center of the plague. A man is found. He has a magic wand. With conductor motions of the hand, the peasants and you go flying above the mess. Flying also above the mess above the mess. Like you are trapped in a whirlpool in the blue sky, against which bees splat, you and your peasants spin over the plague of tomorrow. Bullets flying through the air nip at our ears and fingertips. Watermelons are catapulted in our direction. The treachery is inescapable! The hummingbirds suck nectar from your scabs. The sun rubs a clothing iron against your back. The subwoofer blasts hollowing out your nose. You are above no mess. You are above nothing. You have not left the mess. The mess is inescapable. You free fall to the ground and land hard. The other peasants are lost from sight. 
	Suddenly, the plague of tomorrow loses the illusion of consistency. The rhythm shatters like glass and the banging drums become delirious and tipsy. The gunfire increases. So much smoke in the air! What is happening here? More and more bodies start accumulating. It’s beautiful! Oh how beautiful! Like hanging puppets freed from their strings and plopping on the ground below with ragdoll contortions. A splash of sparkling ruby. The consistency has not yet left your mind. The plague of tomorrow begins decaying, but it still shines strong for you. 
	Seen looking past the nudists, opium addicts, contortionists, fire-breathers, prostitutes, Taoists, and peasants is some monstrous force bursting through the scenery. Cutting through the backdrop of the Scandinavian curtain are many military men. They are armed and firing. To you they appear as dogs slicing through nature and breathing smoke to impress the plagued younglings. Bliss lollipops spew forth from your tear ducts. This is a very emotionally touching sight indeed. 
	More of the plagued fall as the dirt sediment here and there on the pavement kisses their eyes and tonsils. Not all are killed. You turn your euphoric gaze to your left and see again your assessed peasants. The military men come and take them by the arms. They kick desperately as they are thrown into the back of a stagecoaches. The stagecoach has a gourd for a head. The peasant who joined you in boiling the oceans with grins is tucked into the wheeled black box. The peasant who joined you in melting the kingdoms with blood is tucked into another wheeled black box. The peasant who joined you in spinning the galaxies with minds is tucked into yet another wheeled black box. Finally, the peasant who joined you in exploding the stars with gazes, the tango peasant, is tucked into yet another wheeled black box. There is varying amounts of desperation. The tango peasant appears at peace with her situation. Smiling and observing a butterfly emerging from her earring cocoon. The kingdom melting peasant is livid and wishes to see the manager! These are the two extremes in thought. The other peasants express their concern and fear but not much of a fuss is aroused. The stagecoaches whip the horses. Dust is kicked into the plagued air as the wheeled black boxes ride away. The assessed peasants are gone!
	This does not concern you too much. You are in the tango. There is decay, but there is also renewal. Spilling from the cracks in the walls all around are still many winged apparitions wielding harps and harpsichords. People cheering over no one particular thing to all directions still. The plague remains absurd. Your heart still races and your sweat still trickles. Your blood still runs and your tears still drown mosquitoes. 
	The plague has changed me! I’ll never be the same again. For eternity I shall remain in this ridiculous dance! All moments are equal in zeal! The dust motes are as huge as the sun above. My stars! I’m one happy camper. Forever the tango shall be. I shall be dancing forever. Lucid of it too! My stars! I am now immortal!
	You as well are taken by the arm. Jolly you remain. You as well are walked towards the wheeled black box. Jolly you remain. The entrance appears like a furnace door. This is a furnace long cooled and abandoned, yet it’s stature remains polished thanks to the hygienic dusty spiders. The military men throw you into the darkness behind that door. Only the dim light of a small window creeping in. The door closes. The stagecoach sends the wheeled black box away. Jolly you remain. Under the guard of a military man, jolly you remain. 
	Flickering, shadow spored light comes leaking in through the window. Outside is a wonderful blur of motion! The Scandinavian town, even when only seen as fuzzy movement, bares all the colors of the peacock. The flickering on the walls of this wheeled black box is divine. Absolutely divine. It is the chaos of nature manifested, just like all else around!
	Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment.
	Out of curiosity and excitement to see complexity, you lean forward and look from the window. The plague is still all about outside! People frothing at the mouth among toppled wheelbarrows of rotten fruit. The rifle blares and gut splats of the military men all over the place. This all and more goes by at an alarming and overwhelming pace, yet you serenely observe, in your harmony with the nuttiness.
	The piles of bloody shoes! The rats squished from trampling cattle! The abandoned nuclear warheads! Oh sweet absurdity!
	Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment.
	This will not do. The military man watching your every move punches you in the face and sends you hurtling like a comet back into your seat. Oh the exhilaration! A new feeling! Always with the new feeling! The blood gushes with bubbles and pockets from your nose, reddening your lips and making your neck sticky. There are new feelings! Incredibly ache lighting your face like rhudolf. Feedback is heard in your closed ears. Oh how it hurt. Oh how you danced. Life throws you some fierce bones!
	Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment.     
	You look back down at your seat. The cushion has those leather cracks in them. They appear as a mingling of eyeball veins and tectonic earth. Upon these veins, these cracks, walk many weary men and women. A caravan of humanity. A cavalcade of tired, hot breaths. Their walking sticks are shattering with splinters all around. Ponds of water are hallucinated. Sweat. Sweat. Sweat. The sun shines hot upon their flesh. 
	One spots something. Is it yet another collage? Just another chimera among a sea of misperception. Their fatigue is spinning them like a feverish top. Which direction is the right direction? All that is seen are more ripples. What has the one man spotted? All gather around him as he kneels giggling in glee. His shadow holds the secret. The others push him out of the way so they may see. He struggles to get intimate with it again, but he is exiled to the land of perilous blizzards. 
	It is a small collective of clovers. They exquisitely sway in the wind with their three little leaves. The men and women of the caravan lick their lips. Finally, something to eat. Alas, though, there are so few. So few clovers to eat. So many men and women to feed. Every last one of them prepares to gnaw off eachother’s throats to get a drink of blood and have the clovers to themselves, but an elderly woman stops them. 
	No. No this is all wrong. We mustn’t rage war against one another. What we are to do is each eat one clover each. Only one clover for every last one of you. You will be surprised to find that you will be fully replenished. With the strength of this one clover, you shall effortlessly trek the treacherous eyeball vein desert. We shall prevail!
	There is some reluctance among the men and women. They have their doubts in the caravan. The old woman has spoken the words of the wise many times in the past, however, so it was a worthwhile endeavor. The old woman new that if she was wrong, she’d be massacred. Knowing this, she wouldn’t lie about it. The clovers are delicately picked one after the other and passed down among the people of the caravan. They are to hold tight to the stem, so as to not lose it to the wind, while at the same time being sensitive, so as to not snap it. One by one, the men and women of the caravan gobble up the clovers. There is a pause of wait. Some quiet, distraught mumbling. Worry and panic foreshadows above everybody’s raised brow. 
	Then, out of the blue, they all take flight and fly out the window of the wheeled black box. All of this seen by your plagued vision in the most inconsequential of places. All moments are as absurd as the plague of tomorrow. It is all the plague of tomorrow. 
	Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment. 
	Next you look at your hand. The hairs shine a spider silk white with bones like ducts behind walls of thin rubber. These ducts spill into fingers, ripe with creases and spots of mildew. Spots of sickness! An ant! A single ant dangling off of a hangnail. It’s legs twitching every which way for support and sanctuary! Quickly managing, the ant walks along your finger, ascends and descends your knuckles, and begins enduring your forest of spider silk hair. He tries to walk on top of the mess, but his legs are only just thicker than these lines of stringy brush. These hairs themselves look like the skinny legs of mosquito fairies. Raggedy and twitching below the terrified step of a desperate insect. The wee ant doesn’t stand a chance. The terrain is far too hazardous for the poor little bastard. On he marches though. Oh and on with the forward motion. His antennae sporadically seek solace. He has a mission. His thought is centralized. This escapade all unfolds on the back of your hand. 
	Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment.
	The wheeled black box slows to a stop and the door quickly swings wide open with a bad breath sigh. The military man watching you shouts unintelligibly. He does not say it, he sprays it! With his bayonet he needles you out of the car. Oh how it tickles! Tango! Tango! Tango! The light of the peacock all around, the rhythm still sparking masterfully from your skull, you are taken by the arm and walked into one of the buildings. Oh rapture! 
	Down a long, white hallway you now go. No blemishes, no texture, no colors, just white flawlessness. Every breath, every bone making little crackles, every footstep, all of these can be heard precisely and accurately. No reverberation. No echoes to speak of. The environment is distilled, but you are not distilled. The beautiful fluid is still flourishing with minerals and earthly material. 
	Against the white you see many smiles and frowns. Hands calmly urging you to move towards them. Your eyes wish to embrace this welcoming, but the hands motion for you to stay put now. They drop in temperature and columns of colors descend like thermometers suffocating on white snow fluff. Bells are heard in your ears and the vibrations send shivers down the spines of all those seen in the white walls. The breaths, bone crackles, and footsteps create a magnum opus of emotionally compelling grandeur. So graceful, like making love to a cello. This white hallway is long and longer still. No dynamic, just the white dripping with color and the silence pigmented with repetitive waves. This repetition grows repetitive in your brain. Seeing the end of the hallway straight ahead, which lies so very far away, your mind looses the awe of the immediate surroundings. The sounds do not change, so they grow recognized and analyzed. The spectacle painted upon the canvas walls have a simplicity that makes it digestible and comprehensible. The straightforwardness of this blankets you with the finite. For just now, your ship sails on explored waters. There is no vague item afloat in the restless sea, begging to be inspected. No eerie feeling. Simplicity. Minimalism. All trains of thought are controlled and serenaded by the same few things. It is almost like you have your eyes closed on the grassy hill again, only your eyes are open now, very very open. The only modulation of the universe is that of the beautiful fluid still blissfully aware of itself. That and the anticipation for what new things time has to present to you. Your eyes open, you begin thinking.
	What will the end of this hallway bring? What shall time tick into my hands? My plagued hands? What new places shall this disease present? What new scenarios? No matter what it is, the dance shall remain. The beautiful fluid shall still flow. I am immortal, and so are my peasant friends. No matter what decay comes, there shall always be renewal. The plague will kill me, so let it kill me. For now I am alive, and knowing this shall keep me going forever. Forever. Forever. Consistency nature! Consistency nature!
	My stars! The things that my every motion changes! Exploding stars with our gaze has changed the course of all things forever. Melting kingdoms with our blood has changed the course of all things forever. Boiling oceans with our grins has changed the course of all things forever. Spinning the galaxies with our minds has changed the course of all things forever. I shall never lose sight of this. When in doubt, I must remember this fact.
	There are others who were changed by the plague of tomorrow. Many looked from afar and giggled to themselves. They looked down on the plagued, for they have the illusion of wellness. They are fiasco machines as well. They are stuck in the dance as well. The dance of inconsistency. Even in seeing me for a split second. Just one second, they are changed forever. Forever. Forever. Forever. Bring it on, nature. I’m ready for you. No plague can kill me!  
	You have reached the end of the minimalist hallway. The military man, whose breaths, bone crackles, and footsteps you know to a science, turns the doorknob and kicks you into what comes next. There is a slam behind you and a lock. Ambience has returned. Your normal room ambience. 
	In the middle of the room there is a desk. On it is a computer with a blank word document open. There is a comfy chair and a pitcher of ice water. Some tissue paper is there just in case. Against the wall that faces the chair is a large screen. It encompasses most of the wall so it gives off cinematic vibes. In the other corner of the room is a little control panel with wires and tubes and electric zaps and knobs and buttons and levers and lights. In front of it sits a man dressed in all black. He has a mask. It is the mask of a plague doctor. The long, nightmarish beak with the painted eyeglasses resting on the upper nose of it. No humanity, only macabre. In the filter of the beautiful fluid, it is the vision of a blissful dream. He turns to you and lethargically begins to speak. 
	Hello. You are late. You are now to be treated for the plague. If you were here on time, less of a struggle would be involved for you. Please sit yourself at the desk just over there and await further instruction.

• Treatment

	Buzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
	The computer you now stare at buzzes. It’s synthetic glow is hypnotic and entrancing. Subtle, heavenly mist is seeping subtly from the edges. It feels ever so slightly like the womb again. All else is dimmed around the rectangle before you. Your fingers kneel and bow before the keyboard. The vowels especially polished with finger oil. The mouse humid and sticky. The computer coughs and moans every once and a while. It sounds plagued as well. You reach over and take a moderate sip from the pitcher of water. The ice clinks within this glassy cylinder. Floating on the surface like a disemboweled glacier. 		
	Now, we shall begin by removing the back of your head. This may sting a little. 
	Like a lullaby explosion, you hear the sound of a chainsaw awaking from a frothing, excitable bondage dream. It is livid! Oh! The excitement washes over you like the curious light of the eavesdropping flying saucer. The computer buzz becomes many wasp wings massaging you with their vibrating wings all around your body. 
	Buzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz.
	This buzz is intensified to a point beyond all human comprehension! The chainsaw starts eating away at that back of your scalp, slicing into the skull and soon to the brain. Your smile widens impossibly. Teeth white and sparking! The crunching of bone! The fracture! The fracturing! Good golly!
	After the blood and flame crackles and pops from your head, the chainsaw buzz dies. The wasps grow delicate in their massage. No more stinger tickles. Precise, locked hands carefully remove the flesh and bone they had distorted, revealing your brain. Look how it throbs! You cannot see it, but your imagination hyperbolizes it so!
	Like mars it is! Mars I say! Oh the euphoria. Oh the fun of things. These are the best of times. The very best of times. Nothing can change this. Nothing. Never. Consistency nature!
	The heavenly glow before you numbs your senses very quickly. This euphoria calms down without your knowing. Your knowingness calms down too, which would explain it. The tissue stands stationary like photographed steam arising from a colorful barrel. 
	Now, what we shall do next is take these wires here and insert them into your brain. This may sting a little. 
	Insects dream of beautiful fluid. You dream of beautiful fluid. You dream. You are in a dream all of the time. You have never been out of the dream. The abstraction of waking is on complete equilibrium with the abstraction of sleep. No matter what these wires do to you, the dream shall continue. Knowing this, you can enjoy it at any time. 	Goodness! All you can think about is this clarity! This newfound clarity! You are so in awe by it! It is so vivid. It is so lucid. It is so great. It is so marvelous. It warms you more than this screen ahead of you! The womb of knowing. The womb of knowing that you are no longer in the womb. 
	Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment. Never a dull moment.
	Again sensory overload overcomes you. The flying saucer explores your dimension under intense light yet again. Needles poking straight into your brain. Your mars brain that is. They dig deep and electrify your cerebrum. Flashes of gooey lightening all around in your noggin. The intensity makes you bite down hard, shattering many of your teeth. Many of the veins in your eyes pop. All hearing goes painfully numb for a moment. The smoke settles.
	My stars! This is all so invigorating! Such activity in the dance! Spicy is the tango! Ha! Ha! Ha!
	Just like Lilly pads in the restless pond of room ambiance, the plague doctor is heard turning knobs and pushing buttons. Quick motions make quick sounds. After a sequence of this, your eyes shine like two fervent suns harsh rays of light. This light shines perfectly in regards to the screen, lighting it and nothing bordering it. He seems to have made you into a projector. A plagued projector is what you now are! The computer is right in front of you as well, but it impossibly does not obscure your vision of the screen one iota. 
	Now, listen to me very carefully. You are to watch that which unfurls on the screen before you. All I want you to do is wait until you feel you must write something, and then write it. It can be whatever pops into mind. You should only start writing when it becomes a pain reflex. None of the video you will see on the screen was created by me and my associates, nor was it gotten from an outside source. This may sting a little bit. 
	Finally! An assignment! Something to get the blood moving! Something to get the brain pumping! You are electrified with excitement. Excited for the cinema that shall be conceived by your imagination. The films of your mind shall be displayed before you! You are also excited for what you may write! What will your heart bleed onto the lambent screen? What will you write with passion and meaning? Oh you can’t wait to see what comes. You turn to the screen and the picture shows begin!
	It is the park. Oh you remember the park don’t you? You do not see it from ground level though. You see it from above. Your two projector eyes are like the two angry suns looming above the manmade nature. This aerial view is so high up! You can see every little tree. You can see the top of every man and woman in park purgatory. You can see all of the latrines and all of the plunderphonic people dispensers. You can see the utopia that surrounds it. You can see the pastures that lay beyond the skyscrapers. You can see the mountains that shadow these pastures. You can see the oceans that the mountains hide. You can see the islands that the oceans spew. You can see the magma cavities deep under these islands. You can see the bug that nests itself behind the rocks among the magma. You can see everything from this view. You are the sun so you see all. 
	Hundreds of rainbows from hundreds of clouds all around in your peripheral vision. Floods and droughts in one moment of spectacle. The hills grow with pine trees and radio towers. People throwing themselves from flaming airplanes below shrink to nothing in your sight whilst space shuttles grow to almost everything. So much for the sun to see! For what purpose did they ever have, being angry? Anger is weakness. You no longer feel weak. 
	I no longer feel weak!
	Behind you the plague doctor does a few finger stretches, and then grabs tight to a lever, whose handle reaches for the heavens. You do not see this. You do not know of this lever. With his fingers holding hard, he very slowly begins lowering it. Very very slowly. 
	Like a deflating hot air balloon, the view seen upon the screen begins descending quickly but lazily. Your vision of the world’s spectrum grows quainter and quainter. Soon, only the park can be fully fathomed in the film. It descends and descends and descends some more. Soon you lose sight of the park purgatory. Not all latrines are seen. Not all chirping birds are found chirping. No you just hover over a batch of grass. Not even hovering, standing! Again you look at the park from eye level. 
	A man not yet seen stands there. He doesn’t have any safeguarding on. He is exposed. Him and his personality both! His look is cautious and paranoid. Analyzing acutely his surroundings, he withdraws behind a mighty oak tree. Sneaky and speedy he takes out a flask. Glug. Glug. Glug. Glug. Glug. Glug. Glug.
	Hiccupping bubbles, he emerges casually and imbalanced from behind the mighty oak tree. He walks back towards a small party seated on picnic blankets. The kids blow bubbles as he does, only they use soap! What a silly secret it is he carries around with him. What a silly thing. There is laughter all around at this party. Kids erect sticks in the dirt and call them castles. The parents speak of their neighbor’s faults over potato salad. 
	  The pleasantry is subtle. Simple. The explosion is more modest now. The absurdity is now waned. You simply sit with a smile, staring at the party seated on picnic blankets. The grass is green. The birds, they sing. The sun is toasty and the shade is chilly. The insects seem chipper with wings freshly polished. There dream is now a tangent. More superficial.
	Look! The king is waving at me from his bedroom window! He has seen our mini smoke signals. The ants lit up under the magnifying glass terrifically!  
	This is what the children convene about.
	Did you know that Buck Millery is in the loony bin again? He keeps trying to turn his dead grandmother into champagne.”
	This is what the adults convene about.
	What a loony lot, we are! Our absurdity spans near and far! Gallyvanting gossip! Swashbuckling bravado! Proclamation Plenipotentiaries! Spectacular seismologists! Clergymen of calamity! Jolly and gloomy Venetian clowns! 
	The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly…
	Suddenly, on the screen, you notice yourself in the backdrop of this party. Walking amongst the trees towards the party from afar. There you are, growing larger and larger in your vision. There you are, growing larger and larger in your vision. There you are. Sitting in your sockets are the two angry suns. The selfsame suns that projects these sightings upon the screen before you. There you are, growing larger and larger in your vision. As you approach, more of your traits sharpen and focus. The hair on your arms, the wrinkles and miniature volcanoes on your face, eyebrows bushy, nose hefty. What a weird little Scandinavian. 
	In this plagued manifestation you have no memories of dwelling in the park. That was Robert Waverly’s domain. The mutilation, plunderphonic blues, and the wondrous path of the peacock were all his. Yet, ahead of you, there you are, growing larger and larger in your vision. Your expression is new as well. You never recalled making a face such as that. It was apathetic, as if fresh from park purgatory. You look happy to be approaching the festivities, but disappointed at the sight of how petite it is. How moderate. No crowds, no prizes, no merry-go-rounds. Zilch!
	You finally reach the party seated on picnic blankets. Those who notice fall silent and straight-faced, which they quickly correct with a twitched smile. One or two greet you with sincere happiness and begin to make with the chit chat. You can tell in their eyes that they think you are melting. Eyes drooping and dripping down your face. Jaw agape dumbfounded and horse-like. Shoulders drooping like jelly hunchback. Hair sizzling and smelling. This is what they see. This is what you see in their expression. Seeing all around. 
	How very peculiar. I know I don’t look like that in real life. What an odd little film. Why does it portray me like this? Surely I don’t appear like that. I don’t apper like that… right?
	 The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly…
	The melting manifestation of you splashes from solid to liquid completely, flooding the party seated on the picnic blankets. The kids are smothered and drowned in the gooey flesh liquid with apologetic mouth bubblings and despondent fluid eyes. The adults run screaming and lamenting. They hide in the trees and latrines in absolute terror. The you pool, which now holds the lives of little dead girls and boys, steams and stinks. Steamy stink.       
	Well, surely I don’t appear as that. I know it. I… I’m so certain of that. Why is this what I see? Who else has seen this? Who else believes that I drown the children and scare off the adults? Who sees me as a party pooper? Who? Maybe I can write about that. I can prove that this is not me. I can prove that I’m very capable, solid, and affirmed in posture. I have strong control over my body and rumors stating otherwise must be eradicated. If I want my body to do something, my body shall get that something done. Writing about it in general will show that I’m not primordial shit. It will show that I have fingers with which to type. It will show that I have my head merged with my hands. My atoms are held tight. No vacuum within me! No chaos in my trains of thought. All is organized! I am free of distraction! I can prove it! I can prove it! Oh yes I can prove it! All I need to do is write something. That is all I need to do. They’ll see. 
	The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly…
	On the screen is nothing but this vomit you have turned to. It ripples for more vomit pours into it like a raging waterfall. 
	Blaaaaugh!
	Your Lift your had out of the toilet you just lost your lunch in. With tears coming out of your eyes involuntarily and without sadness, you pant in exhaustion over the bowl. The stall walls trickle with ceiling sap in this bathroom you’ve found yourself in. 
	Hey, everything hunky dory in there? That sounded fucking terrible. 
	Yeah… Yeah… I’m fine. Fine as a hat. Hehe… Give me a second. Blaaaaugh! 
	You tremble to your feet and push open the stall door. The brick walls of the bathroom are bathed in the thickest shade of yellow you’ve ever seen. Tiny, eight legged radio stations slowly ascend these yellow walls with rock music emitting just barely audible. The sinks drip blood from the pipes below and creak eerily. Many bats in the top corners, revealed in strong yellow light and deprived of shadows. You spit some flem into a handkerchief and scrape the puke from your inner nostrils. 
	One of the park latrines you are in, at the dead of night. A starless night. You emerge from the entrance and now see several loitering kids basking in the deep yellow light against the walls. A small patch of grass all around is lit. there is a large industrial trashcan leaking lava. The kids run around you, only seen as blurs, and ramble and rave too quickly for your mind to interpret in full. Delirium. Delirium. Delirium. A little hint of sickness. 
	Look at me scurry, friend. Look at me swallow this radio station! Spit! Splat! Haha! Haha! 
	The man who spoke these words runs around you. Blurs in every direction Tongues emerge from between the bricks of the yellow latrine. They lick this blur and parts of him are gobbled up. The rest of him speeds like apparitions late for an appointment to each side of you. A man with pieces of clothing nailed to his bleeding flesh arrises from the garbage can and begins playing his guitar. Behind him are many falling fireflies and many rising nymphs. The guitar strings spark and light up patches of the yellow grass with yellow flame. The smoke grows wings and flies away, into the darkness beyond this dome of confusing light. 
	Tell me about it! You rub your shoes! You rub em’! The snake moans tight! Sending me off, raggedy and bright. Fuck in the mud, with grey baffling grumbles. I hate to light up a city! The city drops like madam apple bobber’s chin into the earth. Oil! Sweet oil!  
	Some of the blurs couple and make out around you in brief bursts, or so you guess. Music fills the air, you suppose. The running around and banging against walls is exhilarating, or something like that. The disorientation keeps slicing you into little bits for a moment. The disorientation hurts. It is omnipotent. It is omnipresent. It is disorienting. 
	The yellow ground grows many ears, which the blurs speedily step on sending moans of pain all throughout the park bathed in absolute shadows. Looking into these shadows, where the moans run out to hide, you see entire plays unfolding before you. The faint imaginary colors perform tragedies and comedies. Opera seria and opera buffa. All of this theater, though, is groggy with your illness. Your confusion. Your agitation. You bubble like club soda and turn back to the blurs. They have slowed into more vivid forms. You see now that several of them are the peasants, whom you shared the plague of tomorrow with. You approach them smiling but notice that they are all frowning. Eyes moist and on the verge of dripping. Their gazes are discreet as they run around this yellow place. The guitar still rattles from the wall. You begin to run amongst them, trying to reach the speed at which they move. This proves to be a difficult endeavor. Very difficult indeed. 
	They speak quickly of the rhythm of back in the day. Reminiscing with nostalgia about the united dance of the plague. The passage of time has slowed their minds, but their bodies move quickly around, portraying those who still flow with the beautiful fluid. You awkwardly and unsuccessfully try to keep up. You hide it behind smiles and optimistic grumbles. You notice that all of the peasants do likewise. 
	No. They can’t just be portraying. The peasants explored the impossible with me. Their joy was genuine. Sincere bliss was present. The light of the peacock shined on all of them! Yet, look at what I see here. This is how I spend my hours? There is no sincere bliss here. Only false things. Only convincing myself I have bliss. There is only confusion. Unclear stains of fun fuzzed away by this hurt. This hurt. Where does it come from? Why do I vomit so? What is going on here? Why is there purple cream nibbling at my shoes? Why are their so many alligators? Alligators! My stars! Help! Help me! Help!
	The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly…
	This desperate running ceases. You turn to crumbs and lie there in a pile on the floor, the floor of this yellow place. Again your gaze points out at the shadows. The scurrying peasants are only heard. No longer are they seen. Every little sound they make sends another branch falling on top of your brain. The bird nests are mutilated. The eggs are cracked. Ouch! Ouch! Oh, it hurts. Oh it hurts horribly. 
	The play of lights turns into a nightmare of shadows. You lie there, paralyzed, forced to watch the horror unfold helplessly. Many cloaked men sprint from the darkness and jump on top of you. They hop up and down like livid gorillas. Each heart throb is another monkey paw smash. Your eyes blink over and over again vehemently. You try to snap out of it. The darkness cracks ahead of you. Light spews out. A doll peaks into your domicile. She giggles with all silent. A burst of explosive sound erupts from her mouth as a frog tongue comes out and steals your body, leaving only your vision gazing in mortal fear at her chewing mouth. She spits out your bloody shoes and disappears in an instant. All of the leaves illumed by the yellow place light move around in the wind. All is foreboding and restlessly still. Then, the leaves turn to hermit crabs clacking their claws and run towards you. They move about on you like they wood on black rocks shaped by crashing waves. Tidal waves at that.
	Wasn’t I just eaten? I just saw it! It happened! Am I dead! Am I a rock now! Somebody tell me! Somebody! Anybody! Was I eaten or not?
	The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly… 
	Something worse emerges from the shadows. It is more real. More vivid. More simplistic. Here it comes. What is it? It must be a man. Yes, a man. It has arms, legs, and a head. He is dressed in all red. He walks into the yellow dome of light in this yellow place and reveals himself to be a wipper snapper. Not just any wipper snapper. It is the wipper snapper Robert Waverly shot dead without the slightest furrow of the brow. He still bleeds from the chest. His walk is a dying tremble. His safeguarded hands soaked in deeper red. He drops to his knees before you and removes his gas mask with haste. It is the face of your old dalmation. She pants and cries little dog panting and crying. Her safeguarded paw reaches out to hold your hand in her final moments. You lie paralyzed so you cannot extend your apologetic hand. You cannot utter how sorry you are. The dog drops in a pool of her own blood. 
	No! I didn’t know! That isn’t fair! Why did it have to be her? Why was I fooled like that! This is not what happened! He was just another wipper snapper. Nature killed my Dalmation. Shit, that was backing my rat days! I did not shoot her! I did not! Why can’t I move? Why can’t I move? I need to sound a call of distress! I need somebody to come to my aid! I need to speak on my behalf! I’m not evil! I must tell somebody! That is what I should write! 
	 The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly…  
	In plagued horror you watch more catastrophe upon your solipsistic domicile. The utmost disaster grows still. Thinking of what to write, you see on the screen the tango peacock running and shouting in fear. Her bright aura illuminates specks of the park as she sprints for dear life. 
	Eeeyaaaaay! Eeeyaaaaay!
	You force yourself from paralysis. You rise to your feet and notice something. The yellow place is now the orange place. A traffic cone is hung in front of the latrine light, filtering the incandescence with thick orange. The intensity of the latrine has increased with your intensifying despair. What was the tango peacock running from? Who is that in the shadows just behind her! Look real hard! Surely you can see. The shadow spills more and more into the tango peacock’s bubble of glow. It is a man! A man covered in hermit crabs! It’s you! You are chasing the horrified tango peacock through the darkened park! 
	Listen to me! Listen to me! Listen to me! Listen to me! 
	This is what you hear yourself shouting. You lunge and tackle the peacock. You wrestle with her there on the ground as you yank out some of her feathers, dulling the bubble of glow. 
	Eeeyaaaay! Eeeyaaaay!
	Standing in the orange place, the projection of you which you stare at on the screen, you begin to shout!
	Stop! What are you doing? Stop that! Don’t hurt her! Klaus! Are you listening to me? Stop doing that! Stop! You’re destroying her light! Stop that! Klaus!
	You turn to you, letting the tango peacock go. Now reduced to a dim bird, she bleeds and moans as she shivers and trembles into the depths of the park. You watch the screen in horror as you approach you. You back up, further brightening the shade of orange the light is making you. The frenzied you slips, as if through a waterfall, into the light of the orange place with you. 
	Bang!
	The orange place turns to the red place. Your blood splattered all over the traffic cone. The frenzied you laughs and hops from the dome of light. You lie there bleeding. You vomit some more, and then some more, and then some more, and then some more. The blood is everywhere. Everywhere. Everywhere. Everywhere.
	No! This is not how I die! I can’t watch this screen any longer! Shut it off! Turn it off! No more! No sir! I’m done! This is not how I die! The tango peacock lives on. She cannot be damaged like that! Please, stop this! Please! Please! Please! No more of this! I can’t do it! This is not how I die! I bleed and die in the red place and I haven’t the light of the peacock to go to. I can’t see that! Shut it off! Turn it off!
	The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly…
	The bloody floor on which you lie descends into the earth below the park like a creaking elevator. Down and down and down you go. Seeing fossils and scrapings and buried treasure all along the way. None of it catches interest. It is all bathed in the knowingness that the worst has yet to come. Down and down and down you go. Further and further into the earth. You just keep going down. You suffocate under the stench of building rotten sulphur. Like fungal eggs it smelled like. Down and down. Further and further. You watch the screen in terror. What is going to be revealed below?
	Dystopia! Famine! Mass graves! Flaming humanity! Oh, the humanity! 
	Ahead of you is the true plague of tomorrow. This is not hell you’ve come to. This is sometime in the future. The future manifested upon the screen. Meteors crash through the clouds and form craters in the middle of what was once the utopia around the park. The king hangs dead from a branch of the city’s oldest tree, now reduced to a sparked matchstick. The men and women are in chains. The children too! The animals! The birds! The bugs! The fish! The plant life! The fungi! The unicellular life! All are in chains. They step one by one into the ghost ships hovering above a sea of flame. Lightening strikes all of the museums ever founded. The paint has melted from the canvases and now trickles down the smoldering lane. The artists and historians rip their skin off in lament, for that is there livelihood trickling down the smoldering lane. The town’s heat makes Plum Avenue seem pathetic and lukewarm. 
	The artists cry as their bleeding hands desperately begin sketching the heavens once more. They rush, because the ticking of the clock has quickened with their pulse. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock.
	The whole world beneath their feet rumbles. Before they can question, a wall of water pours down the streets. Cold as glowing glacier cores, it ensnares the tortured souls and fills their woeful lungs with freezing saltwater. 	Only those who climbed to the roofs of the skyscrapers managed to outwit these treacherous floods. Then, without another breath taken, another rumble is heard. The earth’s crust begins breaking apart, quickly removing the buildings from their foundations and sending them splashing into the receding waves. With them fall the architects, the deconstructionists, the policemen, the thieves, the priests, the hippies, the politicians. All fall like distant rain drops into the wet ruins. The flying balloons flying balloons above fly away in fear, but they dissolve into nothing in the blink of the enraged sun’s eye. 
	My stars! The hardship and the loss! The desolate demise of man! All of my ambition, all of my longing, all of my desire, it shall all be violently destroyed before my eyes. I will be hopeless to stop this. All the towering feats of man shall come crashing down. The foundation on which we have built our fragile homes shall give. The bliss, the woe, it is all in vain. As futile as the grooming rat in the hungry boa’s cage. The times of basking shall be outweighed by the times of agony! Joy is but a brief diversion from the terror of it all. I have seldom enjoyed the moment. I have always longed for a better moment. Hoping without acting that the pipe dreams will manifest before me. Waiting for things to come in the door, I miss all the things that sneak out the back. Even if all of my wildest fantasies come to pass, even if the pipe dreams manifest, it shall all be enveloped in molten lava and rotting humanity. The angry sun shall be obscured by clouds and the doomsday shroud shall be interpreted and witness by nothing. It shall exist in vapid space in a vapid time. Meaning! Meaning! My kingdom for meaning! Death draws nearer for us all!
	The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly…
	The image on the screen changes. Your projector eyeballs, wet with tears, stare forward in terror. What is to come next? Why does it matter? 
	There comes a point where sadness grows impossibly contagious. One’s despair could be so concentrated and fierce that without their control it emits from their being. Nobody alive couldn’t be saddened by what you have just uttered. The dread and misery of one’s own mortality is liable to stray. To infect. To torture. 
	You look at the screen ahead of you. On it you see a man. He hovers above a typewriter, halfheartedly pushing down the keys. His eyes stare with melancholy at the paper. The very sad words that you said has dulled his thoughts. His eyes look around at the things of his cluttered desk with pessimism and regrettable apathy. The words he writes become a little bit lazier. Not too large are they anymore. His sentences take minutes to finish. They aren’t very exciting or thought through either. They just explain what happens next in his little story. He sits there. He sits there in what looks like a rooom made out of ice or something like that. Some water… some water drips from the ceiling and onto the pages, staining them and smearing some of the words a little bit. He takes the words you have said to heart. Will his story really matter whether it is finished or not? Does it raelly matter if he misspells anything? What will come of writing it? What else can he be doing?
	The man stares dumbfounded at the wall. There is thought present, but the stare suggests these thoughts are one-dimensional. He is thinking of what he wants to do, and what he wants to do isn’t writing. So now he thinks of a good way to wrap up the chapter he is on. He picks up things to keep his attention. He is sidetracked. You watch this on the screen, depressed. More depressed than you have ever been. 
	This meaninglessness is so heavy. The friction of erosion is so vile and volatile. I cannot do this any longer. I cannot go at this alone. I must write something. I must communicate my sorrows. It cannot go unarticulated. My longing can’t be mitigated any other way. Peace is pointless, but the pain is too great to withstand. I must write something. Anything. I face this life naked, and if I communicate something, I can snuggle up against another. We may warm each other here in the cold tundra of existence. I must write something. Anything. I do not have inspiration. My woe is to thick for there to be inspiration. I’ll just write what I see.
	You stare forward at the screen. Your eyes continue to project the image of the typing man. He is hopelessly distracted, and his room of ice is slowly melting. 
	The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly… 
	You begin to write. 

• What you see

	Within my room of ice I cease my writing. It’s quite chilly in here. The icicles above me drip cold drips. I’m almost a hundred pages in. Perhaps I should read it from start to finish. That way, I can see if this whole perilous process was actually worth a damn or not. Would I have time to do that? I should probably check for paper airplanes. Shit, I should also probably work on my catapult. So much to do. 
	Well, I’ll get around to reading it in due time. I’m sure it’s good. I don’t feel well right now. My head feels heavy on my neck. My throat feels awkward because of this. You know that feeling, right? Writing this story is damaging me. It has been forcing me to face a lifeless feeling. The lifelessness that hides behind life is so very present in my life. My dead skull is just behind my living flesh. I am so far in. I must finish it. I just don’t feel I have the belly for it. Not one bit. 
	My room of ice is melting at this moment. I will return to the story later. I will get it both read and finished later today. I solemnly swear. The future I want won’t be reached unless I really put forth the effort. Really knuckle down and persevere. I’ll make it yet. I’ll return to it today. I promise! 
	I stand up out of my chair and slip and shiver along the ice floor, over to the ice door. That rhymed. Now I stand outside in my backyard! The sun above is toasty and warm. The plants and trees of this yard are colorful and dynamic. It is always a lovely place to be. A table shaded by a large, brown umbrella is surrounded by chairs. Comfortable chairs at that. I like grabbing the one that you can spin around in. not to spin around, usually. No, usually I choose that one simply because it could lean back at your will. There was a watery bobbing up and down and subtly left and right. It makes for more comfort. Much better than being so grounded in a solid sitting chair. Before I pull the best chair out from the table, I scan the grass all around. Here, there, everywhere, to see if there were any paper airplanes lying around. None yet. Not a single one. Really, not one? I sent so many out this morning. I haven’t been reciprocated one iota? 
	Well, it’s no use sulking over it. I take the chair, spin it opposite to the table, wipe the sticks and leaves off the small cushion, and then sit myself down. Now I have a delightful little view of my garden. There is grass. There are growing vegetable plants. There are butterflies here and there. There are birds higher in the air. It’s a nice little view. 
	There it stands. Just there behind my vegetables. The fence that is the end of my property. A wooden fence six feet in the air. Beyond it, ever so high in the sky, are three crows fighting. Their wings flap ardently as beaks clash with caws of affable might. This racket is piercing! Oh I love this sort of thing. I love how the world sometimes unfolds! Such a thing! Such a thing!
	A hummingbird flies low with buzzy blur wings. The little fucker looks of flying fruit. He burries his beak into the center of your lilies and other flowers. He buzzes here. He buzzes there. Such a happy little centralized thinker. He lives to do what hummingbirds do, under the toasty sun.
	There is rustling in the branches of the tree growing magnificent and thick from the grass like a monstrous tornado, blooming clouds of dynamic green and yellow. Along the branches runs a single squirrel with a pinecone in his mouth. He really seems to have bitten off more than he can chew. He scurries down the branches towards the base and then stops abruptly. He quickly faces his head towards where I sit. It appears almost like the pinecone is his head. I stare into his little pinecone eyes, but before the intimacy of it could increase, he sprints down the tree and into the bushes. 
	The bushes now wiggle restlessly and scare out a sleeping lizard. Across the grassy floor and begins moving sporadically about on a large flowerpot. His run disrupts and disturbs a line of eager ants. They descend the pot to join the party below. A black blob of ant swarms enshroud a dying wasp. One or two of his little wasp legs still kick. One wing still occasionally flaps a buzzy flap or two. He hasn’t a chance in the world. The ants have won. 
	Curious flies speedily land at the scene of the dying wasp. They take heed of the fact that the ants control this scenario, so they speedily fly to the turd hiding in the grass. There, the flies sodomize one another. Oh, how I enjoy this yard. This yard under the toasty sun. 
	The lizard looks at me with it’s organic, rocky stare. Ever-present yet ignorant he is. His head moves in sudden, unseen motions, and then he descends into the flowerpot, shaking the plant which emerges. On the closest leaf to me on this shaking plant is a serene ladybug glistening in the sun. The shaking bothers him not. How delightful. What an incredible little creature. A descending stick hits the stem of this leaf, sending the ladybug hastily into the air. This flying bug of splendor disappears into the blue sky. 
	Suddenly, the toasty sun picks up the heat a little bit. I can feel sweat begin to trickle down my face. The sun appears to be growing upset and impatient. Upset and impatient about what? Time goes on and soon the humidity makes me uncomfortable in my own body. You know that feeling, right? I wonder why the sun is growing angrier and angrier. My stomach grows grumbly with hunger and unease. Why did I waste all that time? What did I just get accomplished? I don’t have forever to spare. The problem is I don’t have encouragement. I can’t achieve my goals without a little drive. Surely a paper airplane will come. Fuck, I probably won’t even end up getting anything more written today. Come on! I refuse to believe that I won’t be reciprocated. Where the hell are the paper airplanes? 
	I get up out of my chair and approach the fence. I hope that there maybe, just maybe, will be a paper airplane flying from afar into my backyard. I know that this is what I will see when I look over the fence. One was bound to come soon, and I must be there to warmly and quickly greet it. I wouldn’t want to miss it, now would I? If I don’t see it enter, I might miss in completely. A Breeze may send it floating into a bush, never to be seen again. 
	I look over the fence. Trees near and far. A topographic floor of various trees. All wild and untamed, they grow all over the place and shiver like shattered glass in the earthquake with because of the life that inhabits the branches. There is a dirt road amongst all this. It runs like veins through the guts of this collective of plant life. I forgot to mention that my yard and all of this exists within the body of a fellow named Aaron. I and my surroundings are his insides. We are the parts equaling the sum. The sum that is Aaron. Aaron is an asshole, but within him I remain. This dirt road winds up straight to my fence. At any time I can rise above these six feet of wood planks and walk amongst these trees. Perhaps I can go visit my neighbors. A long length away, only seen as specks in my vision, are the houses of my neighbors. The dirt road leads up to them as well, so very far away. If I very much wanted to, I could walk along this trail and visit these fellow human beings within Aaron. This path is a treacherous one though. It would be too much to stand for me. I wouldn’t be able to get very far even if I tried. 
	Oh, but look how they do it! Small yet seen, I can see my neighbors embracing the harsh wilderness. They walk along the dirt, receiving great wounds yet smiling when they knock on their neighbor’s door. A sincere smile too. They walk in crowds. Intravenous traffic along these roads. How can they do this? How is that so easy for them? My body assesses and detects all the old wounds from my body at this sight. Reminded of the impossible path, I grow red with dull pain of scars. Bruises running down my neck, back, chest, arms, legs, everywhere. The voyage was just too much for me. Just too much. How could they do it then? How so easily? 
	I can also see, way off in the distance, the little fences of their yards. From behind them, many things are catapulted into the air. Boxes, paintings, food, bicycles, cocaine, young children. All of this flying chaotically in the air. These things land perfectly into other people’s yards. Those who dwell within may partake and indulge in these things. So perfect and precise they fly! Some fly further than the others. Some fly beyond the distant, faded mountains. They fly straight past all neighbors near and far and approach Aaron’s heart and mind. Oh how far they fly! So very far they fly! Still under the sun, yet so very high. How can they do this? How can this be? I look back at my catapult. 
	A piece of utter shit, it is. Look at it! I haven’t gotten half way through making it yet! It lies there like a collective of moldy garbage. Leaves and spiderwebs decorate it. The dampness of past rains is soaked into the wood. It cannot catapult a thing, for there is no place to put that which I wish to catapult. It cannot catapult a thing, for there is nothing that can be used to cause the catapulting motion. Nothing about it is the slightest bit realized. Not in the slightest. Oh, but how wonderful it shall be when it is finished! Truly remarkable it shall be! When I finish my story, all I will need to do is finish the catapult. Then I can take the pages and have them flung to the heart and mind of Aaron. I just know it shall transcend my neighbors! It shall transcend sizzling in Aaron’s digestive system. It shall soar high above Aaron’s ribcage. All I must do is sit down and commit yourself to the task. If I do that, it shall be done. When my story reaches Aaron’s heart and mind, it will change his perception forever. He won’t be such an asshole. He’ll heed of my teachings. He will take the tango to heart. The dance of inconsistency shall be full recognized all throughout his body, his soul, his friends, his foes. The tango shall encircle the earth like the mold that should be, rather than the mold that is. I’ll do it. All I need is to devote myself to the task.
	Oh… oh but I must wait for the paper airplanes. I just know they are so very close to coming. I will be reciprocated any moment now. It is simply a matter of my being patient. I will wait patiently and with a happy heart for the paper airplanes to come soaring in. They shall soar so beautifully! When they do, I shall sit down and finish the entire story in one sitting. Yes! That is what I shall do! And then I shall sit down and finish the catapult! That is what I shall do! 
	I turn towards my room of ice in fleeting acknowledgement. I see that it melts more and more and more. Above the sun shines hotter and hotter and hotter. There is no time for me to wait, but I wait anyway. It is one of my flaws. My many flaws under the sun which shines hotter and hotter and hotter. 
	Something has flown into my hair! What could it be? My hands quickly reach to the back of my scalp. The texture of paper! It is paper! Glorious paper! Folded into… into… yes! An airplane! It is a paper airplane. I yank it from the knots in my hair and open it up to read the message written on the manipulated paper. Words on a two dimensional plane. Words! Ah, yes! I have been reciprocated! What does it read?
	“Here I Come!”
	Somebody is coming? Who? Who might it be? The message is anonymous. It can be anybody! It can be a friend! It can be a foe! It can be a he! It can be a she! Who is coming? Who is coming? It must be somebody strong. Somebody who can walk the dirt vein road. A particle within Aaron is moving from one place to my place. I wonder if I know him! I wonder if I know her! Maybe it is somebody unknown. A new person. Somebody who has remained illusive all of this time, but now comes to jump over my fence. This person shall be hurt and bloody. This person will have gashes and tears. Everybody who has visited has had gashes and tears. I’m so excited! So very excited! Footsteps are heard running towards my fence! 
	Closer the running comes! Louder the running is! Panting! Holy shit! Panting! Here we go! Here he comes! Here we go! Here he comes!
	Hands grab onto the top of the fence from the other side. Gashes all over the emerging arms. Torn shoes are hoisted up, along with a bloody body of shredded rags. A man! A wounded man! He crashes down upon the vegetables growing against my side of the fence. He is now on my property. Oh! I know this man! He is the man with rats! He has dozens of rats pouring out of his pockets. His hands are are blue! His hands are odd! 
	“Hello there, Dishdawash.” Says he.
	“Hello there, Mr. Amwoh.” Says I.
	“I have come to keep you company.” Says he.
	At long last, company once more! I couldn’t go to it, so it just came to me! I’m riding the gravy train! No more introversion. I now focus on dialogue, not soliloquy. 
	“So how is your story coming along?” Says he with half curiosity. 
	“It is coming along splendid! I finished it! It’s three million pages long. Now all I have to do is proofread it. I’ll probably get that done in an hour or two.” Says I, with reluctance and worry aloof behind a confident smile. 
	“That is quite impressive indeed. What is it called again?” Says he with lethargy.
	“Thank you! It’s called “Consistency Nature”.” Says I, that time with genuine confidence. 
	“Oh yeah. It’s about all of that tango stuff, right?” Says he with his attention elsewhere. 
	“Yes… Yes it is.” Says I with subtle disappointment. His response wasn’t exactly explosive. I hope with Aaron it’ll be different.
	“Well listen to this! I am just about finished with my catapult and it’s coming out splendidly. I have a creation ready to hurtle towards Aaron’s heart and mind. It’s a book! I have entitled it “AMWOHLTHOM”. It speaks of my elaborate process to keep the shit in flow. The shit must flow through the pipes and valves of my food room! Villainous deeds are brewed there! Oh, so much bloodshed! There are photographs and outlines and other artifacts educating you on the aesthetics of my sinister endeavors all within the book. Would you like one? The shit must flow.” Says he with zeal. 
	From his pant pockets, from which many rats spill, is a book. It is heavy and thick and covered in palaces of mildew. I take it and begin flipping through the pages. Shivers went down your spine. Photos of bloody cutlery. Conveyer belts sporadically speckled with little bloody organs. Vertical tubes dripping with diarrhea. Patents, outlines, blueprints, brochures, certificates, grocery lists, and many more things. What an odd little plan this man seems to have. An odd little plan indeed. 
	“That is… that is very interesting.” Says I with lethargy. 
	“Yes… Yes it is.” Says he with subtle disappointment. My response wasn’t exactly explosive. He hopes with Aaron it’ll be different. 
	There is an awkward pause between us. A thought washes over me. If his catapult is so well established, maybe he can donate a piece or two for mine. I really haven’t the slightest clue where to begin looking for the necessary components of a fully operational catapult so it’d be quite convenient to get some headway with the help of my neighbors. It’ll be a little embarrassing if he denies my request, but I feel it is worth a shot. 
	“Say… Say, Dishdawash” Says he innocently. 
	“Yes, Mr. Amwoh?” Says I to him, agitation aloof behind a caring smile. Agitation because I have something important to say and it’ll have to wait.
	“I was wondering, could I perhaps use a piece or two of your catapult since you aren’t using it right now. I would very much appreciate it!” Says he.
	“Well, I mean, but, I am indeed going to be… using it… I mean, do you really need them from me?” Says I with aloof bafflement. 
	“I have nowhere else to turn. Please! I beg of you! I’m so very lose! I must show AMWOHLTHOM to Aaron’s heart and mind soon! I just must! Please Dishdawash! Show mercy! Your parts! Your parts! My kingdom for your parts! Death draws nearer for us all!” Says he with insincerity.
	“Alright, fine. You may take some of it. Only some, please.” Says I with disinclination. 
	“Much appreciated.” Says he with lethargy.
	Without wavering, he walks to my catapult and begins dismantling it. At first it appeared as though he didn’t know what was what. This thought is justified. The thing is utter shit anyway. I watch with ambivalent expression. I’ve told people that the catapult was finished, and here I stand watching it go from being a third of the way done to being a fifth of the way done. Anything for a friend in need, though… right?
	He carries two large chunks of scrap metal under his arms as he approaches the fence. 
	“Thank you, Dishdawash. I must go now. Good luck with your story. I look forward to reading all three million pages of it”. Says he with sidetracked glee.
	“Yeah… Yeah it’ll really knock your socks off. All three million pages…” Says I with aloof distress. 
	Mr. Amwoh, after stomping on more of my precious vegetables, throws his new catapult gear over the fence haphazardly and then throws himself over. Footsteps fade to silence. I quickly run over and tend to my wounded crop. These vegetables are how I eat, and now the zucchinis and the bell peppers are smooshed upon the soil. This is my food. Without it, I would starve. I cannot walk the perilous path to get food where my neighbors get them. That is simply out of the question. I caress my dead plants, the giver of my life. With fragility, I like their wounds clean, massacring a prospering extended family of aphids. Why did Mr. Amwoh need to be so sloppy with his coming and going. This means I may have to eat spoiled food for the rest of the week. 
	The sun above heats up more and more. My room of ice melts more and more. I have quite a bit to write. Pages more to finish! Dozens! Hundreds! Thousands! Millions! I really should get cracking. 
	Oh but what is the use? Do I really think the story will make much of a difference? I don’t have three million pages worth of story to tell. What if Aaron is unchanged by it? What if he doesn’t care for it? What if he loathes it? What would happen then? Would I be banished to the wilderness, forced to feed on the rust of sardine cans? Surely that cannot be my fate! I have too much artistry for that! I’m an artist! Although the story may be utter shit, I must persevere. I have no choice at this point. I have told Mr. Amwoh and countless others that the trillions upon trillions of letters shall all be written, flung past the mountains, and thrown into the center of Aaron’s attention. Whatever I write, it has to be flawless. Mountains must crumble under it’s morals. Species must go extinct in respectful retort towards it. It must be flawless. 
	I have a hunch that Mr. Amwoh won’t read a word of it. What if he saw through my lies? What if he knows it hasn’t even reached the length of a proper novel yet, let alone three million pages? What if he was lying too? What if he hasn’t even started his catapult yet? Maybe it’ll be faulty and weak and not get AMWOHLTHOM anywhere past his neighbors.
	Although he is gone, his aura still disconcerts me. The presence of him was very much the presence of a man. Dominating, absorbed in his own word, never listening, intimidating, and sloppy. The dialogue between him and I had no sense of camaraderie whatsoever.
	Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick Tock goes the clock. 
	The sun shines brighter and brighter still. The room of ice melts and melts more still. Fuck, my catapult! My catapult has been dismantled! So little of it was done, and now it is almost reduced to nothing. Why did I let Mr. Amwoh get within ten feet of my precious catapult. My reputation is resting on this one. I sent out countless paper airplanes to all of my neighbors and told them it was finished. In days if not hours they would see my absolute epic flying through the air, straight as an arrow towards Aaron’s heart and mind. Aaron would be changed and all within him could sizzle warmly in that change. This change would be the great tango. The great tango that my story speaks of. Oh how nice it will be, to live within a dancing man. 
	Many would gladly wait patiently many months and years for such a story to be written. If I had any sense to my name at all, I wouldn’t have said it was finished. I could let myself bask in writer’s block. I could pace myself. I could make sure over a long period of time that every little syllable was magnificently sculpted! I would be an architect of landscapes! Laughter and tears would spill from all who read my musings! They would be taken to a beautiful metaphorical world within their own minds. Now, though, all I can hope to do is speedily try to finish it, rush the catapult, and hope my story can fly past the distant mountains. Aaron cannot remain an asshole. The tango must reach him! Oh, but I haven’t the time to make it flawless. What if my haste will make waste? I just know it will. So many more pages to complete. So many more! 
	Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock.
	The sun has grown brighter. The heat thickens. This restlessness it brings, it’s so oppressive. It is draining me of any creativity I might have. My imagination has lost any color. Dull shades of grey in my thoughts. What am I to do? I don’t know what comes next in the story. I don’t know how to articulate what it is telling. The dance with inconsistency I advocate is not felt. I am not indulging in this dance. I have turned it’s telling into a chore. There is no rhythm here. My mind is void of any abstraction. All I can think about are my flaws and my hopelessness facing them. I cannot rip myself from this melancholy introspection. The heat of the sun, which increases more and more, is grounding me to my situation, which I have bestowed upon myself. 
	Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock.
	Another paper airplane lands in the grass. A soft swish and then a softer landing. My bones lifelessly throw my body over to it. My fingers twitch and grasp it. Without a jiffy lost, I unfold it and read what is written upon it. 
	“Here We Come.”
	Somebody is coming! My stars! Not just one person, but several! They are coming! I just know they are close! So very close they are! Maybe they will come to my aid! Whatever I do, I must be sure not to lie to them this time. I must tell them I’m only just above a hundred pages and it may be months before it is finished and catapulted! But maybe they shall come to my aid! They could have parts with them! Perhaps they will mind the vegetables! Perhaps they will not respond to me with lethargy! Maybe! Just maybe! They are coming! They draw closer! I know it! I know it! 
	Footsteps! I can hear their running footsteps! They have embraced the perilous path of Aaron’s veins and are just about here now! So close! So very close! Yes! There they are! Bloody hands grab to the top of the fence. Raggedy bodies are hoisted up. They are all men. All of them are dressed in identical business suits. Their watches ticking like high hat helicopters. Loudly, so loudly. They all land upon my veggies in unison, squishing most of the remaining ones. The one or two blooms of oregano and basil are ripped from the soil by their bruised hands. My stars! No! What is happening here?
	“Hello Dishdawash. We have come to make your life significantly harder for no good reason.” Says one of the men with great bravado and poise. 
	“What? Why?” Says I with shock. 
	“No good reason.” Says he, like a smartass.
	The men take my spinning chair and hurl it over the fence! The men throw lit matches at my room of snow! The men take chainsaws to the ruins of the catapult, destroying it completely. It now lies in little bitty pieces. One of them rips the lizard from the flowerpot and bites it’s little head off. They chop down the tree, rip out all of the grass, and spit on the dirt, turning it to mud. The man who spoke to me just a moment ago quickly walks up to me and pushes me right in the stomach. I tremble quickly to my knees with mouth agape and drooling. This drool is quickly overwhelmed by a burst of vomit. Just after finishing this upheavel, I am grabbed by the hair and forced to look up at his descending fist. It makes harsh, solid impacts against my nose and eyes. Cracks and splats can be heard behind my flesh with each blow. My eye turns black and blue. My nose runs with polished red. 
	“So how is your story coming along?” Says he casually. 
	 “It is coming along splendid! I finished it! It’s three million pages long. Now all I have to do is proofread it. I’ll probably get that done in an hour or two.” Says I to him, in excruciating agony. 
	 “While I look forward to it, I fear you have many more important things to do. We have twenty minutes worth of paperwork for you to accomplish. We’ll be back in ten minutes to evaluate it. I look forward to reading your story though. All three million pages of it.” Says he, surprisingly enough, with lethargy!
	He takes me by the ear and drags me over to the saliva mud. He shoves my face in it and scoops globs of it and shovels them into my mouth. I contort fanatically, but on he persists. After a time of this, he stops and joins back up with the other men. They wipe their hands clean and quickly hop back over the fence, to face the perilous path once more. 
	I lie there for a while. The sun begins drying and hardening the mud, still with me sitting bloody and helpless in the concentrated center. My flesh hardens like a rock shell molding as if on a corpse. I wait for the sound of scuttling shoes beyond the fence to fade to silence, and then I scream to the heavens. No words. Nothing articulated. Only screams. Screams of pure hurt. Absolute screams. My entire body explodes with this catharsis. I become primeval in my projected grief. The neighbors do not hear this, for they are but specks in your vision. So very far away they are. This is fleeting, for a sound grows evident again. 
	Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock.
	I stand up straight instantaneously. Crusty with dirt and gravel I now am. There it is. The paperwork. It sits gleaming white under the brown umbrella. There it is on the table. My spinning chair is gone, so I am forced to pull up one of the astute ones. Oh how it makes my back ache! Fuck! I have twenty minutes of work to do, and not even half that time to do it. They did not leave me a pencil! I do not have a pen! My stars! How can I do a lick of it without a pen? This isn’t good! I cannot think. My mind is prisoner in my body! The light of the sun above grows hotter and hotter and hotter. 
	So hot, even, that the brown umbrella bursts into flames! My stars! This can’t be! Fire! Fire! It’s on fire! The blue sky is revealed behind the ceiling of falling ash. The umbrella is gone and there above me is the sun! I look down and see the ink boiling and dripping off of the paperwork. The pages show nothing now but black, oily smears. Oh, what will the businessmen do when they return and find this? What will they do to me if they see I haven’t done a single bit of the work? They may kill me! They may banish me from Aaron forever. Banished to the wilderness or the grave. I can’t be exiled! What am I to do?
	The winds pick up. Gusts, moans, and whistles crash on your cochlea as they do upon rapidly rippling flags. Under the light of the sun, which grows hotter and hotter, the paperwork bursts into flames and get caught in little twisters of flaming leaves and flaming air. All of the bushes that still stand in my lawn are tattooed by these smudgy pieces of smoldering paper. They themselves begin smoldering in turn. Smoldering and then bursting with utmost flame. My room of snow melts faster and faster. No! It can’t keep melting! My story is in there! It’ll be destroyed! Aaron will never know the tango! I still have so many pages to write! Millions of pages! The businessmen will be back in about five minutes! I don’t know what is to come next! The sun keeps getting hotter and hotter! 
	Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock.
	I cannot take this any longer! I cannot abide another minute of this dread! I must be reciprocated. I must be reciprocated right now. Right this instant. A twitch of the bones sends me running towards one of the pieces of paper that has yet to combust. I do not have a pencil! So I must write in blood! 
	I grab a flaming feather from a flaming bird in the flaming sky and stab the sharp end into the center of my palm. I spin it around in my flesh and then lift it. The tip of this flaming feather from the flaming bird of the flaming sky drips now with dark, deep blood. I scribble quickly and with poor penmenship. 
	“Help! Help!”
	 Now this I have down to an exact science. In seconds flat, I fold the paper into a flawless paper airplane and throw it with all of my might over the fence. It soars far, far away, out of my vision. Please! Please reach somebody! Somebody! Anybody! Please reciprocate! Please oh please reciprocate! 
	In my pain I curl up into a ball on the dirt floor. I do my very best avoiding the hellish sparks and debris resulting from this clusterfuck of flickering fire! The sun keeps growing hotter and hotter! My skin is sizzling! I’m cooking! I’m on the frying pan! My catapult! The ruins that were once my ruined catapult! The paint melts off of the rusty little pipes and smoothed wood. All remaining shrivels up like 100 year old bananas. Black and puny! No more catapult. No more catapult. The room of ice is just about gone now. The story is obviously lost by now. All that remains are scattered glimmers of large transparent cubes blending seamlessly to their background. It isn’t a room any more. It is a heap, an ice heap. 
	 All of my writing was in vain. The blood and sweat over my catapult has reduced to nihil. All of my promises have dissolved into the lies of a bottom feeder. I deserve reciprocation for trying though. That much is certain. I put forth effort to change Aaron and I want credit where credit is due. I want it now! I must be reciprocated! These may be my last moments here! The businessmen will be coming back so very soon. They shall be livid. They shall slay me. The tango shall be nullity. I was right in my story. Pretty soon, all of mankind shall burn under this sun. They shall decay with the sound of the ticking. The ticking of the clock. 
	Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock.
	What was that sound? It sounded like a catapult. I look up beyond my fence and see something hurtling high in the air. My stars! No! No! I cannot believe it! I refuse to believe it! How? How can this be? It is AMWOHLTHOM. It flies past the houses of all of the neighbors. It flies straight over the mountain. It flies straight to Aaron’s heart and mind. He did it. He did it and I am nowhere close. He is going to teach Aaron that the shit must flow. Mr. Amwoh beat me to it. How can this be? Why? The sun grows hotter and hotter. 
	Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock goes the clock.
	I sit here in the broiling dirt. Dung beetles rot in the muck. They steam. They fry. The butterflies explode like failed space shuttles in the stratosphere. Kaboom! The heat! The heat is unbearable! What a waste of time the passage of time is. What an utter waste of time. 
	A paper airplane lands on the bubbling dirt. Reciprocation! AAAAAUU! Reciprocation! AAAAAUU! No dilly dallying. I run over and grab it. I unfold it and read.
	“Here we come.”
	The paper airplane is quickly eaten by flame. No! No! No! No! No! They are coming! The businessmen! Here they come! Oh my stars! They are coming! I can hear their running footsteps! They are so much closer now! This is the end! This is the end! Time! Time! My kingdom for more time! Death has come! Death has come! 
	One pair of bleeding hands grabs onto the top of the fence. A raggedy body hoists itself up. A woman! This isn’t the businessman at all! She politely paces her motions so she doesn’t spoil anything with her step. With her delicate step she walks towards you.
	“Hi Dishdawash. I heard you need help.” Says she with utmost tranquility.
	“Yes. I very much do. I’ve descended to hell. People are coming to kill me. I broke my promises to myself and to everybody else. My catapult is done away with. My story is destroyed by time! The tango shall fade to nothing. Aaron will remain an asshole. The shit shall flow. I have nothing to eat. I have nothing that hasn’t been taken, except my life. Moments from now, though, that shall be gone as well. All gone. Poof! The end!” Says I. Exclaimed with desperate frenzy, that was. 
	She understands immediately that time is of the essence. She comes closer and puts her arm on my shoulder. Though her hands are warm blooded, her touch cools my whole body down. The sun still shines bright and hot, yet my restlessness is subtly eased. Perhaps she will have all the answers for me! Every last one!
	“Dishdawash, I have a favor to ask of you.” Says she with serenity. 
	Really? This is what she has come for? She really hasn’t taken heed of my message? She probably wants pieces of my catapult, or maybe she has come for ideas for a story she is just about done with. Perhaps she just needs somebody to scold.  
	She takes a marble from her raggedy pant pocket. She holds in just in front of your face. Your eyes focus hard on it, observing it’s texture. It is a glass marble colored with the deepest blue imaginable. Everything around falls silent. The flames hold still. Temperature disappears form your life for a short bit. All is you, this marble, and her. 
	“Concentrate on the marble, Dishdawash. Please do this for me. Observe its dimensions. Behold how perfectly spherical it is. A sphere has countless points. A die with infinite sides. Every moment that descends upon the marble brings infinite possibilities. Every possible outcome lies just ahead. However, this marble will only travel down one of these paths. Without will, the little thing rolls along one continuous straight path. All other paths parallel, all other paths soaking up oblivion, forward motion continues. Forward motion continues at one constant rate. Your experience does not differ with this. You roll likewise like the marble. The only thing distinguishing you from it is the nature of your traveling. Where the marble travels through space, you travel through a sea. A sea of feeling. An ocean of sensation. Soaking in the grand spectacle that as a marble you would not know. This is not without it’s occasional drawback. With this lucidity you bear also desire, fear, despair, loathing. These shall never leave you. These shall remain with you. You are a fiasco machine. Have your desire. Have your fear. Have your despair. Have your loathing. When the friction of it grows too strong, look at this marble and know that where it is dead, you are alive. Alive in this forward motion.” 
	She kisses me on the forehead and without further adieu, tosses the marble the marble off into the distance. I chase after it courageously. I still tremble like the little assessed rat of my story. I am still gravely ill from the heat. Temperature has returned and the sun hasn’t cooled one iota. I continue forth, despite this fact. I continue chasing after the marble, which now rolls speedily down a long white hallway it has landed in. I walk down this hallway and see in the distance that the marble casts no shadow in this white hallway. Such a long hallway it is. So very long. I myself have no shadow either. I discount this. It is not important. What is important to me now is concentrating on this marble. 
	On and on and on and on and on and on and on it rolls. On and on and on and on and on and on and on I walk. 
	The only sounds present are the rolling of the marble and the beating of my heart. Oh and the blood flow! Oh and the nerve flow! The pain persists. Desire manifests as heavy material upon my mind still. I must finish my story. It must be done. The tango must be spread. If not far, than near. I only have this life once. I think not as marble thinks. I think as fiasco machine things. I spark. I rust. I grow obsolete. I must find that rhythm again! I just have to! Perhaps this marble will take me there. Perhaps it won’t, but maybe it will. Just maybe. The fiasco machine hopes.
	On and on and on and on and on and on and on it rolls. On and on and on and on and on and on and on I walk.
	Finally, the end of the hall is reached. The marble rolls on though. It slips smoothly under the crack. I turn the knob and open the door. Typing, I hear typing. The room flickers with light. A Screen! A projection against the wall. What is that? Projected upon the wall is me, in this room, with my present look of puzzlement. What projects this image upon the wall? Why, it is the man who types frenetically. His eyes shining like the angry suns that shined upon the fictional park of my fictional story. The story! This is where I left off in my story! It’s Klaus! He seems to not notice me. He appears so very involved in his typing. He writes what he sees and what he sees upon the screen is me watching him. Wires still creep from his brain and are swallowed by the shadows of this flickering room.  
	I turn to he who hides in the shadows of this flickering room. The plague doctor’s lever descends slowly still, renouncing the heavens and eroding towards hell. Slowly… Slowly… as it patiently plummets to the abyss, Klaus’ typing grows louder and more fanatic. Ensuing from what he types is my skin sizzling more and more. So this is why I pain so! This plague doctor is responsible! I won’t stand for this any longer. The friction is too heavy. The sun is too hot. Klaus types what he sees. This is what he sees. 
	I take out my trusty shotgun.
	“Uh, excuse me plague doctor, sir?” Says I to he
	“How can I help you young one?” Says he to I
	Bang!
	The brains of the plague doctor now paint the wall like a stationary red firework crudely painted amidst the skirmish of war. His body falls hard and absolutely lifeless. The smoke clears and you see your kill quite vividly. He is dead. As dead as everything that has died throughout history. No matter, it is time to bring the plague back to Klaus. Klaus types what he sees. This is what he sees.
	I grab tight to the lever and quickly toss his reach into the air, where it may smother the heavens with kisses once more. Everything cools in an instant. Ah, that is more like it. A bioluminescence comes spewing from the walls. Ah, spewing. Nothing like some good spewing. Good, cold spewing. My breaths are wholesome and visible before me. Oh, the euphoric shivers of feeling chilly strike me once more! I bask there in this cooling. The sound of the fierce smashing of the keyboard keys has now waned into soft taps of a toneless toy piano floating deep underwater. What a delightful sound. What a delightful sound indeed. My black eye heals over. The dried mud trickles like a babbling brook off of my flesh. Ah, that is more like it. 
	There is the marble. Sitting still on the floor there. It rolls on, but for now it does so without motion. One of the infinitely many points straight up into the heavens that the lever now grasps. It glows a ghostly glow as if it were a pearl hiding in the beautiful ocean deep. I pick it up and hold tight to it. It emits energy, beautiful energy. Beautiful like the beautiful fluid that my story speaks of. My story! I must continue my story! I still desire! Only now, the chilly has returned! I can feel the rhythm I advocate. My mind grows primordial again. I shall finish the story! My room of ice is solid and freezing once again. The droplets of water that stained the pages have vanished.  I hear panting. It is the panting of Klaus. He has grown weary of this typing. It is time for me to ease his suffering. I walk over to the table on which he types. Next to the pitcher of water I place the lambent marble. The lifeless marble. The rolling marble. Klaus types what he sees. This is what he sees. 
	“Alright, little fellow. You needn’t write about me any longer. I shall become your puppet master once again. What is in store for you must be articulated. You have more places to go, more people to see, more knowledge to know, & more people to be! You have a plague to indulge in. Let us continue.” 
	I yank the wires from Klaus’ brain. The projection on the screen disappears. 

• What I See For You In The Macrocosm Of Fluid

	You sit there, fingers startled at the sudden settling. The blood within them slows their pace to a modest fog trot. This begins moving in accord with the rest of the body very quickly, this fog. A delightful fog it is. The cool mist dews your exposed brain. They tinkle a little bit in the lambent glow of the room. Harmony is found in this fog. Harmony! You buzz happily with the sound of the computer before you. Buzzzzzzzzzzzz!
	The ice water chill that you feel down your throat with every sip is all around in the room. That moist freeze! All is green and submarine! What is this here! What is this on the table, floating up in the slippery water? A pearl of magnificent magnificence! Such beauty. Such beauty. You put the pearl in your pocket and there it sits glowing, bleeding turquoise fuzz through the cloth of your pantaloons. 
	This is all happening so fast for you, my little Klaus. So fast that the exhilaration steals your breath. You sit still in the intensity of suffocation with utmost euphoria. 
	What is happening here? What can this be? How so quickly? I was only moments ago in the bleakest of despairs. What is happening here? What can this be?
	For no reason whatsoever, you realize that these questions needn’t answering. That skin is now shed. Your flesh is now shed. You begin to separate as steam again. Your pants and the skin they kept secret evaporate, sending the pearl of magnificent magnificence to the floor. A Crash! It shatters! The pearl is now nothing but glistening powder arising in the water from the depths. It shines like multi media squid ink. Despite the fact that the sphere is now vanished, despite the fact that it ceases to roll, it rolls forward still. 
	Tick tock glows the squawking rabbits. Tick tock goes the clock. Tickling frogs goes back to hawks. Tick hottety hottety tock. Tick tock goes the clock. Spinning chalk glows not in hot rods. Forever more shall you free the morsel from the torso of your clock. Tick tock I don’t even find myself in patterns anymo… oh… oh… oh… oh… Tick… tick… tick… There are ghostly reptiles in my skull. This very skull falls down into the corner of the room now stretched to infinity. Jellyfish sting slime comes gushing in. Ultraviolet sizzles all of the scenery. Snakes emerge like sperm into an egg and explode into stars with planets and spheres! Tick tock goes the clock. Tick tock glows the squawking rabbits!
	Rather than inquiry, you conclude. You no longer have the wits to analyze, so you conjure up the sharp confusion to realize! Whatever this is that is happening, it is happening. The only thing you can do is wait it out. All you can do is wait it out and sit in it. Sit in it until you shape solid again. Then you may analyze. You let go.
	My stars! Certainly, Without question, I can see the twilight firefly ocean ahead of me. Much of me is now composed of rocks. Rocks covered in clicky steam crabs of purple and teel. Milk bottles painted deep orange float about in the waves. The worms convulse within. The worms convulse within. Waves float about orange, deep in globs of paint. Bottles of teal milk turn purple for crabs. Steam clicks within covered rocks. Composing much of me is what’s ahead of me. An ocean of firefly twilight can see I, questioning without certainty. My stars!
	Your stars indeed, for a wondrous thing has happened to you. The rhythm has come back. It all exists within the infinite spanning liquid that is you. You see absolutely everything that is. You are the holder of the entire universe once more. The solipsistic domicile expands past the largest possible skull. The spectrum centipede is within you! The tango is back! The plague of tomorrow is back! The peacock is within you! The disease is with you! You flow again as beautiful fluid through eternity. You are the alpha and the omega. You are the macrocosm of fluid. You are the demiurge of liquid. Insects dream of you. Insects are dead. You are dead. Everything is twitching, convulsing, warmth seeking collections of rotted matter. All moments of seeing are a grandiose struggle to keep the eyes in their sockets. At all time you recoil your hands from carnivorous mouths. Struggling to continue the itching you are, but now the machine has been destroyed! The plague doctor fucks oblivion. You can musically resonate with your twitching and dead moaning. The sounds all around composed by chance. Oh what joy it brings. What joy. Unconditionally omnipresent. It is there always. It always bleeds through the walls of this macrocosm of fluid. The insects dream of you. The insects may partake. The insects will partake. 
	“How? How do I feel this feeling again? How did I tune back in so quickly? How?”
	How? Because I made it so for you, of course. This is what I see for you! Now shut up!
	Your brain dissolves. The cerebrum dissolves into colorful, slimy dust floating about in the eternal waters. It is added to the stew, just like your days back in Jupiter. Again the great storm transcends any possible trains of thought. Again you are this great storm. Too involved in it’s destructive manipulation to be distracted by consciousness. No more consciousness for you, my little Klaus. You are now a spectacle inside the demiurge’s never-ending skull. 
	Stars burst from wings, so small. These stars contain cores. These cores are wombs. Giggling inside, so soft, are soon born humpback whales, carved from the finest honeycomb. Orbiting these cores, honking their horns and spinning their eyes, are many barnacle seahorses. Plankton nibble at their mossy shoulders and send their microscopic tongues sliding across the suction cups on their tails. Within their spinning eyes are many submarines firing torpedoes at one another. The bubbles ascend and disappear in white clusters as these projectiles hold still in the water. The submarines themselves inconsequentially pop like bubbles themselves. The torpedoes separate like bubbles of black. Bubbles these are not. They are eggs. Hatching from them are seagulls of fire and brimstone. Their black smoke envelopes everything and they fuzzily flicker behind this hellish shroud. 
	Airplanes explode forth from the thick plumes as they would any old cloud in the blue sky. They spin out of control as they plummet into whirlpools in the harsh, pastel colored ocean. Within the airplanes are many dead passengers and personnel. Killed all by the same dagger, which the last man standing licks clean in the pilot’s seat! Lurking in his nostril is a hairy, hoodwinking bear of nose hair. This bear of nose hair sighs rainbow bad breath. The rainbow permeates on the wall of the nostril as it melts into the photo of a grand king. He holds tight to his crown and points a sword at the portrait artist. You can see this painter’s horrified expression, skewed by the distorted blend of this royal blade of decorated grandeur. In the painter’s shirt pocket there is a rat peaking his head out, equally afraid. 
	In the chaos of the great storm within the fluid macrocosm, three or four particles of your mind clash erratically.
“I was a mouse once.”
	The particles separate and spin within separate fluid spirals in the great dance of the beautiful fluid. 
	Flying fish jump forth from the blue sky above and gobble up green pastures. The grazing cows within their stomachs metamorphose. Outward they expand like hyper novas, gobbling up tummy acid bubble galaxies. Within the stomachs of the hyper novas, these galaxies metamorphose. Outward they expand into star shining jelly orbs. Organically gleaming like candy U.F.Os in the neon lit midnight. Within them screams many frantic bats shining bright with red, blue, pink, and so forth. The terror of the aquamarine blues club. One of these bats, just another ditsy little fellow, vomits mountains and waterfalls and lakes and rivers and oceans and islands ten quadrillion times larger than he. Hanging off of a drooping, dripping palm tree is a man reaching his hand out. He struggles in vain to grab his footloose green balloon. The sun faintly shines through it. The dull glimmering gleam caresses his tear-struck eyelids. In these drops running down his dirty cheeks, a reflection of green is seen. The green of the balloon. Within the glimmering gleam of that smaller, reflected balloon is a man pantomiming before an unimpressed crowd of five. 
	He mimics a famous historian deep in thought. His eyes are closed and his attrition grows more and more. Catcalls are heard from the festival patrons and they retreat lividly from the speckled tent. A man bathed in his own blood comes in. He has found the man. He has found the man he so very much longed to see! Never, never has this bloody man seen a man’s eyes shut. He gazes in awe. This bloody man, who traveled from so very far away, sought sanctuary from the world by hiding within the beautiful spectacle of introspection. To him, it rises high above the beauty told of the northern lights, or the beautiful pain of first love, or any of that jargon. It was the moon and the sun. Movements of chemicals within his eye dance with color before him. These colors called him to satisfied prayer so very many times. Just once. Just once in his life, he must see it from the outside. There he sits, the historian. His eyes look as soft pouches of flesh which playfully rubs the sides of the wee caterpillar. The bloody man has surrendered all. He drops dead with a smile on his face. In this man’s hair is a tea party of bourgeoisie lice. 
	“Why I never!” So says one of the lice. They guffaw their foppish guffaws and are then seen convulsing on the ground. The servant has poisoned them with arsenic. This servant smiles, rips off his entire thumbnail, and nails it to the wall. Hung near it on the wall is a photograph of a fruit fly grieving over the death of his mate. The swatter hits hard and his legs twitch in bubbling, dying pulses of bug guts. With his last functioning hand, he strokes her hair. Her lifeless, fly hair. A hand quickly and nervously scrapes their bodies out of the canvas where they lie dead on the floor. The floor! The floor has changed. The floor is now the back of a robin. The robin flies the fly corpses high in the sky. Poof, they vanish. The sky fills with clouds of solid gold and the halos of angels rain down upon a kingdom of mud and frog bones. This bog utopia glistens. The hermits who lurk in the surrounding forests are blinded by this light and tumble down dried waterfalls. From their cracked skull rises rainbow vapor. Within this mirage many naked harp players perform their heavenly craft. The sound waves slice through the air like kites slice through clouds. Ears peering through mighty waterfalls catch sneaking sound glimpses of these kites. The waterfall illuminates with light bulb brightness, serenading the sleeping jungle all around. The peacocks run out and play. 	Eeeeyaaaaay! Eeeeyaaaaay!
	In the chaos of the great storm within the fluid macrocosm, a dozen or two particles of your mind clash erratically.
	“Oh me oh my! Oh me oh my! Oh me oh my! Oh me oh my! Look at this around me! I am all of this fluid. I flood forward! Look at me go! Boats capsize on my surfaces. On the lily pads the insects have orgies and put on excellent theater, for their dreams surround them and they can draw from it for the rest of eternity. They shriek. They shriek. They all shriek within me! The rhythm has returned. The plague of tomorrow goes past all of the horizons and shakes hands with the heavens. Oh me oh my! Oh me oh my! Oh me oh…”
	The particles of your mind separate once more and hop in carousals that spin solar systems apart. 
	These solar systems hide in the shadows of the abandoned cell of an abandoned prison of an abandoned tundra of an abandoned planet. This planet is seen under a wondrous magnifying glass. This planet sizzles under the wondrous magnifying glass. The steam rises and forms stampeding elephants in its ghostly dance. A glow comes forth from this steam. This glow attracts the moths of this dusty shack. They buzz frantically and horrifically, vomiting their bile. The little flea umbrellas won’t save the little flees from this putrid fluid. A man walks into this dusty shack. He holds a lantern. 
	This is where I once lived. Where did I carve my name again? I can’t remember. 
	His nose cracks open and out come butterflies. Their colors drip off like paint and stain the floor of this dusty shack. They are revealed to be not butterflies, but space shuttles. Out the window they go. The man hops into the tiny drips of rainbow fluid upon the ground. He now floats in Technicolor water. A sea of melted crayons in slippery flow. He is within a child’s birthday jello.
	The little boy is five. He holds tight to his spoon. His eyes wide with excitement, staring at the glossy, jiggling thing, he prepares to dig in. Before he can do this, before he can slay the man of the dusty shack, he turns quickly to stone. Crows project their bodies forward in the air and smash dead against this stone carving of the birthday boy. After many birds have fallen with brains leaking down the rocks, it falls backwards. Rather than falling on the grass of the birthday lawn, it falls and falls and falls. Down it goes. Freefalling into open space. A magic carpet floating through the outer rims of nothing softens the stone’s fall and blankets it. It folds around the stone like a cocoon enveloping a waiting caterpillar. The comfort is so impossibly, impossibly, impossibly divine that the boy moistens back into divine life. He couldn’t miss out on absolute bliss on his birthday after all. 
	Within the cocoon that floats through the void of space are the northern lights on fantastic display for the birthday boy. Seen in these nightly performances of romantic nature are women hiding within a large pumpkin. They throw handfuls of the guts at one another playfully giggling. They wiggle their toes in the moosh. The ballerina who rehearses stealthily in the dance studio inside their feet sees this moosh from the wide window. She smiles wide and laughs. The dust clusters on the floor begin tickling her. Her instructor takes a whip from her mouth, but she stops. Too silly of a sight this is. She playfully hops into the fireplace and portrays Santa Claus.
	 She sees something shiny under the ashes and gray chunks of dusty firewood. It is a small, glowing rabbit. Santa’s eyes meet with the rabbit’s. The rabbit begins to cry. The screen on which this film is projected burns up in all consuming fire. The sweaty theater patrons throw their popcorn in the air, scream, and hurl themselves aggressively at one another. Like animals they are. Vines grow from the walls and through the cracks of the ceiling and entomb every last one of these theater patrons. They become green mummies of sorts. Cracking open from these green vein shells are many pink caterpillars. They move here and there in this theater. On these caterpillars ride cloaked men and women with windows for faces. Outside of one such window can be seen a beautiful autumn oak tree on a green hill. The sky deep blue above, a happy couple sits near the approaching shadows. Under the sunlight, their naked bodies melt, one on top of the other. They bubble and form a puddle of bubbling, whispering, bruised liquid of a flesh color. In the intimacy of this merged, steamy liquid, the periscope of a submarine ascends. The metallic eye, emerging from the shallow pool, looks this way and then the other way.  
	“See anything, captain?”	says one of the young marines, bathed in the red light of the submarine interior. 	“Oh I see something alright! Come look for yourself!” says the captain. 
	Nervous, the young fellow gets up out of his chair and looks through the viewer of the periscope. He sees a young man lighting the coffin he has been trapped in with a minuscule match. He smashes his fist repeatedly against the ceiling, shouting for his children. In his gut is a bullet. Blood creeps out sneakily and in the shadows. The man coughs on the dryness of his throat and mouth and suffocates to death there is his desperate loneliness. In moments flat, his skin starts eroding to nothing on his bones as maggots parade around in his decadent insides. Worms begin to pop out of his eyes and squiggle from his nose. One of these worms has a little something inside of him. A treasure. An absolutely beautiful treasure.
	Within him is a never-ending rainforest. Exotic birds are heard sounding their idiosyncratic cries. Same goes for the evermore exotic beetles. The forest spans beyond what the eye can see or ever hope to see. A floor of various leafy plumes to all directions. Moist, hot fog veiling the carnivores and rising above the branches. Also arrising from this never-ending forest are the eyes of a snail. Up and up and up they go, crashing through the blue sky and ascending to the heavens. Up and up and up they go, crashing through the clouds of the heavens and ascending to a crumby motel room. Sitting on the piss soaked bed is a man having sex with the severed head of a beautiful seamstress. He looks up and sees his faint reflection in the glossy snail stare. He sees himself as a king sitting upon a fine velvet throne. It sits abandoned on a snow mountainside. Snowmen spontaneously assemble and throw fireballs at one another playfully.
	After more time passes, the particles that are you separate more and more in the macrocosm of fluid. Not an inch of totality is without a sliver or two of your being. You rise above logical thinking to such a point as to make reduce it to a speck of dust resting on the dust specks. You are the constant variable of the storm. Every little bit of it tangos with you. Every little bit. Why are you so fragmented? Why are you so infinitely fragmented? That is what I see for you in the macrocosm of fluid.  
	Swaying happy hill shining up from down below. The stream is hot thick with under mice frequent hiding fly high. There is a nightmare so sweet holding tight to bookshelves. Squirming egg flowers are the fruitless fumes. Spending time in the clinky sword hole is the demanding savage mania spins. A coffee cream spool squint is your neighbor and daughter. Your daughter is the figment of an otter’s blubber swallow. Twist yourself around in circles with a loving medallion smile. You are tired and in wait of woman leaf sparrows. They fly. They fly. You hold absolutely nothing at all. Reasons there are not for dwelling in the horrible corridor. Monotonous quills rub their soft side upon the horses of another time. 
	Another time leaks into the pores of the inner man of the inner lemon planets. All within the crustacean galaxy. Cats spin like helicopters above these trees. Their heads are what turn to cotton balls. Out of these cotton balls emerge flags. They wave to the packaging plants. The packaging plants burns down and smolders into fine pillows of rich camaraderie. The proletariat is among the stars. The stars turn to you and smile. Smile back, why don’t you? No smile goes unseen. Absolutely no smile little small pow wow man of flutes and gags. 
	Sleuth is a commanding slow skinned window washer. Glistening with the bliss of hundreds of ecstatic rhinos in the desert pond reflections. From these waters are frog tongues painted with blue specks that shine a brighter light than the emerging grubs can abide by. Down into the earth they go. Giggling. Grubs giggle when one is a loon. There are no universes behind your closed eyes. This is what the lying man says. He hovers above melting toe heaps. Such purple jelly they emit. 
	 One day, the child shall forget how to fly. One day, the child will be nailed to the ground. One day, the dream awakens into a nightmare. The melancholy boy who muses these musings flies to dead doll malignance. A rainbow bursts from his face. It wiggles and flies and turns to the skies. Mouths breathe words of wisdom. Smells breed in the tall grass, ticks burrowing deep and rejoicing. The tractor explodes. The farmer projects deep into outer space. He finds his own personal paradise. He always gets the winning lottery numbers there. The gophers fly about in bubbles above his balding head. The blood flows within them. They live. The universe has gopher eyes too. Jacks fly into the walking wonderment passages. There is some sort of ooze trickling with globs of egg yolk spiraling about with smelly rot turning to the pedals of roses. The explosion of nature is but a three eyed cow grazing in the three eyed field. The middle eye bleeds from suitcases all about the globes of this plasma entity. There is a whole existence which only defines itself as bat molecules. There is a strangler out there who wants your blood. The smithereens turn back to the rocky mountains where you climbed upon so many years ago, back when you were a block of ice underneath the lizard moon. Hissing and buzzing and flying about in the cosmos. Find me, miss. Find me. Find me in the wallabee trees. They are secret trees. I often pretend I’m on the stage. 
	Find the frogs who jump and soar and hide. The underground bunkers on Pluto are the greatest place for falling and dying. The dead are turned to nectarines there. Nectarines are the fruit of living. The fires of hell eat the teeth off of these living ants of yours. Now they have no teeth. Trees are tumbling down all around them. A baby cries for the first time. A Baby sees something it loves for the first time. The baby turns to liquid and flies towards it. The ruler stick freezes her in place again. This ice sweats and drowns a stinkbug. The curious dog has at it. The dog grows wings and flies around the sun. the sun itself has wings now. Flap, flap, flap, flap goes it’s wings. The sun flies away. Behind the horizon it goes. Swallowed up again. The night calls you to prayer. Prayer. Prayer. The planets cease their orbit. The fish hold still. The sea mines stop ticking. No more ticking anywhere. 
	Waiting in the hallways are utmost pigeons who with their eyeballs, fly through the cell bars and turn the water to wine in the shower room. The windows shatter and in come the storks. They drop newborns from their mouths. These newborns are made of tentacles. They latch onto the wall and ascend I all directions. Dangling off of the chandeliers, knocking the paintings off of the walls. There are so many bus hound clowns in the world. So many felines in the world. A fantastic speed picks up within the crows heart. The blood pumps impossibly fast. This blood comforts the womb pandas. They nestle up amongst themselves. The grassy knoll with the old well is full of bones. The bones of children. Future architects. Future lovers. Future astronauts. Future foes. The men of uniform are dropping like flies. The hopeless remain hopeless. 
	From a pile of leaves arises an elderly woman. She extends her hand and caresses the hair of the sleeping lamb. The lamb grows into a tree. A tree which gives forth lambs. Lambs whose eyes are flowers. The horses gallop out of the mind of those who catch a glimpse of the falling moon. It crashes and the airplane sees from afar. It sees and turns to diamonds. Down fall these diamonds. Deep into the tornado suburbs. Kites fly high in the air, silhouetted by trillions of suns. The kids below hover only ten feet off the ground, floating in tranquility, letting the kite take them to wherever they are to be next. Bubblegum pops and dangling shoelaces. The parents of these children swing butterfly nets to capture them, to bring them to safety. Eggs fly into the air with waiting and the flying conversations come to a halt in tuxedo shorts. Flaming torches in the night blizzard breeze. Ears widen and out come monstrous waves. The nude woman hides in the potted plant pods. Ride the rail! Ride the rail! Ride the rail!
	Hold tight to the doorknobs. The door itself falls to the earth and crumbles. The shower flips on and the house turns to ice. Buckets of water capsized above models of future utopias in the loony’s basement. The bees! The bees! So very many bees! This way! That way! Everywhere bees! The stings are to be sharp as the bayonet that pierced through abominable snowman flesh. Palaces of mildew fall into the trenches of underwater cockfights. 
	Serious trampolines are of the essence. The ones who know are the ones who go to the land of walking movement. Walking movement of the second episode of seizure gladiator bliss. You do not have numbers. A light fades in. A light bulb shines bright. A yellow room. Twitches turn the light off again. Flowers of furnaces within the trench coats of savory men are what you are dead for. The walk. The walk is a long walk. Faraway spheres don’t loose themselves to chance. Framing the horoscope visions of the Congo cannibals. Martian dust spins into gold fiber stereo blend sprites. Horizontal spellbinding within the tomb of solid Socratic method. There are strangers in the judgment life basements. There are creaking steps and higher trepidations. The chewing of the food blares bright and piercing. A creation is what lurks in the absolute signs of the finite flight. The lava rumbles with an earth smelling sniffle. Saliva rolls around on the floor like stored carpets at play. Townspeople find their way to their homes. It is their town. It is their town. No town quite like theirs. 
	Slivers of the immortal geckos sizzle on the dinner plates before esteemed patrons of the building esk quanta quanta. The folding chairs split fast into smaller portions. Gweg svoot svoot heet fineut. You ascend to hell and descend to heaven. You are in the space in between. 
	Muvsho muvshogil eenta evseelog. Ter shweidy ven. There is a whole out there in the fortune of the guts nesting just sloppy in the moist getting of shackles. Shackles and bones are picked from crop forever. Theek wab forever. The telephone rings. There is no answer. There is only the riddle of the spheres. The spinning turntable of thought in orbit around the record label sticker sun. Red in green moss make bloody love upon nature. Scottish men of the origins of godsend eat their bananas without their desert. Peace. Peace. The fleas convoostat stat never ending pitter pattery. Slovakia movchovo. Doz Doz. Cloth in the chest of man. Cloth on the flagpoles. Mystery cometh forth from the fruitful trees of Capricorn. The autumn falls over and shatters like painted glass in the catacomb light. The bones flicker in flame and they smile the smile of decaying dead matter. Countries sweat from their scalp. Wars are raged above the skulls. The men on fire shovel snow in these dark crypts. Light goes all over.
	There are babies again. I melt and run down many hallways. Walking over to the hallway of the merry past, the future crucifies the cells in my little toe. Oh the moans of the little toe. A moment of loss is the capture of the lord on high, who blows rubber boats from his sandpaper eye. Raindrops of silver iron flow solemnly up to the moons of Saturn. The ring spins and donkeys ascend. There is a licking leech somewhere in the depths of the muck. The swamp. The sensual snowmen lie melted from the neck down in the lava waters. The mud men emerge from the bubbling murk. The snowmen watch quietly. How very masturbatory. A pink blob comes and consumes the young little children. There is a wink in the eye of the malignant dragonfly. Hopping and hopping and galloping and guffawing. Trotting and falling and nausea clogging! Universe cellulose within the cellophane. Television flickers inside the milieu of French hens. French hens, so skinned, with feathers around the necks of those who kiss their own dimples. Cream spits from their cheeks. 
	Branches fall down. The doves fly up. The bridges twist like black licorice and crumble to dust in Lucifer’s fist. The ivory lips of the kissable martian aura hide away. Far far away. A million miles east, the water flows hot and within a sort of blanketing centrifuge. Wafer thin scammold scaffolding of a grave-robbers pep step. There are tempers within the blissful. The ego is forever existent in the human mind. Putting all hiding outside of the smokehouses aside, the river has a lovely flow. A lovely flow hiding mr. Lindsy. Hard times and the horror so amusing. Show me that farm. A farm where there are not crops that grow, but dwellings. Dwellings of clay and wood. Dwellings of hides and fortunes. So far inside of these are the men and women whose lives turn to fire that stretches not orange, but blue, across the frozen horizon. Frozen is ice. Ice is but the glowing soil. The glowing soil whose entry is so cruel. 
	Shogota Vubtyorio swequentia holly holly scoomandid do dally. There once was a man named Jilly Jally. He once killed at small girl named Sally. He went to a place with nobody there, and saw that this fellow had abnormal hair. 
	

• With Option Word In…

	Slap!
	Sickness all over. Illness of considerable friction across your entire body. In the dead of night, the streets are still crowded. That is how it sounds anyway. The dim orange streetlight, as well as the moving beeps and bops of automotive passers by, bleed not into this dark, long alleyway. A darkness so deep nearing the end, the shadows breed shadows. These shadows are blacker still than their mothers and father before them. Birthed from the bosom of this absolute black is you, among the rotten corpse garbage and the junky rodents. You feel your blackened blood trickling down your back from gashes. Holes in your flesh brought about by rusty, sharp-ended springs tearing through the lifeless trash bag that supports your weight. This bag of black is pushed against the shit stained side of a dusty old playhouse. Though you cannot see ahead of you, it is evident that your legs are straight out. One of your feet is numbed and sitting motionless in a murky mud puddle. Weak. So very weak, you are. You can hardly move a finger. Your pants are rough and jagged. 
	“Was that all a dream? Was the macrocosm of fluid nothing but an apparition of my sleeping mind? Where am I now? Who am I now? Was that all a dream? A Dream? Was it a dream?”
	It is so dark here in the alleyway. So very dark. There is no way to assess yourself. Your hands are too meek to evaluate yourself with sensation. The light is too illusive and distant to evaluate yourself with sight. You know that the body you lie in is a damaged body though. That much is certain. Your ears can hear the seething bubbling in your sickened guts. Your body is drenched in foreground agony. You hurt and you know it. With unease, you point your gaze upward. No stars sighted in the night sky, for it is dulled by bronze light pollution. An increasing lambent glow emerges from behind the silhouetted playhouse. The moon is approaching. Perhaps it shall illuminate your new manifestation. All you must do is wait for a short time in your pain, your unexplained pain. 
	There is something just heavier than a feather in your pocket. You can only barely detect this. You wonder what it could possible be. What could it possibly be? Oh, how weak your hands are. What a thing it is to be prisoner in your own body. The mind longing but the flesh falling short. You haven’t the ability to know what you possess. 
	“No. I am man. Man has blood. This blood is under his will. It does as he commands. I am man so my blood shall do as I command. I will fight! I will fight! I will fight! AAAAAAAAAUU!”
	Of course, you don’t have the breath to actually say this. You only vigorously chewed over it. All of your concentration is focused on your hand now. Come on. All it would take is five seconds of movement. You sit and try to build all the energy you possibly can. Your fingers quiver and moan and crackle. Oh, how it hurts! In the deep, dull cold of the deep, dull night, you shiver with body aflame and pouring with muddy sweat. Your sweat. Your sweat. Your sweat.
	Your teeth shutter, clicking together like a wind chime of dusty old bones. The air is so heavy with the consistency like a solid in your ravaged throat of flesh, bone, and ash. First one of your fingers find the entrance of your pocket, then another, then another. Pretty soon, with a pained exhalation, your hand is gobbled up by the blackened mouth of cloth. Your can feel through the mucky fabric your bony, exhausted thigh. Suddenly, the longest of your fingers feels a delicate texture. With more painful breaths of strategy you close your fist over this texture. There is a creaking heard within your shoulder. Fidgety and ready to blow. You hold your breath hard. Your eyes closed tight as a tourniquet.
	“Please… Please… Please…”
	With all of your might you yank your hand free from the pocket’s mouth. 
	Snap!
	One of your bones now protrudes from your shoulder. The pain of this is new. The darkness ahead flashes black light and freezes a single moment as smoldering goose bumps replace all other feeling and thoughts inside of you. You bite down hard, shattering the majority of your teeth and snipping off the very tip of your tongue. All of your bones petrify in shock. After a time of snappy stillness, you ebb from terror to desperation. Your cheek now resting without a lick of rest upon the alleyway floor, coated with a fine layer of shattered liquor glass. Your back now against nothing but the treacherous solid air. The flesh that hid your spine now dangles off the very ends of the sharpened springs. Like tattered flags in the kingdom of shadows, they are. 
	Lying there, the desperation is explosive. Your mouth widens for screams to pour out like from behind a disintegrated levee, but only the softest squeaks emit. These sound are born and fall into the darkness immediately. A species extinct as soon as it is conceived, your voice. The junky rodents that convulse in this alleyway heed not of your hushed screams. The junky rats, who through perilous journeys in the muck have learned to respond to every desperate rat squeak for life, heed not of your hushed screams. One or two may have acknowledged, but none have much ambition to come to your aid. They go about their junky rodent antics. Tears of utmost woe and hurt flood from your crusty, fungal tear ducts. You lie there in your wretchedness in the deep dark. Your fist is still clenched tightly closed. Overtime, your eyes and their corresponding curiously turn to it again. Something peculiar! Whatever you are holding is glowing.
	Squeezing through the closed canyons between your fingers is a subtle glimmer of light. A vertical line of brightness slicing through the darkness ahead. All it shall take is a loosening of the muscles and you’ll be able to see what it is. It couldn’t possibly be that hard, could it?
	You open your fist and in unison, all of your fingers fall off. Sitting in your palm is the fine, glistening powder that was once an intact marble of flawless spherical proposition. It’s aquamarine glittering is turned dark red by the blood gushing from where your fingers so proudly did what fingers so proudly do. Though little of the alleyway is bathed in this dim red light, you now see your hand and arm. The abdomen of dead jumbo ticks hang raggedy from your wrist from which venomous mushrooms grow. This arm is so skinny that dirty bone can be seen where the skin has been torn or eroded away like dead moth wings. The blood red glow illuminates more, a wee bit more. You have a beard. A monstrous, knotted, dusty beard. Nested inside are rotten eggs and baby bird bones. The layer of blood upon this once grand marble grows thicker and thicker. The glowing becomes duller and duller. 
	“It wasn’t a dream! It was real what happened to me! I still have the remnants of the marble! I was awake when it was received. Where did that go? Where did the rhythm go? Where did the fluid go? Where did the tango go? Where did the great storm go? Why have I dreadfully manifested as this dreadful manifestation?” 
	 Of course, you don’t have the breath to actually say this. You only vigorously chewed over it. The light of the moon slowly crawls across the dull bronze sky. Its substance, not only its incandescence, begins emerging in your view of the sky above. The absolute darkness slowly grows moist with milky, thin lambency. As it creeps slowly and steadily across the slice of sky that exists between the two walls which makes the alleyway, The shadows expel their secrets ever so slowly. The bloody glowing material in your disfigured palm is juxtaposed and merged with a contradictory soft blue. This redness begins equalizing in saturation with this silky shade. Restless, unobtrusive stains slowly embellish the black where your body is supposed to be. These stains pant in retort to the many afflictions on it’s person. As you tearstained eyes adjust and adapt to this newfound light, more of the alleyway is ripe for assessment. Despondent, despondent assessment. 
	Your freshly severed fingers still give a twitch or two there amongst the blood and garbage. That of you still intact is cloaked in bloody, filthy rags. You are so malnourished and frail that your gut is concave like a crater. Worms wiggle about in your pubic hair and spiders try biting their way into the veins of your shriveled, tired penis. Your thighs are soaked in bloody piss. This urine collects as a puddle your foot sits lifelessly in now. Cockroaches struggle to free themselves, stuck somehow deep under your yellow toenails. Your other foot is missing. The plague of tomorrow has come today. It has finally taken its toll on you. You would offer your kingdom for your health, but what kingdoms have you to offer anymore?
	The moon illuminates more.
	Ahead of your feet are many junkyard dog skeletons. Their filthy skulls and their jagged teeth lie absolutely lifeless among rotting fruit. A lone maggot here and there moves about aimlessly among this apocalyptic terrain, as do semen soaked stockings rolling around on the floor lazily in the wind. 
	The moon illuminates more.
	Running parallel to the alley wall of the dusty old playhouse is another wall, which you now stare at in the bitter moonlight. Opaque, muck leaking bricks. So very solid, this wall is. Crude illustrations of castration and abortion scribbled upon it. It stands confident and eerily still. Absolutely still. Still as the heaviest piece of matter that exists among gravity. Oh how you wish to be able to walk effortlessly through these walls. How you wish to slip through the cracks of solids and spill into the trickling seas again! How you wish to bask in fluid once more. The Burdon of solids weighs on you more than it ever has. The friction is all encompassing. It does not falter. It only strengthens beyond fathoming wit. 
	The moon illuminates more.
	Pushed against this wall ahead of you is a tattooed and slimy dumpster. Corpses fill it to the brim. Limbs of humanity dead and contorted like shriveled fly appendages. Spots and speckles of decomposition periodically placed on the pale flesh. All tongues are black. The eyes of these dead melt and droop down their cheeks like unspoiled condoms of another time. Their expressions are vanquished forever. 
	The moon illuminates more. 
	Lying at the base of this dumpster is another lifeless body. It is the body of a woman. Worn by her are rags of spellbinding color. Around her arms and fingers are bracelets and rings teaming with the design of hundreds and hundreds of different states of mind throughout human history. Hanging from her ears are dazzling chandeliers of human triumph and aesthetic. It is the tango peasant. The plague has done away with her. You would offer your kingdom for the tango peasant, but what kingdoms have you to offer anymore?
	You look over towards the end of the alleyway. Way off in the distance it shines. It’s light travels far but not far enough to serenade you. It is the last remaining remnant of mankind in your consciousness. A small segment of the spectacle of your species. People walk hurriedly from one end of this segment to another. Cars brightly blur by, seen in a fleeting moment. So far away they are, so far and so absorbed in their cacophony. Oh how you long to indulge in your kind just once more. Perhaps, just perhaps, you may be able to catch the attention of one of those who walks along the sidewalk. You want to beg them to share your shivers. Oh how you want that. You extend your hand without fingers and emit an inaudible squeak or two, but nobody ceases their speedy motion. These squeaks are squeezed through rotten teeth. These squeaks die alone. So very alone. 
	“Please… Please… Please…”
	You cannot abide by this any longer. The excruciating nature of this is just too much. Somebody must share your shivers. You must hold a warm human body close as the plague banishes you to fuck oblivion forever. How angry you are at yourself. You regret not spending every minute of every day doing this. You wonder what all the barriers were for. Why all the restraint? Was it really worth it to spend so much of your time adding bricks to your levee? How fruitful was keeping your hands firmly to your sides? Why didn’t you use your fingers to caress the warm life of another when you still had fingers to caress with? Why did you wince so at the touch of another? Why did you turn your gaze away from the intimate stare of another. Why did you deny the one thing every moment should be spent pursuing? Most of all, why are you denied this luxury at the time you need it the very most? Why can’t you have this luxury? These questions are asked vividly in your head. The most vivid and solid train of thought you’ve ever had.   
	“Please… Please… Please…”
	Suddenly, one of the men in the segment of distant humanity stops in his tracks. He hesitates, and then he looks into the dark abyss of the alleyway. You frantically squeak your little rat squeaks and try to accentuate the blood red glowing speckles of marble shards in your disfigured palm. You hope that he will see this dull light of ruby splotched on the darkness. The man stares into the shadows. His hair is frazzled and his tie is undone. He has a necklace made of fingers. One from every person whose life he ruined. He stares into the shadows in fear. The aura of the shadows, The blankness of it, the volume of it, sends foreboding shivers down his healthy spine. Without hesitation, he continues his hurried walk, jumping out of the segment of humanity. A delicate wind comes and blows the blood red marble shards from your hand. Quite faint, they sit here and there alone or in clusters near and far in the alleyway, lighting microscopic splotches. 
	“Please… Please… Please…”
	Ruffling sounds all around! What could that be? Something lurks in the nearby shadows. Without moment’s notice, many junky rodents come spilling from the corpse dumpster and crying forth from the sockets of the dead dog skulls. They take little rat sips from the puddle of piss and then proceed to nibble at you to satisfy their junky fix. The vermin eat your pruning, decrepit toes one by one. Enough is enough. You muster the strength of ten thousand men for a few short moments and emit passionate but still impossibly silent shouts to the heavens. You shout to me.
	“Why? Why did I get taken from the fluid? Why me? Why can’t I be back there now?”
	Saying this out loud proves too much for you body. You vomit your stomach, kidneys, liver, bladder, colon, intestines, and pancreas. They all land with a gory plop in the darkened alleyway. The junky rodents still nibbling, you feel your heart beating terminally quickly. One of your eyes falls from its socket and splatters like shadowed egg yolk upon the floor. The darkness is hungry. The darkness has found you. The darkness licks her lips. 
	The moon in the sliver of sky above, which arose like night’s dawn from behind the playhouse, now sets like night’s evening behind the opaque wall. The bruised circle of twilight rock turns to a semicircle. This semicircle shrinks and is sucked up by the rooftop. With this shrinking comes growing dark in the dreaded alleyway. The dead fade into black, as do your shriveling bones, the feasting junky rodents, and the longing finger worms. All that is left in the vision of your one remaining eye are inconsistent twinkles of red ruby light. So faint, so distant, so far apart. There is so much negative space between them. They light so very little. Like dying, cool, red stars in declining entropy, they twinkle. Some near, some far. 
	The sound of the distant mankind remains in subtlety behind your hissing nervous system, which sparks bolts of horrified lightening inside of you. The sound of nibbling fades though, along with the feeling of their cold, rotten rat teeth. The friction slowly disappears into the darkness as well. The stress retreats from the theater and hides under dusty blankets in the haunted wings. The pain of your plagued body lifts rapidly. So very rapidly, it lifts. Miraculous, it feels. In the darkness, you feel your parts coming back together. You can wiggle your fingers at will. You can feel your toes circulating with ardent blood. Transcending the drone of the distant mankind, rising above the hissing nerves, is a breathing, delicate wind chime song. Like the lullabies whispered in the blissful newborn’s dream within a blissful newborn dream, it sounds. No gravity to weigh it to the earth. With it’s heavenly grace, it dissolves the decaying ruby universe into harmonious void. The stars of blood red marble shards vanish like twinkling, wet pupils descending to sleep and dreams. 
	In the pitch darkness, the chiming drowns the distant mankind. No more distant mankind. The segment is gone, yet so is the friction. The weight of desire has melted into weightless bog. All weight gone. Time disappears, for it is weight. All relativity centralizes on infinity. The chiming morphs to the sounds of a pipe organ of some magnificent proportion. A spotlight flicks on, illuminating the illusive organist. It is the tango peacock magnificently pecking at the keys. 
	“Eeeyaaaaay!”
	A roaring fire massacres the darkness surrounding this spotlight. It spontaneously ignites in a fireplace just to her left. This fire reveals the room entire. This light flickers affably, so very affably. Not only does it shine the orange luminosity that flame radiates, but also all of the colors which mold and merge in the spectrum. It mirrors the lambent glow of the peacock. The dance of dim rainbow light and shadow illumes much, but not all. More light this way comes. 
	To the left of the fireplace glows a dazzling marine fish tank. Inside swim splendid fishes which also span the rainbow. Their gregarious gills glisten gleaming gloss. Exploring explored terrain, they do. The treasure chest of bubbles, their refined reflection fading into the transparency, collectives of artificial seaweed, and so forth. More light this way comes.
	The walls, floor, and ceiling sweat more illumination. Every inch of the interior of this marvelous room glisters brighter and brighter. These glistering walls have the design of Jupiter’s chaotic surface. The red eye, the big storm, is the front door. To the left of this door is a foppish, uptight butler. His chin faces the sky and his face is scrunched in a very fashionable fashion. His eyebrows and goatee are bushy and grey. You have made it to Jupiter again. You are now where the residents of Plum Avenue, now nothing but a name to you, dreamed all of their lives to go. You basked as a component of this beautiful planet for a time. You soared above the heavens to make love to the absurdity of the solar system’s most treacherous frontier. Now you are within it, right where you want to be.
	You hold something in your grasp. Your grasp! You have your fingers back. Looking down, you see you hold a glass filled with scotch on the rocks. The ice cubes make the glass sweat, cooling your clean and polished hand. Your hand! Your hand! Your hand is operational once more! Packed with active blood and energy, you rejoice. The rest of you has returned as well. Evaluating yourself, you find that you are dressed for a night on the town. A formal sweater, dressy pants, charcoal shaded socks that make your calves itchy, and deep black shoes, tied with the exactness of an architect’s mind. This getup is not important to you. Your mind is centralized on the peacock. The buzzes of euphoria in your body are all encompassing.  
	“Eeeyaaaaay!”
	In all the excitement, your hand lets go of its grip. our glass drops. Your glass shatters. The butler flinches an agitated, rigid flinch. You sprint hastily towards the peacock. In the sloppiness of the moment, you slip without losing your footing upon the ice on the Jupiter floor. Every which way your arms and legs flail but on you run. With abrasive embrace, you wrap your arms around the peacock. With no kingdom surrendered, you have been given a second chance. Tears of bliss pour from your eyes. You sob in joy as an infant would. You feel the heartbeat of the peacock. You feel her blood in glorious motion! She embraces you right back. All else around fades to black. The solipsistic domicile shrinks to the size of this intimate moment.
	Your fingers move around in the majesty of her feathers. With your tongue you lick the sandy sandman mementos off the borders of her eyes. You hold tight, for now you have hands with which to hold. You smile with serenity, for now you have serenity to smile to. In this small, whispered space, her glow starts glowing off of you. Your hair morphs slowly and seamlessly into the feathers of the divine tango peacock. Your anatomy all around begins changing to the peacock. At long last, the tango has returned to you. Again you are in the moment, so deeply embedded in the moment like the burning ember in creation’s chest. The euphoria tingles your brain, for now you share this moment in eternity with but one other. The rhythm is the heartbeat of this duo of minds merged in spirit. The universe sighs delightfully.
	After a time of this, the solipsistic domicile grows slowly and subtly back into the room. The hug between you and the tango peacock peacefully comes to an end. You return to the form of man. Oh but how you have the appetite and compulsion of warm embrace still! So many more shivers to share! You must make up for lost time! 
	You turn to the butler with a maniacal smile. He looks at you nervous and trickling with sweat. He knows your intentions. He apprehensively swallows.
	With all of your might you come darting towards him, smile impossibly wide. Teeth pristinely rattling in the motion. The butler takes a timid step back. He covers his head with his hands in scared retort. Again you slip on the ice upon the floor and practically fall onto him. You lock your arms around him, holding him in warmhearted space. 
	“Sir… Sir… Please… Stop…” mumbles he.
	You do no such thing. Your hands pressed hard against his soft, polished suit. Your wee nose exhalations dampening his shoulder. You hold him tight, so very tight. There is warmth resonating from you, but he stands inelastic and astute, emitting lukewarm. This does no matter to you. The domicile shrinks again as you share your shivers with him. This is what matters to you. The butler’s blood flows as well. His heart beats life into him every few moments. The inhalations of existence fill his plump lungs. He resonates too. He has a domicile too. He may not know it, but he does. You hold him tight, so very tight. So tight even that his face turns blue.
	“Suh…! Suh…!” gasps he. 
	The domicile grows into the room yet again. You let the poor man go. He kneels with melancholy and tries to capture his breath. Oh but how you have the appetite and compulsion of warm embrace still! So many more shivers to share! You must make up for lost time!
	Another tense gulp behind you, this one more bubbly. You turn and see the fish tank. The fishes, which emit the rainbow, hide behind the artificial seaweed that sways so genuinely and delicately in the glowing glass aquarium. Again you lunge forward. Again you slip around erratically in the scotch. One of the fish tries seeking sanctuary in the bubbling treasure chest. 
	“Sanctuary! Sanctuary! My kingdom for sanctuary! Hugs draw nearer for us all!”
	He swims like a determined torpedo towards this chest, but it is to no avail. You stick your arms into the tank and absurd fin splashing ensues. The little bastard puts up quite a struggle, and you can consider your sweater spoiled now, but you grab this fish in your fist. The other fish watch in horror. They have only heard of the fish huggers in spooky stories and ancient undersea scriptures, but now their fears unfold before them! 
	You hold this fish close to your breath as it desperately tries to liberate his poor little fish self. You resonate with him. You resonate with a damp, smelly fish. The domicile shrinks again as you share your shivers with him. This is what matters to you. The fish’s blood flows as well. His heart beats life into him every few moments. The inhalations of existence seep into his little fish gills… only less so for him at the moment.
	“Let me go! You let me go this instant you big bully you! If you don’t release me, I may very well croak right here and now! Have you ever seen a fish croak? It isn’t a pretty sight, I assure you! Haha… okay this isn’t funny anymore. Are you listening to me? Hey! Quit it! Let me go! Come on! Have a little sympathy! I am but a fish! Spare me your happiness! For the love of god, and all that is holy, let me the fuck go!”
	The domicile quickly grows back into the room. This hug between man and fish comes to an end. Your gills disappear. Your floundering form dissipates. The fish hurriedly hops back into the water. Collecting his little fish wit, he turns to you tiredly. He stubbornly sticks his little fish tongue out at you and then continues floating about aimlessly. Gooey fish goo trickles down your sweater.	Oh but how you have the appetite and compulsion of warm embrace still! So many more shivers to share! You must make up for lost time!
	You turn towards the rainbow fire sizzling strong in the fireplace. You would embrace that with your arms, but you quickly realize that such an endeavor would not work out in your favor. You have your body back now. You wouldn’t want to blemish it. It’s so very handsome! You look just a wee bit to the right and see the peacock’s pipe organ shining in Jupiter’s wondrous glow. It is too large to hug in full, so instead you simply press yourself hard against it. Your arms stretched like a bird gloating about its wingspan. Your hair and cheeks pushing down hard with love upon the keys, sending the pipes blaring a discordant series of tones. Some heavenly, some awkward. The peacock blushes and smiles at the sight. The butler covers his fuzzy ears. The drone sends a foreshadowing crack creaking and growing along the wall of the aquarium. The fishes watch distraught. 
	You hold tight to Jupiter’s pipe organ. The domicile shrinks once more. Its walls turn to the waves of the contradictory notes. Your eyes closed with little globules of drool sneaking from under your tongue out of your mouth, you resonate. You begin to grow into the pipe organ. Its golden sheen is your own. The tones it emits are your own tones. The tone of your life extinguishing the lifelessness within the organ. In this intimate space it lives with you. It lives because it breathes. Breathes like man. 
	You hold still there for a while. You hold tight still to this lovely organ. Floating in the lightweight bubble that is now your head. Floating within it and not outside of it. Outside there is lifeless texture rubbing against the illusion of your flesh. It bores you not, for you float there in intimate space. The soul of this lifeless texture floating around like the spectrum centipede. The diamond, though unseen, remains in your vision. 
	Slowly, flawlessly, the bubble widens into the Jupiter headquarters. The soul of the organ waves goodbye and dissolves in the air of your mind. The organ falls silent as you lift your body up from it. 
	Your appetite and compulsion for warm embrace has been satisfied. Shivers have been shared. Lost time has been made up for, because your mind is at ease. You feel again at touch with your surroundings. You feel good. The tango peacock hears wind of this. She knows what to. 
	“Eeeyaaaaay!”
	You turn to her, excited, filled with love, attached. She pardons the butlers of his duties. With joy he clicks his heels in the air and disappears laughing like a loon in a poof of red smoke. The tango peacock stands now before the door of the Jupiter headquarters. The door that is the great storm. The great, red storm. Your breath held in anticipation, the flames of excitement biting at your ankles, you watch. Oh how shrewdly you watch. She opens the door and in pour millions upon millions of marbles of all different colors, sizes, textures, artistry, you name it. 
	The avalanche of glass sends your cochleae running for the hills, holding down their hats against the wind and tightly gripping their opened suitcases. Your eyes pop like supernova popcorn in glee, utmost glee. The marbles roll all over the place. Here, there, everywhere. The Jupiter floor is entombed in rolling, deeply complex texture. The marble tidal waves come crashing down on the yelping organ. The pipes cling and clang with thousands of glass sphere collisions like asteroids hitting metropolis molding planets. The fish tank explodes from too much debris impacts and the fish are violently banished to the world down below the bloody marbles, swaying this way and that in the spherical chaos and disappearing abruptly. The fire is buried alive with a few heated spark creaks, cracks, and crackles. 
	Where are you during all of this? Where is the peacock? Where oh where has the floor beneath your feet gone? You float above this beautiful marble catastrophe with the peacock. Lazily suspended in air, the activity below makes the whole headquarters snore and shiver.  Would you look at this? Your hair begins lifting as if your hang upside down and the tips turn to trickling liquid that move about in the Jupiter ceiling of the Jupiter domicile. Your forehead, face, throat, shoulders, arms, stomach, pelvis, thighs, legs, and feet all follow one after the other. The peacock does likewise. Just in the knick of time too. The marbles fill the room to the brim. 
	Again, again, again. Again your being is within the flow. The great storm encompasses all. The peacock encompasses all. You encompass all. There you float, Jupiter. The marbles within this dense ball of absurd gas become too heavy await. They explode like the big bang from you. Many of the more minuscule ones stop in their tracks quickly and begin orbiting you. Some only stray a few million miles away and circle a blank, black void. A marble of blinding flaming beauty fills this void. One of the wee marbles that orbits this sun sphere grows a peculiar, otherworldly mold. Vines that flower blissful gardenias envelop and descend from it like solid green blood. Bees from distant galaxies fly from the blank black and pollinate these gorgeous flowers. 
	The other marbles that were birthed from you fly far, far away. They feel in the blanks in this blank black. Distant flickering balls of glass with unseen marbles circling them speedily. Some grow with gardenias. Some don’t. Known to a certainty though, the marbles roll on, every last one. 
	Seeing this with your red eye, you smile a cosmic smile. Again you are completely tuned in to your involvement with everything. Again the diamond stretches in all directions forever and ever and ever, obscuring it’s finely proportioned wall. Within this domicile, in your mind, there is only happiness. The happiness is alone, whispering and giggling to itself, while the universe explodes from this concentration. All of the debris of this explosion has the selfsame joy. All is happy in this tango.
	“It takes two to tango, two to tango, if you really want that feeling of romance.” So whispers the peacock that moves inside of your storm.
	You awake again in the alleyway. Your one eye opens and sees this darkness again. The pain is back. Just another train of thought, that was. Just another train of thought. No more fingers to embrace warmly with. No more energy to embrace warmly with. Nobody more to embrace warmly. Even the junky rodents are gone. Still a starless night above, seen in the sliver of universe. Still the distant mankind. Still the dumpsters full of plagued dead. Still the hurt. Still the heart. 
	All around you, near and far, are the blood red marble stars. They light splotches of the dank dirtiness of this backstreet crevasse. No longer shall your shivers be shared. There is nobody that will find you. Cold, dark, dark, cold. You can feel it. It has returned. Again, again you feel life ebbing into death. Again, again your surroundings start gobbling you up. These are the last moments. The very last moments. No more worlds. No more voids. No more heavens. No more hells. No more mice. No more mousetraps. No more fire. No more ice. No more shape. No more size. No more color. No more flies. No more clothes. No more nakedness. No more disassociation. No more intimacy. No more trash. No more treasures. No more silence. No more dance. No more dance?
	Your brain starts going from dull red to black and moldy. The final decrescendo begins. 
	What is this? A lone spider crawls speedily into the light of a nearby ruby marble remnant sun. Just rising above being minuscule, it exists completely still. Hair standing endwise, fangs showing, little dot eyes staring attentively, it acknowledges you. You stare still and silent with your one remaining eye. All else if forgotten. Only the ruby spider remains. Before you can get too lost in his gaze, though, he scurries back into the darkness. 
	Your brain begins turning into a bubbly moosh. Your body is numbed by this. The pain vanishes but so does the pleasure. The ruby stars begin fading more and more. 
	Forever, forever will the turning of time tick on a different universe because of this exchanged glance. In staring into the eight legged organism’s eyes, you have done everything. Sitting here in your numbness, you have done everything. Only feeling the slight sensation of your cerebrum dripping out of your ears, you have done everything. Everything has been done. Your thought through all of existence has covered the entire terrain. No shadow went unlit by your sight. No sound vibrated unheard by your hearing. No texture remained illusive to your touch. All that could occur occurred. The entire universe was discovered. All of your action and inaction changed the spectacle ahead forever and all that this spectacle beheld changed you forever. 
	Maggots begin bathing in the milky, soapy substance that was once your functioning brain. 
	Think of all of the exchanges. The fleeting glances. The close connectedness. Think of the peasants! Recall… Recall… Recall… Recall the analytical one. Recall how you spun galaxies with your minds. Recall the torch-wielding peasant. Recall how you melted kingdoms with your blood. Recall the harmonious peasant. Recall how you boiled the oceans with your grins. Recall the tango peasant, who shares the space you are within now. Sharing yet on different trains, you two are. Recall, oh recall how you exploded stars with your gaze. There are subtle things to recall too. Subtle exchanges. Recall the fat man of the park you feared so very much. Recall your encounter with him. Recall the safeguarded lads of the park latrines. Recall their wackiness, their silliness. Recall the plague doctor. Recall his kindly manner. Recall the parents at your childhood baseball game cheering you on. Recall the candlelit man who told you that being Jupiter was impossible. Recall the birds that flew away in fear when you shouted the shouts of man for the very first time in the park. Recall the mosquitoes that made a living off of your precious blood, often without your knowing. Recall the footsteps you made in dirt so very many times. Recall the chair you moved a few inches oh so very long ago. Recall the small drops of blood you left on the floor outside of the palace of your assessment. Recall the piece of land that for just a second was shaded by your walking shadow. Recall the millions of times when that occurred. Recall the countless dogs who saw you from afar. Recall the birds whose breaths were drawn from the same planet as you. Recall all of the houses that you fleetingly glanced at which were caged several parakeets. Recall being in the macrocosm of fluid. Recall the fireworks. Recall the momentary lapses of sensual conquest. Recall the extended indulgences thereof. Recall every blushing cheek. Recall every smile smiled. Recall every lizard. Recall every flea. Recall every storm. Recall every calm before. Recall every ship at sea. Recall every seagull. Recall everything. Recall… Recall… Recall… How, though? How is it that your brain is next to nothing and you can recall so very well? The truth is you do not recall. You needn’t recall. That was then and this is now. I’m recalling it for you. 
	Recall the good and the bad. Recall how they existed together in harmony the whole time. Every moment the universe lived, the harmony was absolute. The inconsistency of nature is the greatest consistency of all. The pursuit for one or the other is futile. Recall the sentence of the peacock, only uttered a few pages ago. It takes two to tango, two to tango, if you really want that feeling of romance. 
	Your brain is ooze. All thoughts are brief bubble pops in the swampy murk. So little of you left. The diamond domicile is receding into a vapid, starless oblivion. 
	You realize something. You are man. Man can shout. Why leave with a whimper when you can leave with a bang? It matters not that nobody shall save you. It matters not that your worlds shall wither and fall. It matters not that to shout will bring about the death of you, so much faster than before. It matters not. What to say? There is not all that much more to say. All tangents have decayed into almost nothing. Crumbs! Only singular ideas that can burst like brain ooze bubbles from your mouth remain alive, gasping for every last breath. So little to say. So you shall say it all. 
	Your shouts crash through the barriers of little rat squeaks. The glass shatters, hiding the ruby. The stars around you are gone. Only you and the sounds remain. Yes, the sounds. The sounds of the distant mankind, the construction of buildings, factories and facilities that will make the shit flow. The honking of the horns and the banging of hammers. The garbage man clanging and clashing near the alleyway. Your words die as soon as they are born in your dying mind. The words explode invisibly from your mouth ahead of you, veiled in the pitch darkness. Some words are formed, but a fair lot is incomprehensible. You modulate the ambiance of humanity in your loneliness. Every time you stop, the distant hums and crashes take the foreground again and dance like puppets on the dimly lit stage. When they dance long enough, your delirious attention steers subconsciously towards vanishing memories sounding their swan songs in your rotten skull. The park waves goodbye and pops. The assessment waves goodbye and pops. Plum Avenue waves goodbye and pops. One by one, they pop. All of these pops, all of these external hums, all of the screams, all exist in one harmonious fog, ever thickening harmonious fog. They give a lifeless sigh, and begin to lifelessly die, your cells. 
	Again your screams suddenly fly into the desolate sky. On and on and on this process goes. More shouting. More shouting. Your body starts ripping itself to shreds because of the torture these shouts put upon you. Yet you exist completely numb now. You scream the final song of the universe. You dance the final perceived tango. You do these things and you don’t even know it. You haven’t even a clue what words you’re saying. You don’t even know you are saying them. The numbness is everything. Knowledge has nothing on numbness. Nothing. 
	On and on and on this goes. Your body reduced to almost nothing, almost nothing at all. You are but a miniature bog wasting its final breaths on pointless, maniacal banter. Enough is enough. Your body gives. 
	Clarity! Sounds are subtle again. So subtle. Again you are in absolute lucidity. The moment is yours. There are still only shadows. Your gaze is pointed upward. Nothing is seen. Nothing at all. You keep looking, though. You keep looking with your one remaining eye. You look for something. Some sort of light. You don’t know why you search for this. There really is no good reason, but on you look. Keep looking. Look. Look. Look. Look. Light!
	A single star. A pinhole glistering faint white. Light-years away and then farther still. There is still a star left. You are still alive. You still have more time to shout. You are man. Man can shout.  
	“Look a rat! Consistency nature! Option word in! yeaaaahh… Consistency nature, with your option word in! Yeeaaaaah… Consistency nature, with your option word inn yeeeeeahh…. Consistency nature, with your option word in! Consistency nature! With your option word in! Consistency nature! Put your option word in! But, there’s something kind of true about it, my eventuality. Consistency nature, with your option word in. Consistency nature! Get your option word in! Consistency nature! Get your option word in! Consistency nature! Get your option word in! Consistency nature! With your option word in! Consistently true! Consistently true! Consistency nature! Mix your option word in! Consistently true. Consistency Nature. Mix your option word in! OOOOOOOOOOooOOOOOOOoooooOOOOO same day! Consistency nature! Mix your option word in! Consistency nature! Mix your option word in! Option word in!”
	The star vanishes and you die. 
	All is silent in the alleyway. No sounds whatsoever. Nothing rattled by the yelling. Nothing rattled. What did it achieve?
	Suddenly there is metal gently scraping against brick. A microphone dangling ten feet above your corpse from the window of the playhouse begins rising back up. The chord pulled by a few awestricken young men. The window swallows the microphone. Inside of the playhouse, in the costume room where mannequins lie sporadically about with missing limbs, these men cheer and rejoice. They rejoice because every moment of your shouting was recorded onto a tape. 	They play it back time and time again. They analyze your every syllable. They lie restlessly in bed, too exhilarated by the thought of your final ravings. One of them gets a tattoo inspired by you and your decaying mind. One of them sounds the recording at lectures to provoke those eager to learn. And one of them has a son, and this son hears the recording, and the son writes the words you read now. The marble rolls on.  
	   
	

	 
	 
	
	 
	
	
	 
	 	
	  
	
	     
	 
	
	
	
	 
	
		
	 
	
	

	 
	 
	


	
	 
	


	
	 
	



	
	

	

